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Jhstablished June

Terms $8 per annum, in advance.
published

(Sunday

Eight Dollar?

year

a

in

Street,

advance.

THE GOOD TIME

-;-—

GEEAT ATTEACTION

Rates op Advertising—One ineli ol space, in
length ol column, constitute a “square.”
&1-.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuin' every other day after Unit woek, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
three insertions or less, $1.50.
per week;
“Special Notices,” $1.25 per square first insertion, and 25 ct?. per square for each subsequent insertion; half a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
each subsequent insertion.
Advertisements inerted in the “Maine State
Pn ess” (which has a large circulation in every parof the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion*
aud 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.

PRINTING,

JOB

of every

description,

as

olxive.

Entertainments.
Deering Hall,

Theatre,.

Ready

-

With

3

124 Middle Street.

Another Home

Manufactory!

WILSON, &c., &c.,

FACTORY AND WHALE OIL

SOAP!
Extra Refined,

Family, Chemical

and Erosive

Olive,

THURSDAY, MAT 24th, 1866.
PURSE OF ,50.00.

may22dtd

TROWBRIDGE

I

ONLY!

NIGHTS

TWO

Thursday and Friday, May 24 & 25.

Burgess, Prendergast & Larue’s
MINSTRELS,

MAN U FACT U11EKS,

III

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

Artistes

Under the personal supervision of Mr. COOL BURGESS, the greatest of all living Ethiopian Comedians.

8PH YNXI
A MYSTERY. The wonder of the Nineteenth Century—pronounced by the great Savons the most extraordinary puzzle of the age. For particulars see
programmes ami posters.
Admission 35 cents. Reserved Seats 50 cents.
I>. C. LA RUE, Manager.
CliAS. B. GRISTE, Agent.
mayl9d6t
~

And Issue of Return Tickets to and from all
Stations between

Portland and South Paris.
afford increased accommodation to the
28th, a train will

In order to

on and alter Monday, May
public,
leave Portland at 6.00 P. M.

daily, conveying passengers idr South Paris and all intermediate stations;
and a train will leave South Paris in the aft ernoon
arriving in Portland at 6.60 P. M.
With the exception el such alteration of time os
may be desirable in the winter season, it is intended,
should sufficient encouragement be extended to these
trains, to continue them all the year round.
Return Tickets, (good for the day of issue only,) by
any train, will be sold to and from all stations at the
Danville June.
Hotel Road

60
66
65
95

Cumberland
Yarmouth
Yarmouth June.
No. Yarmouth
Pownal
New Gloucester

H.

Empire

*•

Road

M

Mechanics* Falls
$1,05 Oxford

South Paris

1.35

n

Great International

Combined with Hakky Whitby’8

Arena !

ENTIRE NEW ORGANIZATION.

Circus, nothing but Circus. Two Great Circus
Companies in One Exhibition.
Exhibition will be given Afternoon and Evening at
Poitland,

All

Tuesday and Wednesday, May 29th and 30th
ADMISSION *35

CENTS.
F. A. KEELER, Agent.

Portland.

■

City

Slay,

Committee

EDMUND lMUNNEY,

Laying

NATURAL1ZER !
Hair.
1 have compouilded
and perfected a preparation for restoring
gray, light or red hair
to a beautiiul brown
or black in (our weeks.
It is not a dye, does
not stain the skin, or
soil the clothing; it
contains all the medicinal proper'les of the
chemical Reproducer
for making ihc hair
glow, preventing its
falling off, and remov-

ing dandruff, and con-

tains nothing poisonous or in the least hurtful to the
head or hair; on the contrary it is composed of vegetable substances healing in their nature, and winch
are in fact being daily prescribed by the first physicians throughout the civilized world for external application in skin diseases.
I will not insult the good sense ofthe pubUc by giving itaname, the pronunciation of which would be

likely

to dislocate their

jaws,

but will call it

simply

NAT URAL 1Z ER, or Improved Reproductor.
Asa dressing, as well as for a remedy for every disease of the scalp and hair, it is unsurpassed.
Mauu/acturea and lor sale Wholesale and Retail by
HORACE If* JOHNSON & CO., 80 Middle
8t., Portland, (Up Stairs).

May 23—d&w22tf

Melee’s Hair Life.
THE BEST, CLEANEST AND CHEAPEST

HAIR RESTORER
And
For

Dresser.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
Wholesale -Agents.
May 2J—<Mw

Corner

on

out

Now hlrect8JSuw

FILES,

Peter Lane and others have peCouncil that Cedaj- street
opened to Kennebec street;
may
And whereas said i»etition was referred by the City
for them
Council, March 26, ls66, to the
to onsider and act upon, therefore.
Notice is .hereby given to all parties interested that
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council
on laying out new Streets, will meet to hear the parties and view the proposed way on the first day of
June, 1866, at threo o’clock in the afternoon, at the
westerly terminus of said Cedar street, ar.d wilJ then
and there proceed to d -termine and adiu dge wlitsther
the public convenience requires said 6treet or way to
be laid out.
Given under our hands on this twen ty-third day of
May, A. D. 1866.
"1 ~_
AUG. E. STEVENS,
Committee on

titioned the City
WHEREAS,
belaid out and

undersigned,

EDMUND PHINNEY, |
AMBROSE GIDDINGS, I
out
ELIAS CHASE,
f ^3™*
JOSEPH BRADFORD,
c.
New
Stre«t«.
w. p. FILES,

J

*

may24—dlw
Argus copy.

City of

Portland.

Wm. W.

No. 297 Washington Street,
A
Temple Place, over Hogg, Brown

of

Mr. W. executes every desirable stylo of Photoold Daguerreotypes, Card Pictures
and Tintypes, life size, coloring them in oil, like oil

graphs—copies
paintings.

Portraits Taken from Iiife, Various Sizes
ALSO,

PORCELAIN, AND COLORED

LIKE

IVORS'

MINIATURES.
attention iR given to taking the likenesses of children, making views of country residences. copying engravings, crayon drawings and
may 21—lw
1 ainthgs.
Particular

SOMETHING NEW!I
FOB A

Thomas and others have
out Canal

WHEREAS
petitioned the City Counoil to relay

ready
Any person wishing to enlight and pleasant business, and who can
furnish cash capital of $200 to $000 can address
Manueactuber,
Bex 2110, P. O.
may24dtf
cage in

a
a

House, Lot and Shop for Sale,
Capo Elizabeth Ferry. A <?ood house and lot,
with

AT
Ferry.

improvements, within 3 minutes walk of the
at head or Ferry Wharf. 'Inquire ot
WM. H. GBANNEL.
Cape Elizaboth, April 39, 186S.
may24d4w*

Shop

and Female—to sell The Great
Labor and Fuel Saver,
AGENTS—Male
orth $40
year to any
v

a

ihmily. Agents are malting $10 per day at home.—
Address with two stamps for full particulars M. E.
PIERCE, Box 2394 Chicago, 111.
may24d2w*

•
For Sale.
\ TILTON & McFARLAND Safe and a large
JA. Counter Scale for sale at 294 Congress street.
may24<Jlw*

Grapery
(IA BY XI feet, for sale
JaVJ antStreet.

at low

price, at SI Pleas*
may24tf

The Freedmen’s Bureau.

amendment,

“the following 'abstract

of its

is taken from the special dispatches
of the Boston Advertiier:
Section 1 provides that the existing act
shall continue in lorce three years:
Section 2 declares that the supervision of
the bureau shall extend to all loyal refugees

provisions

freedmen,

so

far as the same shall be

necessary to enable them, as speedily as practicable, to become seif-supporting citizens of

the'United States.
Section 8 empowers the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, to
appoint two additional assistant commissioners more than is provided for in the existing
law, and gives the head of the bureau, under
the direction of the President, and so far- as
the same shall be, in his judgment, necessary
for the efficient and economical administration of the affajrs of the bureau, power to appoint such agents, clerks and ass'stants as may
be required, and the President may detail
from the army all such officers and agents;
hu t no officer so assigned shall have increase
of pay or allowances, and such agent, not being a military officer, shall have an annual
salary of not less than $500 nor more than
$1200; and all the persons appointed under
the law to which this is an amendment shall
he so far deemed to be in the military service
of the United States as to be under military
office.
Section 4 authorizes the issuance of medical
stores and supplies to freedmen and refugees.
Section 5 sets apart and reseives from sale
or settlement, undej- the homestead act, three
millions of acres of public lands in Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Arkansas,
and directs the commissioner to cause the
same, under the direction of tbp President, to
be allotted and assigned in parcels, not ex-

ceeding forty acres each, to loyal refugees and
freedmhn, who shall be protected in the use
and enjoyment thereof, for such term of time
and at such annual rent as may be agreed up-

between the commissioners and the refugees or freedmen, and at the end of each term,
on

if commissioners shall assent thereto, the occupants of any parcels so assigned,
their heirs and assigns, may purchase the land

or sooner

and teceive a title thereto from the United
States, in foe, upon paying therefor the value
of the land.
Section 6 provides that whenever the former owners of lands occupied under General
Sherman’s field order, dated Savannah, January 16,1865, shall apply for restoration of said
lands, the commissioner is authorized to pro
cure other lands, by rent or purchase, not exceeding forty acres, for each occupant, provided such lands can be procured at an average
rate not exceeding $25 per acre; and before
such restoration is made the commissioner
shall assign or allot to such occupants, upon
terms and conditions named in the preceding
section, or set apart for them out of the
public lands assigned tor that purpose, forty
acres each, upon the same terms and condi-

Uyngont

to consider and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby civen, to all parties interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council on laying out new Streets, will meet to bear the
parties and view the proposed way on the second
day of June, I860, at three o’clock in the afternoon,
at the junction of Pine and Clark streets, and will
then and there proceed to determine and adjudge
whether the public convenience requires said street
or way to be laid out.
Given under our bands on tliis twenty-third day
of May A. D. 1866.
AUG. E. STEVENS,
Oommittc on
PI
~

EDMUND
LINNET,
AMBROSE (flDDINGS,
ELIAS CHASE,

JOSEPH BRADFORD,

W. P. FILES,
Mav 24—lw
Argus copy.

Gents’ Dress Hat
FOR

SUMMER,

To be Issued
31 AY

T

Laj-mgout
Q

NewStrpp(..
JNew street*.

Wagons,

NOTICE.
the Piscataqua Fire
and Marine Insurance
Co.f of South Berwick,
Me., through our Agency, will please present them

PARTIES
Saturday Next,
3 O t h

,

HARRIS’,

moy23dlw

OPPOSITE P. O.

Wagons!

HEAVY AHMY WAOONS. Can be seen on
/ O the corner of Union and Fore Sts, lor sole by
JOSEPH WESCOTr& SON,
Hoad Union Wharf,
May 22.-d2w*

fw

manolhrture of
lor which there is
A Elastic Good8, sale.
established
demand and

street;
And whereas said petition was referred by the City
Council, May 7th, 1866, to the undersigned, for them
to consider and act upon, therefore,
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested, that
the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council on
laying out new streets, will meet to hear the parties
and view the proposed way on the second day of June,
ISGG, at four o’clock in the afternoon, at the P S. &
P. Depot, on Commercial street, and will then and
there proceed to determine and adju dge whether the
convenience requires said street or way to be
public
laid out.
Given under our hands on this twenty-third day of
May, A. D., 18GG.
tions, provided that no sale shall be made of
Committee on lands so purchased at a price less than the
KDMHND
cost thereof to the United States.
Section 7 authorizes the commissioner to
JOSEPH BRADFORD, "ew Streets.
provide proper sites and buildings for pur\V. p. FILES,
J
poses of education, whenever benevolent asmay24dlw
sociations shall, without cost to government,
Argus copy.
provide suitable teachers and means of instruction, and he shall furnish such protecPortland.
tion as may be required for the safe conduct
William A. Winsliip and others of such schools; and said property shall be and
have petitioned the City Council that West remain property of the United States until
street may be continued northeasterly in a diroct line
sales thereof shall be authorized by law.
to Pine street;
Section 8 provides that every State and disAnd whereas said petition was referred by the City
Council, May 7th, 1866, to the undersigned, for them trict where the ordinary course of judicial

_

AT

Opening

!

jurisdiction and entitled to military protection
while in the discharge of the duties of their

Portland.

City of

foul.

Booms, WHEREAS,

Photograph
Taylor’s.

ON

W. P.

May 24 lw
Argus copy.

Good

or

City of

WIIIPPLE’8

New

JOSEPH BRADFORD,

PJHNvV

sale by all Dealers.

A

and

Augustine Dunyon and others have
Council to lay out a new
petitioned the
Street or. Public Way in said city,—beginning at
the southerly terminus of Henry Street and extending to Congress Street;
And whereas said petition was referred bv the City
Council, A1 arch 26,1806, to the undersigned, for them
to consider and act upon, therefore
Notice is hereby given to all parties interested,
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council, on laying out new Streets, will meet to hear the
parties and view the proposed way on the first day of
June, 1806, at four o’clock in the afternoon, at the
southerly terminus of said Henry street, and will
then and there proceed t*r determine and adjudge
whether the public convenience requires said street
or way to be laid out.
BGiven under our hands on this twenty-third day of
A. I>., 1866.

WHEREAS

Circus !

may24dlm

18C6.

City of

For

Also, an invtflfco of Dry Goods.
Sale positive, sun or weather fair
May 21dtd

A new bill has been reported to Congress by
1.46 the House Committee on Freedmen’s Affairs
1.76 The bill differs in several
important particu1.85
2.15 lars from that vetoed last February, and it is
2.25
2.55 thought Will be Ilk jly to pass without much

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

Portland, May 23d,

tlie

Harnesses

following reduced rates, viz:
40 Cobb*sBri Ige & back,$1.46
Falmouth and bock,
u

After the above date passengers will not be allowed
to travel by trieglit trains on that part of the line between Portland and South Paris.
Hie summer arrangement of trains will come into
effect on the 28th oi June when the 7.00 A. M. train
will run through to Montreal and Quebec.

maySldyt

Groceries at Auction.
SATURDAY, May 26th, at 10 o’clock A. M., at
office, will be sold barrels Beef, Molasses, Bread,
Cases and Kegs of Pickles. Spices of all kinds, Herring, Mustard, Cream Tartar, Blacking, Coffeee,
Soap, Teas, Tobacco, Crockery and Glass Ware and

Wanted.

Reduction of Fares

Minstrel Carnival*
Extraordinary Combination. The most perfect organization in existence. No Stale Jokes. Everything New.
TWENTY
BRILLIANT STARS!

Grecian

PATTEN & CO., Auctioneers, 18 Exchange StN

an

WHERE

a

Splendid

a steam engine called tne Betsey, and
it will be sold at public auction to the highest bidder
on MONDAY, the 28th
day of May, A. D. 1866, at 11
o clock in the
ibrenoon, at Winslow’s Machine Works,
No. 1 Manufacturers’Block, Union street, in the city
of Portland in said county of Cumberland. Terms of
sale cash.
Dated at Portland May 24, A. D.18C6.
GKO. W. PARKER, Sheriff.
HENRY BA fLEY & CO., Auct’rs.
may24td

GOOD chance is offered in tho

they offer these Soaps, to *he trade and
consumers, at lowest market prices, and they
warrant all their Soaps to be equal to any offered in
tills market.
K4^Their WHALE OIL SOAP is offered as a superior article tor Washing Trees. Scrubs and Plants,
to destroy Insects, Bugs, <&c., and their FACTORY
SOAP tor cleansing Wool, Felts, and' Fulling
Blankets, and other "manufacturing purposes.
May 24—T T&Stf

The Great Confederation of

Distinguished Ethiopian

& PATCH,

Streets,

§

CITY^HALL

seised and took

At Factory, Corner of Vaughan and Brackett

gy Tickets 50 cents.
P. H. BRADLEY, Proprietor.

ss.
a

ON

Best 3 in 5 to Harness, Good day and good
Track*
o'clock,
Ladies free.

Cumberland,

E. M.

SOAPS.

at 3

STATE OP MAINE.
virtue of
warrant from the Supreme Judicial
BYCourt,
I. on the 22d day of May, A. 1). 1866,

SCARBOROUGH, ME.

Trotting will commence

reeonstruction'resolutions

were

taken up.

holding Policies

to us without

delay

in

for re-insurance.

JOHN e. now &

SON,

May2l-dlwExchange St.

_W

A IV

TE I>

m

A

YOUNG Lady

may24—It*

as

CaOiier.
HERMANN URUNTAL,

Somfe debate followed, during 'which Mr.
Sumner said he did not think the business of
the Scuate to be in such condition as to warrant an adjournment before the latter part of
July, and thought this ought to be reserved
as the last subject before the adjournment.
Mr. Conness opposed postponement.
The resolution was finally taken up, and
read, Mr. Howard explaining the bill at

length.

SHERIFF’S SALE.

G. H. galley names b. g.Tecumscb Sherman.
J Jordan names b. g...Hanger.
.Kate Shepard.
J. Egan names b. m

the

Mr. Sumner u^ged delay, believing the country had gained muclt by the postponement already had.
Mr. Fessenden thought it should be consid-

TOPPAN,

!

TRACK!

UNO’S

The morning
in the discussion of the bill to bridge the Mississippi at
Winoona, Minnesota. At 1 o’clock. 1*. M.,

ered now.

efficient Company.
may23d2t

full and

C3f“Soe Programmes.

!

Having returned from metropolitan centers of trade, and having selected the very best and the VERY
LATEST styles of goods; and also having made extensive arrangements with large Houses both in New
York and Boston to supply me with the latest styles of goods, I am now enabled to offer to
purchasers first
class goods at very low figures; in diet, at lower prices than before the war.
Parties a I tout purchasing goods for SPRING AND SUMMER wear, will find that for style, finish, durability, and above all, in price, that l cannot be beat.
l5TX'all and see for yourseli.

L.

MISS DOLLIE BID WELL,
MR. C. E. BID WELL,
MR. E. \V. BEATTIE,
MISS GEORGIE LANGLEY,
HARRY HAWK,
G. E.

Clothing

May 24—cod4w

Queen

Auction FaVs—E. M. Patten.
SheritPs Sale—Steam Engine.
For Sale—Sato and Scale.
Wanted—Lady Cashier.
Soap—Trowbridge & Patch.

President and. Cabinet Serenaded.
CONFIRMATIONS.

23.

SENATE.
hour was spent

AND GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS.

Itomantic Drama of tho

Gipsey

Washington, May

STYLES* OP

Made

OPENING NIGHT.
THURSDAY EVE’NG, MAY 24,
The Grand

«

A Good

Houso, Ac., tor Sale.
Wanted—Agents.

very large and extensive assoitment ol

SUMMER

AND

II BROWN, Managers.

(ilDWELL

a

exe-

cuted with dispatch; and all business nertaining to
tile Office or Paper promptly transacted on applicaI ion

SPRING

-—-♦

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Ready-Made Clothing—L. Topp&n.
Opening.

Department.

24, I860.

proceedings has been interrupted by rebellion,
and until the same shall be fully restored, and

in every State'and district whose constitutional relations to the government have been practically discontinued by rebellion, and until
such State shall have been restored in such
relations and shall be duly represented in
Congress, the President shall protect the
freedmen in the enjoyment of their rights and
privileges by military force when necessary;
bul, this jurisdiction shall cease in every State,
when the courts of the State and of the United
States are not disturbed in the peaceable
course of justice, and alter such State shall be
fully restored in its constitutional relations
to the government and shall be duly represented in the Congress of the United States.

The District Judgeship in Maine.
A special dispatch to the Boston Journal
refers to the appointment of a United States
District Judge in place of Judge Ware. It
is understood that Senator Morrill and Representative Pike favor the appointment of Geo.
F. Talhot, Esq., the present District Attorney;
that Senator Fessenden and the other Representatives favor the appointment of Edward
Fox, Esq., and that petitions have been received from Maine signed by prominent lawyers urging the appointment of Gen. Shepley,
who is now in Washington.

Mr.Wade offered a substitute, that no State
shall make or enforce any law, abridging priveleges or immunities of citizens of the I7nited States; nor shall any State deprive any
person of life, liberty or property, nor deny
any person of equal protection of the laws.—
No class of persons, as to the right of whom
to suffrage any discrimination shall be made,
shall be included in the basis of represntafioh
unless such discrimination be on account of
disqualification or-for participation in the rebellion, or other crimes. Section 3d ignores
tne rebel debt and maintains the public debt
of the United States. The 4th section gives
Congress the power to enforce the law.
Mr. Wade’s substitute was ordered to be

printed.

Mr. Wilson offered an

amendment that

Representatives be apportioned among the
several States, according to their respective
numbers, and if the elective franchise in the

State be denied to any male citizen of the
United States, above the age of twenty-one,
for any cause other than insurrection against
the United States, the basis of representation
in such State shall be reduced in proportion.

Ordered to be printed.
A substitute was also offered that any person who has resigned or abandoned any place
under the United States, and has taken any
part in the rebellion, shall he ineligible to any
office under the United States, or any State
Government. Ordered to be printed.
A substitute was abo offered that no person
shall be a Senator or Representative in Congress, or hold any office under the United
States Government, who, having previously
taken oath to support the Constitution, shall
have taken part in the rebellion. Ordered to
be printed
A substitute was also proposed that debts
incurred in aid of the rebellion are illegal and
void, and also that no compensation shall be
made.tor loss of slaves.
The above substitutes were for different
*
sections of the House resolutions.
Without further action the Senate went into executive session Mid adjourned.
HOUSE.

The Senate amendments to the House bill
for the disposal of public lands sn Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Florida and Arkansas,
were concurred in and a committee of conference asked.
The Committee on Printing were directed
to inquire into the expediency of printing extra copies of the agricultural report for 1864.
A bill was introduced legalizing marriages
in the District of Columbia. Referred.
•
The bill donating lands to the American
Forest Tree Propagation Company, was ta-

bled.
The House resumed the consideration of
the bill reported yesterday relative to the
Kieedmen’s Bureau.
The 1st section was amended on motion of
Mr. Eliot, by reducing the time tor the ’eontinuance of the act, from three
3ve years.—
Mr. Ehot explained the provisions of the bill.
Mr. Le Blond opposed the bill. The morning hour expired'before he finished and the
bill went over until to-morrow.
The House in committee of the whole considered the tax bill, commencing with the paragraph on hank business.
An amendment was adopted requring savings banks to make tlieir returns after July
next, on the first Monday of January and July of each year.
An amendment offered by Mr. Blaine, taxing the average deposits of National banks,
1-2 of 1 per cent., annually, was rejected, after a debate.
The amendment relating to the income tax
caused much discussion and was amended on
motion of Mr. Pike,by re-enacting the present
law, by a vote 57 to 42. The only difference
in the' present law is that the limit of the
first $600 is extended to 81000.
An amendment was offered to take the latter provision and apply it to the present year,
but it was rejected. Among the deductions to
to be made in estimating incomes, the follow-

ing

were

added:

Losses actually sustained during the year
arising from fire, shipwreck or incurred in
trade, and debts ascertained to be worthless,
but excluding all estimated depreciation of

values.
The committee then rose, and the Speaker
here stated that a message had been received
from the President, in answer to the resolution of 27th of April, requesting a collection
of the provisions contained in the Constitutions of the Southern States, and of the laws
of those States, passed since the suppression
of the rebellion, and transmitting a report
from the Secretary of State.
Referred to the

Committee

on

Reconstruction.

The Speaker also reported a message from
the President, transmitting a report from the
Secretary of the Treasury, in compliance with
the House resolution calling for information
in reference to clerks employed in the several
Executive Departments of the Government.

Referred.
The consideration of the tax bill was resumed.
The clause regulating the income

tax was considered.
An amendment was adopted that lists of
incomes be open to public inspection in offices
of assessors and collectors, but not allowed to
be copied tor publication.
An amendment that no passports be issued
unless a receipt is shown that all taxes have

been pair!, was rejecred.
The bill was further discussed, and a large
number of unimportant amendments proposed and acted upon.
The House reached page 128, when the
committee lose, and the House adjourned.
Fr.m

Mexico.

New York. May 23.
The steamer Eagle from Havana 19th, has

The number of male clerks
employed in the
Treasury Department is 1666, and females
430; of whom 647 served in the Union army.
The .only person
employed who served in the
rebel army, is a brother-in-law of Senator Cragin of New Hampshire, who was recommended by Cragin: but who
says he always has
been a Union
man, although drafted in the
rebel army in Texas.
The Senate to-day confirmed E. Toole and
S. C. Fessenden as Examiners-in Chief of the
Patent Office, and J. A. Goodwin as Postmaster of Lowell.
The President and various members of the

Cabinet were serenaded to-night. The President responded
briefly, os did Secretary Stanton. The latter sustained the
policy adopted
by the former, in quite a lengthy speech. The
crowd numbered several thousand.
Secretary
McCulloch made a brief speech in response to
serenade.

the boats.

The Imperial farces were defeated by republicans near Jounta, Yucatan.
Six villages have been burned and their inhabitants killed by Indians who had forced
their way through the Imperial lines.
Miscellaneous

Dispatches.

Trenton, N. J., May 23,11 P. M.
Nothing has been heard here of the death
of Senator Wright, and no dispatches to
prominent men here have been received announcing such an event, up to this hour.
Augusta, Ga. May 23.
A temporary arsenal erected after the occupation of Macon by the United States
forces as a place of deposit for rebel ordnance
stores, was blown up on Monday afternoon,
while several freedmen were engaged in drawing fuses and extracting powder. One of the
shells exploding was quickly followed by others, resulting finally in a tremendous and general explosion. Two freedmen were blown to
atoms, and two others wounded.

Loss of

property light.

Also, Secretary

Welles

From Havana, St. Domingo and Hayti—Spain
Weak in the Knee*.

New York, May 23.

Advices from Havana to the 19th, state that
several guano caves have been discovered on
the Island.

Petroleum diggers are progiessing

fafrly.

The Government monopoly on the tobacco
has been abolished.
Advices from St. Domingo to the 5th, state
that President Baez was
passing the sentence
oi death on all prisoners of war and
conspirators captured by his men. The

Haytiens ha<i

been defeated by Baez’s troops.
Another revolution has been plotted in
Hayti, and President Geffrard has no confidence in his troops.
Spain has actually prepared for the coming
shock of a great European war. Her Medi

terranean passes were being reinforced. It
was thought that au offer on the
part of the
United States of mediation between Spain
and her enemies on the Pacific would be
very
agreeable to the Cabinet of the Queen.
In Havana,^reading aloud in stores and manufactories has been suppressed by order of the
Captain General, in oi\ler to prevent any revolt.
Minister Comwin is a passenger by the

Eagle.
Very little

rain has fallen in Cuba for the
last seven months. The tobacco crop is lost.
Starvation stares the poor in the face, and
subscriptions are being made in Havana for
their relief.
Steamers H. Hudson from Philadelphia, and
A. Johnson from New York, have arrived at
Havana.
Worn

California, China and Japan,
San Fkancisco, May 21.
Fifteen thousand Fenians assembled at the
People’s Park, San Mateo, to express their devotion to the cause of Ireland, and to use their
influence to heal dissension amoung the brotherhood. The utmost decorum and harmony

prevailed.
The brig Carl Ludwig has arrived with
Hong Kong dates of March 15th.
Sir Richard Graves McDonnell has been in-

rated as Governor.
le French coolie ship
Hong Kong had
been seized by coolies on board. When the
vessel was recovered from them, she was covered with blood and dead coolies.
A collision had occurred on board a vessel
in the Maceo trade, in which one hundred
Chinamen were killed.
The British gunboat Oposum had captured
a pirate.
a

The season at Hong Kong being over the
quotations lor tea were nominal.
Mining stocks continue much depressed,
notwithstanding the yield of bullion is as large
as usual, and capital available at a iow rate of

interest.

Various

Items,

New York, May 23.
Steamer Tarifa for Europe, took out $3,234,

400 in

gold.

There
on

a

was a

pier

prize fight betweeu
morning. Both

two

this

roughs

were

ar-

rested in an exhausted condition.
Steamer Tripoli, from Liverpool has arNews anticipated.
The steamer Louisa Moore, from Halifax,
has arrived with the remainder of the steamship England’s passengers, lorty two in number. She is detained at quarantine.
Hon. Wm. Wright, United States Senator
from New Jersey, died at his residence in
rived.

Trenton this morning.
Two small failures are reported in the gold
room and rumors arc current of failures on
Front street.
A German eliild, two years old, hanged itself at its parents’ residence, Jersey City,

to-day.

JFires,

Boston,

Mav 23.
Buildings Nos. 122,124,126, and 128 Fulton
street, were nearly destroyed by lire at an

early hour

this morning. The buildings were
stored with cotton and the loss must be very

heavy.

*

Wheeling, May 23.
There was a destructive lire yesterday afternoon at St. Clairsville, Belmont County, Ohio.
An entire square .of the most valuable property in town was destroyed. Loss estimated at
from $150,000 to $200,000.
Hudson, Wis., May 22.
A fire Saturday destroyed all the business
portion of this town. Lo s $350,000. Insured $100,000.
JFj om

Memphis•

New York, May 23.
The stallion trot between George M.’Patchen, Jr., and Commodore Vanderbilt, mile
heats, best three in live, for $1,500, over Fashion course this afternoon, was wen by the
former in three straight heats. Time—2.30 1-4.
2.30: 2.27 3-4.
•

your soul to rest, in those

KINGSBURY J., PRESIDING.

Wednesday—Patrick Qibbins, John S. Costello,
Andrew J. Falby, John Carey, Richard Collins and
Ephraim Common, pleaded guilty to search and
seizure processes and each paid a Hue and costs of
$22 26.
Michael Murray was brought up on a like process,
but w as discharged, there not being evidence sufficient to sustain the complaint. J. f 1. W illiams, Esq.,
tor the defendant.
Janies Bradley, Jr., to a search and seizure process
pleaded not guilty. Messrs. Shepley <& Strout appeared os his counsel. He was adjudgod guilty and
fined the usual sum, but appealed to the Supreme
J udicial Court.

The Proposed Stable on Exchange Street.
special meeting of the Board of Mayor and Aldermen was hold last ovening for
purpose of giv
A

t^o

ing parties a hearing upon the proposed erection ol a
Livery Stable in tho rear of the Casco Bank, with
the outlet on Exchange street. At a former meeting
ef the Board, permission had been granted Messrs.
H. L. Taylor & Co., to erect such a stable. At a
meeting of the Board on Tuesday evening two reagainst the erection of said stable

monstrances

were

presented. They wore signed by the oyners of property and Iho tenants on Exchange street, on the
ground that it would be a public nuisance.
A. A. Strout, Esq., appeared for the remonstrants
and stated their grounds for opposition to the erection of the stable to be, that the proposed site is in
the heart of the city, and the outlet in the principle
street in the city; that it wrould keep Exchange street
in a worse condition for years than it now is; that it
would call around it a class of oyster saloons and
liquor saloons and an undesirable class of persons;
that it would depricate the property on the street;
that tho exhalations arising from it will be very offensive ; that the opening on Exchange street will make
the street dangerous for pedestrians, and that it
will put a stop to further improvements iu Exchange
street.

W. H. Fessenden, Esq., thought the city would be
by having the stable erected, as the first class
shops which it is contemplated to erect on that street
would not he built.
Mr. H. N, Jose said he with others had it in contemplation to erect blocks of first class stores, from
the Custom Houbo up to wilhin 70 feet of Federal
street, but the erection of this stable obliged them to
abandon the prqject. The projected improvements
in Exchange street would add hundreds ot thousands
of dollars to the taxable property of the city. But
this stable will put a stop to the proposod improvea

loser

ments.

lot,

and since that time had not been able to do any
True, they could have lot it for Irish

thing with it.

buildings, but they reftised. After the stable in
Temple street was destroyed, Messrs. Taylor & Co.
applied tor a lease of this lot, stating that they could
not get the old one, and also applied to the Bank lor
enable them to erect the stable. At
Bank refused; but so strong did the applicants present their case that finally the Bank leased
them the lot and loaned them a small amount wherewith to erect the stable. But this was refused until
the lessees had made anagreement to build a firstclass stable that should always be kept neat and
clean, and all the manure &r. should be removed
a

loan in order to

first the

twice

a

of V.

8 Senator.

New Haven, Conn., May 23.
The Senate concurred with the House to-day,
electing Orris S. Ferry United States Senator,
to succeed Mr. Foster, whose term expires
March 4th, 1867. The vote was strictly a par
ty one, standing for O. S. Ferry, Union, 13;

week

throughout

the

year.
He rofutod the idea that the erection of stables prevented the improvement of adjoining property, and
instanced other stables in the city which are surrounded or are to be, with blocks of stores.
Nathan Webb, Esq., tor the lessees made a strong
argument in support of the stable and contended that
it would not be so offensive as somo of the buildings
in that vicinity which it was not proposed to remove.
A* A. Strouf, Esq. clodbd with an able argument
for the remonssrants, and against the erection of the
stable.
The hearing Ibing over, the Board proceoded to
act upon the matter. Alderman Morgan movod that
the remonstrants have leave to withdraw. The question was taken
by yeas and nays as follows:
Yeas—Aldermen Jack, Whittemore, Morgan
Phinncy, Southard and GHidings,—6.
Nay—Alderman Holden.
So the remonstrants have leave to withdraw and
the stable goes up.
Who will Help?—We understand that the Abysinian Church and Congregation of this city are in
negotiation for the purchase of the Swedenborgian
House of Worship on Congress street, and that they
propose to ask the aid of tho public to accomplish
this object. Wo think it a good movement, and hope
they will succeed. We suggest that our liberal hearted, and full handed citizens, without waiting for a
call, tender generously of their means to the end

proposed.
readors are aware that the Swedenborgians,
occupying this House, have outgrown their present accommodations, and have purchased a lot of ton
thousand square feet on High Street, on which they
will soon commence building.
Our

now

carriage manufactory of J.
M. Kimball & Co., 302 Congress street, we were
much pleased with the elegance and taste displayed
in the “make up” of what we saw there, a light sunshade—anew style carriage—weighing only 221 lbs.»
Happening in to the

which attracted universal admiration. An extension
top carryall, very light built, and intended for a gentleman residing in Boston, came in for a full share of
attention, being really a very elegant affair. We noticed also, a pony plimton, built for a gentleman in
this city. We have seldom seen so line a display of

lor K. 0.

Hubbard, democrat,

8.

Personal;—Yacht Nettie, Commodore Follett,
from Boston, arrived here early yesterday morning,
with a party of gentlemen as passengers, among
whom was Col. Charles O. Bogers, proprietor of the
Boston Journal. The yacht will return to Boston
to-morrow. She lies off the end of Union wharf, and

is

a

perfect beauty.

ARREST.—Some two or three days since, a coat
stolen from the clothing establishment of E. Le-

was

POLITICAL.
—The Military Committee of the U S. Senate report that, in round numbers, about $185,000,000 will be needed to equalize the bounties
of soldiers on the scale proposed by the Senate
bill.

The House bill, including sailors as well
as
soldiers, would require a larger sum.
—The bill passed by both Houses of Congress,
in relation to lands in Alabama,
Mississippi,

Arkansas, Louisiana

Florida,provides that
the public lands in these States shall be disposed of according to the provisions of the
Homestead Act of May, 1862, that no entry
shall be made of more than 160 acres, and that
there shall be no discrimination, on account of
race or color, in the
persons to whom the land
shall be sold. It repeals the provision of the
old law which prevents any man who took part
in rebellion from securing public lauds, and
and

substitutes for it a requirement that the settlers
shall swear future allegiance and fidelity to the
government.
The Macbias Union states by authority
that Mr. Bion Bradbury is not a candidate for
the District Judgeship left vacant by Judge
—

Ware’s resignation.

Mr. Bradbury has written
letter to the editor of the Union conveying
this important intelligence.
—The spirit of prophecy has reached the edi-

a

torial columns of the Adeertiaer. We have become accustomed to Dion’s round
assertions,
and

always turn an expectant

eye to the telethe contradiction.

graphic columns, to read
But it is in the editorial columns of
yesterday’s
“Connecticut is at a dead lock about
its Senator, as New Jersey also is. The leaven
is working, and the whole lump shows signs of
ferment. The power of the President over removals will not be restrained, &c., Sc.”
How
very flat this rhapsody falls, when one reads, as
will
that
Gen.
this
everybody
morning,
Ferry
has carried every Republican vote in the Connecticut Senate and is elected.
occur :

veen

&

Co.,

Market

Square.

The coat

was

not mis-

sed until yesterday, and Mr, L. then gave intormation at the Police office. Officers Gerts and Wyman,
in the afternoon arrested the thiol and recovered the

garment.
Improved Well Windlass.—Have you seen
Holmes’ Improved Well Windlass, now on exhibition in front of the Old City Hall. It is a self-empty-

ing

and

lowering

bucket and is

one

of the best out.

State and County rights for sale affording

portunity

for persons

wishing

to engage in

a

good opprofita-

a

ble business.
Lecture in Falmouth.—Gen. Chamberlain will
deliver his lecture on the Maine 20tli at Gettysburg,
Thursday evening, May 24th, in the First Parish
Church, Falmouth, for the benefit o t the Monument
Society. The speaker, tho subject and the object can
not ihil to attract the loyal and patriotic.

Peterson’s Ladies’ National Magazine for June
received at the bookstores of Messrs. Bailey & Noyes, Davis Brothers and Short & Luring,
Exchange street.

lias been

Liquor Seizure.—The Deputy Marshals yesterday visited two shops but made only one seizure of
liquor—a small quantity in the shopoi B. G. Miller,
on

regions

of bliss where there

unspeakable and ruli of glory, are the heartlilt joys
wishes oi this Society.
Das'l R. Drebser, Sec’y.

I

VARIETIES.

]

Capt. Ap Catesby Jones, who left the United States
navy to join the rebels, and commanded the iron-clad
Virginia, has been ap-

pointed Chief of Ordnance of the Peruvian

navy.
—The trench journals
announce the death,
at his chateau in
Caldavos, of Count de Guerat
the
nou Ranville,
age of eighty. He was formerly one of Me ministers of Cl.arles X., aud
signed the famous ordinance of July, Having
been tried and condemned after the
revolution
of 1830 for his conduct as minister, he was imprisoned for seven years iu the Fortress of
Ham.
—Josli Billings thinks there used to be more

Saco, May 20,18C6. j
4.
Brother
Dresser:
fun in thirty celits than there is now in seven
Brother Rhodes and myself are
t^ry thankful if we { dollars and a half. *
have been instrumental even In the least degree in
arousing the good people of Westbrook to a sense ot
—The Shreveport (La.) Southwestern annountheir responsibility in the temperance reform now in
ces that a
telegraph cable was recently successprogress throughout our State.
There is no neutral ground to be occupied in this fully laid across the river at that
place.
contest. “ Whoever is not lor us i* against us,” is as
—M^j. General Hooker is rapidly recovering
true to-day as it was when fir»t£uttorod by our Savior, more than eighteen hundred years ago. I be- his health, and thinks he will be entirely well
lieve the time has fullv come, when no man should
within a month.
bo considered eitbor respectable or moral, who diIt is reported that Fitz John* Porter’s acrectly v indirectly gives his influence in support ol'
the traffic in alcoholic liquor*, which has from time
eoifnts with the
immemorial brought so much misery and degradamining company in Colorado,
of which he was
tion upon our race.
Superintendent, have been
The work In which wo are engaged, opens up many
found to he $751)00 short.
avenues to usefulness, and requires much patience
aud perseverance. Let n* sow the seed* broadcast,
—Gen. McClellan is
expected to return homo
and although somo will (all upon stony ground,”
from Europe shortly.
some will lodge in good soil, spring up aud boor fruit
a hundred fold to tue honor and glory of God.
-Ex-President Fillmore and his wife are
Trusting that the Independent Reformers will be
making a tour in Spaiu.
stimulated to renewed activity and zeal in the good
—Col. Jacques, who has been
work they have undertaken, and meet with success
under trial at
tar greater than they can possibly anticipate, is the
Louisville, on the charge of procuring an aborsincere desire of your friend and brother.
John A. Kelly.
tiou, has been acquitted.
—Gen. Sherman has arrived at St.
Paul. He
Bau Meeting.—Pursuant to notice, the members
will proceed front thence to Lake
Superior,
of the Bar, practising in the U. S. Court, met yesterwhere will be met by Gen. Ord,
commanding
day at the U. 8. Court room for the purpose of pre- the
After inspecting the
Department.
military
paring some expression in regal'd to the retirement of
posts of that region, be will, proceed in the
the venerable Judgo Ware from the Bench of the U.
revenue cutter John A.Dix to
S. District Court. The mooting was called to order
Detroit, arriving
by Hon. George F. Talbot, upon whose nomination there about the middle of June.
Hon. Thomas Amory Deblois was appointed Chair—This lrcm Paris, is as Frenchy as
possible.
man.
William P. Preble. Esq., was appointed SecreA few days since a Frenchman and wife
gave a
tary.
dinner to celebrate the twentieth
year* of their
After the call o£ the meeting had been read, upon
marriage. Just before dinner one of them
motion of Hon. Phinehas Barnes, it was voted that
broke a tumbler.
This led to a discussion,
Hon. Thomas A. Deblois, lion. George Evans and
which degenerated into a
violent quarrel, which
don. George F. Talbot be a committee to prepare resended iu each party expressing a wonder at
olutions oppressive of the sense of the members of
the Bar, and to take such other action as they may. having had the patience to live twenty years
deem it expedient, upon the proposed retirement of with so horrid and stupid an animal as the
other. The wife put on hfr bonnet and
Judge Ware from the Bench.
quit
the house. The husband
Mr. Deblois made a few handsome remarks pertilighted a chating dish
nent to the occasion, In which ho mentioned that his
lull of charcoal iu his chamber and
lay on the
acquaintance with the Judge commence J at the
door. When the guests came and failed to obtime he, Mr. D., entered college, at the ago of fourtain admittance, they broke
open the doors
teen years.
and found the husband a
corpse.
The meeting adjourned to Thursday, May 31st, at
—A son of Gen. Grant lias been
appointed
10} o'clock, to meet at the same place.
to the Military Academy at West Point.
One of the droams of Napoleon's
despotic
Catarrh.—The origin of Catarrh Is in most cases
heaven was the destruction of all political
a neglected cold, which can be relievod
jourthe
use
of
by
nals save one, and that one Ihe Moniteur. This
“Brown’s Bronchial Troches,’* by soothing the irridream, which he owned frankly he durst not
tated and inflamed membrane extending from the
nose to the throat.
For coughs and throat diseases
attempt to realize, will surely be carried out by
the Troches arc of great service.
his nephew
d&wlw
not by brutal
violence, which
would have been the case with the
great man,
The Levee of the Pearl Stroet Universalist Socibut with the cunning more
appropriate to his
ety last evening at City Hall, was a fine affair, and
diminished successor
well attended. All present, especially the host of
—Miss Thackeray, author of “The
young people, appeared to be enjoying themselves
Story of
Elizabeth,” has written a now novel, which is
finely.
to be published serially in the Comhill
MagaAttention of insurers in the Piscataqua Office,
zine.
is called to the notice of John E. Dow & Son, In oar
—One of the quaint suggestions iu the Pasadvertising column.
sages from Hawthorne’s Diary iu the last Atlantic is for a tri-weekly paper to be called
ITEMS OF
The Tertian Ague.
8T£.TE NEWS.
—An official report from the
surgeon hav—Memorials were on Monday presented in
ing charge of Jefferson Davis, has just been
the House of Representatives from a large
tiled with the President.
The report reprenumber of persons resident in Boston and elsesents the prisoner as
considerably
_

—

S. E. Spring, for the Casco Bank, the owners
of the lot on which tho stable is to be erected, stated
that about three years ago the Bank purchased this
Hon.

elegant carriages.
Cincinnati, May 23.
special despatch to the Gazette” from
Gen. Connob.—We regret to lcarrf that this disMempliis, says the Congressional Committee
sent to investigate the recent riot in Memphis, tinguished hero is still suffering from his lato acciarrived there yesterday, and would commence dent, and that it is impossible to remove him from
Danville Junction. It is feared thaf another operatheir work to-day.
The colored levee laborers at Memphis tion will have to be performed, and there was to be a
struck for higher wages yesterday, and at- consultation of surgeons at that place yesterday. It
tempted to parade the streets. The authori- is thought that a piece ot dead bone still remains in
ties of the Freedmen’s Bureau fearing anoth- bis flesh, which will have to be removed before coner riot, caused the arrest of the negro strikers,
valescence can take place.
and conveyed them to the fort.
K lection

Complimentary.—The following correspondence
between the Secretary of the Independent Temperante Reformer* of Westbrook, and Mr. John A. Kelly, is published by request:
Moke ILL'S Corner, Westbrook, May 17,1*66.
Bros. Kelly and Rhodes:
Dear Sirs,—At a meeting of the Independent Reformers hold Thursday evening, May 10th, the following resolve was unanimously adopted:
Resolved, That the Independent Reformers, from al
deep sense ot gratitude for the great and impartiawanner in which you advocated our cause, do earn,
estly request your scceptauee oi their sincere thanks
Hoping that iu all your doings and particularly in
advocating the cause ol temjieranoe, you may overcome all the
temptation* and difficulties that may
surround you, and when
God, iu his providence, call*
y«u from the scene of your
labors, He will cause
are

MUNICIPAL COURT.

A

Adeertiaer, that the following jubilant sentences

The Turf.

•

and

Postmaster Dennison. All endorsing the policy of the administration.

arrived.

Yera Cruz dates of.the 12th, and city of
Mexico of the 9th, have been received at Havana.
No force of any consequence of Juarists remains in Guanajato. New hands of
guerillas had appealed in different parts of the
country. Gorza was threatening Tampico
with a large force. The town of Caraeocal
had been captured and destroyed by Gorza.
The Estafatte says the situation of the Pacific Coast is daily becoming more alarming
Imperial troops had returned to Oaxaca from
an unsuccessful
expedition against Portisio
Dias.
The Paisas river is to have steamboats, and
agents have gone to San Francisco to order

Notice—John E. Dow & Son.
Graperv for Sale.
Grand Trunk Railway—Reduced Fares.
City of Portland—New Streets.

Washington, May 23.

the

VICINITY.

AND

New Advertisement* To-Duy
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Employed
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!
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Canal street.

Theatre.—Messrs.

Bidwell & Co. will open Deer-

Ing Hall this evening, with their theatrical corps.—
Tho performance will be the romantic drama of th®
Gipsy Queen.
Minstrelst.—Burgess, Prendergast & La Buc’b
Minstrels will give the first of two entertainments,
at City Hall to-morrow evening.
The programme is
a choice and varied one.
was Mr. Charles!, Wllhcr who
purchased (lie
of laud and house on Federal streot. at the auction on Monday.

It

lot

600 Buff

Envelopes

for $1.00 at Dresser's Cheap

Store, 99 Exchange street.

600 Head Nets going at 10 cents each at Dresser's,
above the Post Oifice, Exchange street.

where for the repair of the United States piers
and property at Saco, Me., and the improve-

emaciated,

—The Lewiston Journal learns that the Au-

weak and nervous. Should he be attacked
by
any of the severe forms of disease to which the
tide-water region of Virginia is subject, there
would be reasou to fear for t ie result.

droscoggiu R. R. Co. propose erecting a new
passenger depot in that city, of ample propor
tions. The plan is to make to the present station

—A Parisarehitcet,borrowing an idea from
the Romans, has invented a brick which hardens wttn time and completely resists hu-

ment of Saco river.

an

addition of 65 feet, then continue the samo

style of structure, longitudinally bisected,

Jones Block, a distance of over 100 feet further. The main entrance to the new depot will

through the doors that now give access to
the first store in the Block. This store will be
used for offices and for a refreshment room.
—An exchange, rioting the announcement of
be

the dissolution of the firm of Downes & Cooper,
Attorneys at Law, Calais, says this was tho
oldest business

firm in Maine, having been
formed in 1827. This would make the connection thirty-nine years old, a very long period for
two men to remain connected in business.

Loyal Sunrise is iuformed that Collector Long has ordered the seizure of a large
amount of property belonging to Shepherd
Cary of Houlton, for evasions of the revenue
laws. The property has been apprised,] and
—The

amounts to $1600.
—The Aroostook Times is to be
to have u new dress.

enlarged

and

—The Hancock Journal says :
The case of
the Schooner “Only Son,” seized by the Revenue Officials of this District has been decided.
The Government holds the duliable,goods and
the vessel, valued at about
ers the lumber.
—The stump of an old

$2000,

and the

own-

“Liberty Pole” was
unearthed last week in Augusta by some workmen engaged iu the construction of a sewer.
Old inhabitants of that city give the date of its
erection varionsly at periods ranging from
1797 to 1812.
—The Bangor Times says Terrence Antony,
a native of Nova Scotia, was lost overboard and
drowned from the brig Henry Gilbert, Capt. C.
W. Hills, off Brewer settlement,Saturday even-

ing, the 19tb

inst.

Union Convention in Virginia.

Virginia Unionists in
week, adopted the
Union Republicans and ap-

The Convention of

session at Alexandria last

party
pointed

name

of

a State Committee with power to call
conventions. The present Legislature ot Virginia, composed of members who have not
taken the oath required by the Alexandria
constitution, was indignantly repudiated. A
resolution instructing a committee to wait upon

the President and ascertain his views of

the action of the convention, was- very properly thrown overboard, and after full discussion the

following platform

was

midity.

to

adopted;

Whereas we rejoice that the executive and legislative branches of the Government both protess to desire the establishment
of the great principle that those only who are
loyal should be consulted in the reorganization of the State governments for those States
lately in rebellion, and both at different times

Mr. Seward at Home.

We copy from Mr. Seward’s speech at Auburn Tuesday night, the followiug passages
respecting the relations of the President and
the Congress :
The representatives of the National Union
party in Congress do not yet agree with the
President; but 1 think they differ only in regard to non-essentials. Some are understood
to insist that the people of no State
ought to
reserve the right of secession of disunion. The
President says exactly the same thing. A

State that should claim to reserve a right of
secession could not be loyal. Others coutend
that alter rebellion, a state ought not to lie accepted, which Insists upon or admits the validity ol the debts of the rebellion. The President says exactly the same thing. A State
that should insist upon the validity of such
debts could not be loyal. Others argue that
as a consequence of the abolition of
slavery
a change of the basis of representation has
become desirable and necessary. This can be
done ouly by amending the Constitution of
the United States.
While Congress are yet
unable to agree among themselves'upon the
form of such an amendment, the President
says let us arneud the Coustitution so as to
proportion representation according to suf-

frage.

'i hose seems to me to be the only essentials
of reconciliation. Two of them ore already
secure J by the unrepresented States in their
constitution. The third is a work of time, requiring the action of three-fourths of the
States by amendment of the Constitution.—
Wrhy then ttie delay of reconciliation by Congress when they agree upon essentials^ With
some it may be a matter of
temper. They
ask why should Congress be expected to agree
with the President upon his plan rather than
he he expected to agree with Congress upon
a plan to be
Originated by them ? I answer,
because the President has a plan and Congress
has as j et proposed none—at least, none that is

immediately practicable.
But, in truth, it is not

question which of
Congress, h*s devised, or shall devise, a plan of reconciliation.
Neither the President nor Congress could arbitrarily devise ami project one in this ease.—
We speak habitually, and even flippantly, of
the policy which the President supports, as if
it were a plan that has been conceived and
framed in his own brain. It is no sueb thing.
It is a plan which grew up, as Topsy grew,
out of the unavoidable, predestined
change
from war to peace. What was required was a
the two; the President

a

or

form of reconciliation that should be reasonably acceptable to both parties, while it should
harmonize with returning loyalty and renewed allegiance in the States which were involved in'the rebellion, and should at the same
time secure all parties their exact constitution-

al, rights.

The present plan, like

our

repub-

lican system of government, was devised by
nobody in particular, but it presented itself at
once to the anxious
thoughts of all parties
concerned.
The constitution describes its
have expressed their approbation of a provichief details, the otherportious revealed themsion of law extending the right of suffrage to
selves as inferior mechanism to the engineer
the colored race; therefore,
to bring the device into successful movement.
State
no
That
reorganized
govResolved,
Congress is to he expected therefore to conernment of Virginia should be recognized by
cur witli the President, not in adopting a plan
the Government of the United States which
which he has projected, but in accepting with
does not exclude from suffrage and holding
him the
existing overtures of reconoffice, at least for a term of years, all persons struction actually
in the form iu which they have ocwho have voluntarily given moral or material
curred. 1 think that the proceedings of Consupport to rebellion against the United States,
not an ultimate disgress hitherto indicate,
and which does not, with such disfranchisebut ouly a procrastinaand
failure,
agreement
the
immediate enfranchisement, provide for
which to the impatient is inconvenient,
ment of all Union men, without distinction of tion
and to the timid alarming. We are to rememcolor.
ber. however, the constitutional checks of
Resolved, That the doctrine of the right of legislation. Indeed, Congress is designedly
secession was the principal issue of the late constituted
that it shall not too hastily decide
civil war, aud that no policy of reconstruction
upon any measures, hence lime Is always
is safe which does not provide against the pos- found to be a
necessary condition of sate legsibility of that issue arising again.
islation.
Resolved, That while the late rebels affect
The fc*UNDiNO Bn.1,.—Senator Sherman’s
to accept the situation, they not only hold the
but
same opinion still in
regard to that issue, as remarks on the necessity ot consolidating a
openly advocate their views iu th**1 respect
debt consisting of thirty [or forty different
the basis of party action iu the ft**11*®? 118 we
with
classes of securities and covered by twentybelieve,, for the purpose of accomplishing
with
seven laws will command universal assent—
votes what they have failed to accomplish

and perpetuation of Republican
m^utenancedepend
materially upon the eduInstitutions

ot the people, therefore
cation of the masses
of a system of free schools
,ve are in favor
whereby universal education may be dissemi-

nated.

__

—A gentleman who was latefy rescued from
drowning In the river Cam, declared that the
accident would be an advantage to him here-

after,
been

as

he should be able to say that he had

brought up at Cambridge,

The following abstract is all we get, as yet, of
his argument on the more doubtftil point of a
continued examptiou of United States securities from taxation:
The Secretary doubts his ability to float
the debt at five per cent unless he can have
continued exemption for thirty years. The
question now is, whether we will compel him
to issue six per cent, bonds. The Secretary says,
_“If you will relinquish the slight income now
derived from taxable securities, I will be able
to save you ouo per cent on the public debt.”
It docs not require a very shrewd man to see
that this would bo a good bargain. The Secretary would be compelled to negotiate at sfcg
per cent., if this bill was not passed.

—■

and for Congressvote for the next President
to come, all who
men during the four years
to the late insurrection.

DAILY PRESS,

voluntarily8adhered
Thenon-excluded, under

such
rule, would
of wlntes
scarcely number a single millieg
one
tlie late insurgent State,

PORTLAND.

throughout

--

■

lliirl v fifth part, let us

fatten

reftneted
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To Correspondent*#
unless accomNo communication will be published,
of the writer. Wo
panied by the name and address
undertake to return rejected communica-

(kW/tJ

tionrf.

Union State Convention.
send
The Union voters ol Maine are requested to on
delvatas to a Convention to bo liold at Bangor
the purfor
11
A.
M..
at
June
21st,
o'clock,
Thurl day,
Governor, ai u
Doae ot nominating a candidate tor
transacting any other business that may properly
«ome before the Convention.
Fach
will be as foliows
Tbe basis of
model
will be enUtledto
Mty, town and
for
agate, and an additional delegate
the G
five votes cast ior Samuel Cony at
votes will be en
election ol 1861. A fraction of tarty
titled to an additional delegate.
JAMES G. BLAINE,

^fSjLnwtorial

The Flan of the Committee of Fifteen.
*

JAMES M. STONE*
FOSTER,
HARLOW.
LEE STRICKLAND,

Both Houses of Congress are firmly of the
opinion that the present governments in the
rebel States are illegal. So we understand it.
We infer it from the fact that they have not
proceeded to refer the credentials of claimants

N. A.
E. O.

8 S.
T H.

PBKSOOTT,

Union State

MARBLE,
SIMONTON,

Committee.

ELIAS MILL1KEN,
JAMES WRIGHT,
E. J, HALE,
HIRAM ltUGGLKS,

to seats to the several committees on elections
in each House, as usual in such cases. If

EUGENE HALE,
CHARLES B. FaINE,
EBEN WOODBURY,

as

Press

MaiiXbavalry Brandy Station, from Chaplain.
forthcoming history of the regim<gfj£, an account of the recent meeting of
the State Frecdmen’s Association at Augusta,
m^j^avelling

mtettllftng and instructive communications,
together with a great variety of editorial and
reports tof

the

news re-

The Loyal South.

er of

years of
to the country for which we
have sacrificed so much. They look for im-

el

recently passed a law excluding
ever / otherwise qualified voter from the polls
in thit State, unless he can swear that he has
neve'“given aid, counsel or encouragement
to the rebellion, or to any act of hostility to
the government of the United States.” The
test oath in Missouri and the registry law in
Maryland are designed to secure the same result—to carry out President Johnson’s “policy” of assigning back seats for the time being
to the late rebels of the States which have ad-

opted these measures.
Virginia is coming up to the same position.
We publish elsewhere the resolutions adopted
by the Union Republican convention held at
Alexandria last week. The first resolution
declares that no reorganized State government should be recognized by the Congress,
which does not exclude from suffrage as well
as office, at least for a term of years, all perils who voluntarily upheld the rebellion.—
The resolution goes farther, and declares that

another essential condition should be the immediate enfranchisement of all Union men,
without distinction of color.
To those Republicans who have looked upthe

disfranCongressional proposition
chise rebels for four years with disfavor (and
they are many), we commend these expressions of the feeling among Southern Unionists. They feel a controlling necessity urging
them to this course as the only means of safety. It is not for us, sitting aloof from the
struggle in which they are engaged, to say
that they are wrong. It may nevertheless be
wise for Congress to leave disfranchisement
to the States, and for its part take the higher
ground of enfranchisement.
on

to

The Loyal Georgian.—The Loyal Geor-

gian is a weekly, published at Augusta, Ga.,
advocating equal rights for all men. The advantage of maintaining such a paper at that
point is too obvious to need remark. The
editors are Eev. H. F. Edes, of
Boston, and
Chaplain H. M. Turner, a colored minister, recently in the military service of the United
States. Capt. C. H.
Prince, of Maine is the
financial agent of the
paper, and is very highly recommended by the Hon. Sidney Perham.
Without Northern subscriptions the
Georgian
cannot be sustained. PoSt-offices
have not
been
established
to
yet
accommodate all
the people, and at many post
offices the colored people do not receive their
papers when
sent They have never before had a
paper in
the State, advocating their cause, and
many
of them do not now fully realize its
imper
tance; indeed, we can not expect that a race
*o long oppressed, will, at once, understand
and sustain what is for their own good. Many
of them do appreciate the advantages of such
a paper, and have not
only subscribed for it,
but have loaned money to sustain it. Many
other* say next fall they will be able to afford
assistance, but that it is now impossible.—
Meanwhile we recommend the
paper to the
consideration of our readers. Remittances
should be made to Capt. Prince, as above.

Dibfbakchisement,—A letter from Robert Dale Owen has recently appeased in the
New York Tribune, concerning the Constitutional amendment now before the Senate.
Mr. Owen freely declares that impartial suffrage must ultimately be the rule, but waives
his choice for the present, out of deference to
what appears to be the prevailing opinion at
Washington. He regards as indispensable an

amendment providing, first, for equality of
civil rights; second, a just basis of representa-

tion; third,
debt

a

prohibition

to assume the rebel

to pay for the slaves.
Upon the proto exclude from the elective franchise
for four years to come all who
ador

posal

voluntarily
language is

hered to the insurrection, his
as
follows:
£ see no sufficient cause for
excluding especially by constitutional provision, from a

legislatures

of the several

States;

but

on

certain conditions to restore

them to their full

political rights without reorganization. This we do not regard as safe
for the nation, nor just to the Union men in
those States.
In the bill for the* restoration of those
States, having in the preamble recited that
Congress did by joint resolution propose to
the Legislatures of the several States, as an
amendment to the Constitution ot the United
States, the above-named article, the committee proposes for the first section to enact
as follows:

so

has

to

States for ratification. They have also reported two bills for enactment, the one entitled “A Bill to Provide ior the Restoration of
the States lately in Rebellion to their Pull
Political Rights,” the other, “A Bill declaring
certhin persons ineligible to office under the
government of the United States.” The committee does not propose to reorganize the reb-

war.

r.ess :e

self-perpetuation.

mended to the

mediate protection against the vindictive passions of their personal enemies, of the men
whom they resisted at the ballot box, to whose
conscription laws they refused submission,
whom they met upon the field of battle, and
who have now returned to their old haunts
embittered by defeat and threatening to proscribe all who remained faithful to the Union
during the four dark and bloody years of the
The instinct of self-preservation teaches men
situated, as it taught Andrew Johnson when
he was identified with the Union men of the
South, that political power must not yet be
suffered to pass into the hands of rebellious
citizens—that “traitors must take back seats”
while the work of restoration goes on. When
Andrew Johnson was Military Governor of
Tennessee, in his proclamation directing an
election to be held for the purpose of designating electors for President and Vice President
of the United States, he required every voter
otherwise qualified to solemnly swear that he
“was an active friendofthe Government of the
Uni ;edStates and an enemy of the so-called
Con ederate States.” The Legislature of Tcn-

This would be

place the Union men of those States forever
under the feet of those traitors. This would
be unsafe for the nation. The committee of
fifteen has reported an amendment to the
Constitution in five sections, to be recom-

fairly promise long

■

Chandos.

A Novel.

By “Ouida,”

Author of

“Strathmore,” “Granville de Vigue,”
One vol. 12mo. pp. 678.
B. Lippencott & Co.

etc.—

Philadelphia:

J.

No greater contrast can he conceived than
appears between this volume and the one noticed above. The writer, who chooses to call
himself “Ouida,” is familiar with the scenes he

paints, even the worst of them, and his pictures
have often a horrible degree of verisimilitude.
His style, though'disfigured by innumerable
is vivid and powerful; and be is skillful in the
construction of intricate and exciting plots.—
But the whole tone of his book is false, and we
do not hesitate to say that its tendency can be

ments consist almost

peaceful growth

ly earnest, if possibly somewhat' narrow, religious spirit is in notablo contrast with the
greater portion of the novels offered us nowadays.
It will be found at the bookstore of Bailey 8c
Noyes.

extravagances, affectations and faults

except Tennessee, the present State governentirely of traitors. To
legalize them would be to give them the pow-

While the great debate upon the report of,
the Congressional Committee of Fifteen attracts all eyes to Washington, it is nevertheless instructive to glance aside and see what
the Union men of the South are doing. If to
us this question is momentous, to them it is
vital. We look for security against future revolts, for such wisdom arid prudence in legislation as may

goes far to rede jm many grave faults by which
his work is marred.
The subject he has chosen to treat, that of

conformity with the laws of his State, that he
had the qualifications required by the Constitution, and that he was loyal, he would have
been admitted. By proceeding in a different

facts,

gard those States as still without any legal organization. In our opinion their first business should be to reorganize those States in
such manner as to give them republican governments, that should be loyal and true to the
nation. The committee of fifteen does not
propose to do this; but on certain conditions
to legalize the present State governments.—
We object to this, because in all those States

the first of a series of letters from a M.aine
“Southward.” two of “Traxi’s”

lull

regarded
why

manner, both branches have declared that
they do not regard the present State governments in the rebel States as legal. They re-

jjfrrill’s

articles, including

characters he has introduced into his drama;
and this earnestness of feeling and purpose

and if any
claimant could show that he was elected in
ceeded to examine into the

at

Portland markets and the shipping
ceived at this port for the Week.

ThiB is not a. common book. The author, a
clergyman, we should judge,is terribly in earnest, as also are the more correct portion of the

no reason

Elections in each House in the usual way.—
In such a case the committee would have pro-

diers’and Sailor’s Convention in Bangor, a
sketch of the charge cf the First

news

were

the credentials of such claimant should not
have been referred to the Committee on

Published this morning, contains the conclusion of the report of the proceedings of
the Methodist Conference at Lewiston, with
the list of appointments lor the coming year,
a'ffiill report of the proceedings of the Sol-

sptfljjad

present State governments
legal, there would have been

the
y

May T, 18M-

The Maine State

Three vols. in one,
J. B. Lippeneott &

o^-and Questionable

To Advertiser*.
Advertisement# cannot be properly classified, unless
they are gent in before 10 o’clock in tbe forenoon.

JOSIAII MEUROW,

Hidden Hep ras. 12ino.
351. Philadelphia:

SPECIAL NOTICES.

whole.
would be more than one fifth
Shall we permit, in a Kepubluvoue
cast for Chief Magistrate tho “Hidden Depths" of wickedness concealed
of its population to
Purely a very hazanl- beneath the smooth surface of what we call
one Afth of its vote/
ex,«riment And to good society, is in itself not an
agreeable one j
? for a derade, at least,
and he has not presented it in the manner
what practicable end
votes.
her
own
thd North must depend upon
which in our view is best
us has but the force of a sinadapted to secure for
A vote against
of politi- it the thoughtful consideration that may lead
gle vote, no mattei what intensity
to better things. Moreover, there is something
cal heresy may be entertained by the voter.
Every one of these men will be our oppo- even in his most intensely wrought scenes
nents on all sectional questions; and whether
which suggests the suspicion that he describes
it be Tom, Dick or Harry who comes, matters
only from hear-say,—that his knowledge of life,
little. The plain spoken, if they be political
ultraists, may be least dangerous. The num- and of inert and women, is gained rather from
ber is the important thing, not the shade of books than from observation. Despite these
opinion held by the individual. Let us see to drawbacks, however, he has really given us a
it that the votes are not too many, and let us
work of uncommon power, and one which for
take our chance of the rest.
purity and elevation of sentiment, and for deep-

ennuot

H. B.

tlie whole popu

say,ot

even uniulSW. These eleven States,
basis of represenUUon wooM
der a
and -2 sen
be entitled to 42 representatives
electoral votes As the
ators; therefore to 66
short of d 0, that
total electoral votes fad
oi the

Tinned ty Morning, May 24, 1866.

representation
plantation

a

BBC WNT PtlBIiLOATlONS.

Be it enacted, &c., That whenever the above
recited amendment shall have become part of
the Constitution, and auy State lately in insurrection shall have ratified the same, and shall
have modified its constitution and laws in conlbrmitytherewitli, the Senators and Representatives from such State, if found duly elected
and qualified, may, after having taken the required oaths of office, he admitted into Congress.

This proposition involves a kind of absurdity. The present Legislatures in those States
being illegal, there is no propriety in submitting said amendment to those illegal Legislatures for

ratification, True,

the enactment

does not say, that said illegal Legislatures
shall be called on to ratify said amendment.—

But the joint resolution proposes said amendLegislatures of the several States
lor ratification. As the rebel states have no
legal Legislatures, and being completely disment to the

organized by the rebellion cannot have any
legal Legislatures without the aid of Congress,
and as the committee does not propose that
Congress shall previously reorganize said
states with legal Legislatures, the inference is

irresistible, that the Act would require said
amendment to be laid before.said illegal Legislatures for-ratification.

present organized

Those states as at

latures of the rebel states for ratification.—
Such ratification would give no force to the
amendment.
If said Legislatures are legal
for the purposo of ratifying a constitutional
amendment, they are legal for the enactment
of statutes and the election of Senators. We
object to this course of calling in the illegal

Legislatures of the rebel

states to

ratify

a con-

stitutional amendment. It is to pursue the
illegal course ofPresident Johnson, who has
seemed disposed to make his bed with traitors
ever

since

May, 1805.

Amendments to the

Constitution, whenevproposed by two-tbirds of both Houses of
Congress, and ratified by the Legislatures of
three-fourths of the states, or by conventions

taste,

only
philosophy of life is the unutterably false and shallow philosophy of the
would-be man of the world, the empty, blcue
bad.

His

selfishness and heartlessness which Thackeray
has shown us in Major Fendennis. It affects a
sort of conventions 1 respect for virtue, but has
faith in that, or, indeed, in anything. The
disciples of this school usually flatter themselves that they have exhausted life in all its

phases. It is to them a squeezed lemon, an
opened oyster, when in fact they have never
tasted its true relish, they know nothing of it
its vices. Their own shallowness renders
them unable to comprehend any of its higher
and grander aspects.
Notwithstanding its many grave faults, this
save

book is one which will not fail to find success.
It has an intensity of expression which captivates the ordinary .reader, and the incidents

vividly related and of romantic interest,
though it must be confessed slightly wanting
arc

in probability. That, however, may be deemed
minor point.
The book is for sale by Bailey & Noyes.

a

Peace, According

Tee New Gospel of
St. Benjamin.

to

"The American News Company have issued
“Book the Fourth and Last” of this amusing
Gospel of the New Dispensation, the preceding
numbers of which will be remembered by a
great many of our readers. It is full of shrewd
hits, and some of its feats in the spelling of
names are as astonishing as anything of the
kind we can remember.
For sale by A. Bobinson.
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Penn'a Salt
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thereof,

the one or the
other mode of ratification shall he proposed
as

by
Congress, shall be valid to all intents
and purposes as a part of the Constitution._
the

Con. U. S., Art. V. This can only require a
ratification by the Legislatures of threefourths of the states that have Legislatures.—
If several of the states become disorganized
by rebellion and war, and have no legal Legisa

EYE!

Wistar’s Balsam of Wild

Cherry

Still maintains its long established reputation as
A BBLIABUS REMEDY

ENVELOPES,

Throat, Lungs, and

The

Including

even

Chest!

CONSUMPTION.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY.
The following explains itself. It is but one among
the many letters of like import constantly being received by tlie proprietors:

Fairfield* Me., April 28, 18G4.

Messrs. Seth W. Fowle & Co.
Gentlemen: Seeing numerous certificates in the
Maine Farmer endorsing the merits of that Great
Lung Remedy, WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD
CHERRY, 1 am induced and take great pleasure in
to the great curp it accomplished in
giving
my family in the year 1856, During the summer ol
that year my son, Henry A. Archer, now Postmaster
at Fairfield, Somerset County, Maine, was attacked witli spitting gf blood, cough, weakness of
lungs, and general debility, so much so that our family physician declared him to have a “Seated Consumption.” He was under medical treatment for a
number of mouths, but received no benefit trom it.—
At length, from the solicitation of himsell and others,
1 was induced to purchase one bottle of Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry, which benefited him so much I
obtained another bottle, which in a short time restored him to his usual health. I think I can safe'y recommend this remedy to others in like condition, for
it is, I think, all it purports to be—the great Lung

publicity

Remedy jor the times!
The above statement, gentlemen, is my voluntary

offering to you in lavor of your Balsam,and is at your
As ever, yours,
disposal.
ANDREW ARCHER.

Pamphlets containing testimonials

known and

address.
Pit ICE

from many well
sent free to any

reliable persous, will be
ONE

DOLLAR

A

BOTTLE.

PREPARED BY

SETH

W.

FOWLE &
IS Tremont

SON,
Street, Boston.
fel7*60sNeod&eowly8

And for sale by all Druggists.

GRACE’S

SALVE

Works like magic in cases of
CUTS, SCALDS, BURNS, WOUNDS, BRUISES,
SPRAINS, BOIIjS, CHAPPED HANDS,
FELONS, CHILBLAINS, &c.
GRACE’S CELEBRATED SALVE
Is prompt in action, removes pain at onco, and reduces the most angry looking swellingB and iniiaw&tions in a very short time.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A BOX.
(Sentby mail post paid tor 35 cts.)
SETH W.EOWLE & SON, PEOFEIE TOES,
18 Tremont St., Boston.
gySold by Druggists and dealers genorally.
Feb 19,1SC6—SNeod&eowlyS

Aromatic Vegetable

Colgate's

SHIP

HURRAH!

Or Clothing Made to Order.

GENTS' FUENISHING GOODS,
At Cheaper Prices than any place this side of
New York, at the

New England Clothing

Company’s,

Market

28

Also

RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,

SALT

and all Eruptions of the Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending CO cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be lorwardcd by mail, free oi postage, to any part ot the
United States.
Oct 25,1865.—8 N d&wlyr
Poland’s

Magic Powders.

Bilious Affections.
They cure Headache, Constipation, Pimples, Blotches, Sallow Skin, Drowsiness, Dizziness, Heartburn,
Palpitation, and other disagreeable complaintsarising
from a disordered liver.
H. H. HAY, Agent for Portland; F. W. A. Rankin,
Jr., Lewiston, Agent for Maine.
fcSr'Fifty Cents pea* package.
mayl8<12msN
The Great Remedy for

all

will be

a

for the
cations to be

HENRY INMAN,
Capt. and A. Q. M., U. S.

May22 dtd

stock and
rpHE undersigned having purchased the
X stand lately owned and occupied by Messre.

CROCKETT <& HOOPER,.

117 Commercial Street.
Portland, March 2d, 1666—iad3m

Improvement

we were

gal Legislatures. before which it
was necessa
lay said amendment, or these
nineteen

ry to

made

a

constitutional

majority.

On the 30th

day of June 1865. the Legislate
Hampshire the 19th loyal

?££

wUl continue to buy and sell

New and Second Hand Furniture,

DESCRIPTIONS,

54 & 60 Middle St., over Woodman, True & Co’s,
J. C. Stevens, )
M. E. Haskell,
PORTLAND.
A. E. Chase.
)
npl78N3m

[

AN INVALUABLE SPRING MEDICINE.

Dr. J. W. Poland’s Humor Doctor.
This excellent medicinal compound was first prepared by Dr. P. in 1847, and was then employed with
great success in expelling humors lrom the blood;
but in 1848, a medical friend, who was quite celebrated as a physician, especially in the treatment of hu-

mors, suggested some
improvements,
which were adopted, and which have made it (so the
people say) the very l>est emedy lor all kinds ot humors known to Mlhe faculty.”
This preparation Is
ot vegetables, among which are
composed
Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock, Burdock, Noble Pine,
Msndrake, Senna, andBloodroot. Suffice it to say.
the “Doctor” is used in hundreds of families as a
general L tedirlne. Unlike many other popular remedies, it is very grateful to the taste. Large size bottles 75 oents. Prepared at the New England Botanic Defot, Boston.
ap22— 3m

important

wholly

CROCKERY, GLASS WARE,
CARPETINGS, WINDOW SHADES, Ac.
Mr. JOHNSON, for
on the most favorable terms.
a long time connected with this store, will be found
there ready to transact any businesawhich may be re-

quired of him. The old friends and customers ot Mr.
JOHN CROCKETT will be glad to know that he is
still connected with the establishment, where he has

won such an enviable reputation for superior business
of*
qualifications, and will be happy to serve them asanti
old, either in the purchase or sale of Furniture
Household Goods. Tbe highest cash prices will be

paid for al> Second band Furniture, Carpets, Crocklowest cash
ery, &C‘, and all goods wiUbe sold at the

raap6tf

GEO* T* BURROUGHS A CO.

EAGLE

OTITINE.
This excellent Remedy is an infallible cure for Deafness, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the
Head.
This tconderjltl Vegetable Extract has been the
means of restoring thousands to their hearing, who,

trying everything and everybody, had given up
oping ever to hear a.rain.
It opperates like a charm upon offensive discharges from the EAR, no matter what
may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence
as if by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.
after

HOTEL,

MECHANIC FALLS, ME.
the pleasThis Hotel is finely located
ant and thriving village of Mechanic Falls,
in

Railway, thirty-six
Judies from Portland, surrounded by fine
.—

the

on

Grand Trunk

rives, beautiful scenery and pure air.
The famous POLAND MINERAL SPRING is
but six miles distant, whose waters give promise to a
large class of invalids of the complete restoration of
health.
The subscriber Intending to make the house
worthy
oi public patronage, solicits a share of the same.
A
lin ited number of boarders can be accommodated.
Charges reasonable.

P.

It.

May 11—dlm»

COBB, Proprietor.

The

Great Fortune

boilers 700 degs. of heat is thrown away.
making a loss ot 1-3 the ftiel. The question is
often asked how can this be saved.
Mr. filancli&rd
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control ot all
the heat ami makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in its construction; after the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temi>erature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 200 degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars inquire of

ON

epidemic, and Is
the most pertoct disinfectant extant. It effectually
all
noxious
and
effluvia
gases
destroys
arising from
decaving animal or vegetable matter, and tor purify-

ing Hospitals, Vaults, Drains, Cess-pools, &c., cansurpassed.
For sale by all Druggists. WEEKS & POTTER,
170 Washington street, Boston, General Agents.
May 9-SMd2m._
not be

REMOVAL.

ATWELL,
ADVERTISING AGENT,
FOX BLOCK, No, 1 UP STAIRS,
C.

Corner of Pearl and Congress Streets,

mayltf
F.

GEO.

“mlrTd°l“e*a^mP

A new reform is proposed in
England
The Bankruptcy bill now
pending in Parliament provides for the abolition of
—

for debt.

imprisonment

Silk:

GILMORE
Band

Celebrated
Extensively

&

Surgeon in

Chief 1st Div. 15th Army

Instruments!
Army

Used in the

Circulars

by

Plain Black Thibet

*60.
Mail.
Tbe general adoption of our instruments by all
first-class bands and musicians throughout the counis (he best evidence ot their superiority over ail
try,
others now offered to the public.
GILMORE & CO.
Musical Instrument Manufacturers.
18 & 19 Harvard Place, Boston, Mass.

THE

Dana A Co.

Street

Eating

NOW

&

HENDERSON’S.

tons

KA HIIDS Clayed Molasses, per barqnc “David
trVy Nichols,*’ from Cardenas, for sale Dy

May

tw^KGB

ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Pier.

15—isdlm

STENCIL,

AMMUNITION, Guns, Rifles,

April 5—dtf

&

ELDEN

Sy Book and Card printing, of every description
neatly executed at the Dally Press Office.

J.

A choice selection oi Spring and Summer

GOODS!

SHERIDAN

new

and While Goods,

Fancy

Gloves, Corsets,

in

CO.,

EDWARD H.BURGIN & CO,
And will continue the

WHOL ESALE

FLOUR, CORN, MEAL

MILWAUKEE,

)

J
)

And

WISCONSIN.

I V

&

STURTEVAWT,

&

and exten-

ROCK

CORN loaded in Cars and forwarded
Rail Roads or by water at short notice.

MEyVIn fresh ground, from our MILLS can
furnished iu largest quantities at short notice.

Warehouse Bo. 120 Commercial Sireet.

kinds of Jobbing
Ie34d3in

Dissolution of
OILMAN
ness

April

B.

HOSIERY

Collars,

13 is solution.
copartnership heretofore existing between
J. the undersigned is this day dissolved by mutual
consent. The busmen of said partnership will be
settled by Win. »S. Rice.
WM. S. RlOF,
li. K. MORSE.

rpHE

St.,

Gorham, Mo., May 22, I860.

Copartnership
THE
style of

OORSETS,

DUNNING &

Merchants,

Wholesale Dealers hi

POUTLAND,

Ladies’ & Childrt "n’s Underfl annels,

of Goods!
to be

Is

Attorney
Office

ARA CUSH MAN & CO,

S.

EMERSON.
M.L.BURB.

MAKUP ACTUREBi

I

the

MANUFACTORY, Auburn,

And continue Ten weeks.
__

TALBOT,

and Counsellor at

over

e

I

Solicitor

of

Me.
I

No. 40 Union
Street, Portland 1,
where we intend to keep a uood ch ASofGoodsad ipted to the trado ot this
State, nearl, all of which are
ot our own

SHEPLEY &

Attorneys

manulacture and

width made
any
forwarded with
promptness.
It is

aim to Airnlsh
Good Sound

are

our

our

custome1

WammUdtoSdS?
last

already our customers this

td

oi

ntwi

tTade
* who

Sn

*

c

...i,*,,.

holding U. S. Honda, (tho interest
which ia payable
PERSONS
gold) lor $1000
upwards! ssarto “*• -Mo tTewoi.«:
wish to deposit them where
they will be
at
the
apply
may
Merchant* Nationil Bankroll”-’
mation.
CHARujf "ixiPL. TO.
Mar 11—d3m
on

or

O.

have

n <>.

i.

April 26—dim*

may leave

Law,

rpITE undersigned
the firm name ol
have

X

A’ ini'll Steven*’ Plain*,

Westbrook,

pr

^,fi,IlVKRY-

|

I

Portland, Feb. 11.1SGC.

POBTLJJTD.

LUTHER Liana,
LUTHER W. JiANA,
FRANK J. HANA.
feBiU

Copartnership

Furnishing Goods!

sa ndd an Middle St.,
Sept 7—(ltf

copartnership

Grocery and Fishermen’s Outfitting Business.

Dry Goods, Woolens,

State of Maine.

a

1> A N A &
SONS,
For the transaction of a

f Co.,

Notice.

Copartnership heretofore existing
rpiIE
X name of
will be

Agents for EMPIItE SEW1NC, MACHINES for

t

dispatch at any convenient
port.
RVA» & davis,
7—dtf
101 ( •ommeroiai Bt<

COn

Notice.

formed

under

L<.

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

i«»

wiin

copart-

mayltf

Copartnership

CANAL BANK,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

lor SOUTH
W^ERNI?,;;,'*®'
LUMBER, by he cargo, deliverwith

€d

&

a

A. M. BURTON,
R. 0. TUOMKS.

April 30,186G.

Deerinf?, Milliken & Co.,

And Gents’

Southern Pine. Lumhe

THOME8

STltOUT,

Soccrttort to G. L. Storer
JOBBEB8 OF

formed

NO. 151 COMMERCIAL STREET.
Ab MinxlmudibO Brokers and Commission Merchant*,

_'

secure

CHAS’ PATS0N> C"W«-

may31d2w

1SUC.

15 L UTON

(Illh19dt0_A. A. BTBOUT.

.F SIIFFLBY.

DODGE,

this day
undersigned
under the linn of
THEnership

Middle Street.
der. and

un-

Copartnership Notice.

MAINE.

& Counsellors at

OFFICE OVER

Warrant,
size and

May 17th,

Patents*

PORTLAND,

Aug 25—dt f

copartnership

a

For the transaction of the GROCERY, PRODUCE
and SHIP-STORE BUSINESS, 17 Silver St.
WM. 11. STANWOOD,
FERDINAND DODGE.
firm to bo settled with
lato
the
of
E3r“ Accounts
W. H. Stan wood, 17SilverSt.

Xo. 10S Middle Street,

Portl AMI), March 12,18 Gfi.
connection with our Mai. 'Ulactory at Aub urn,
have leased the new store

Cases of

STANWOOD &

Law,

the Post Office, 3d Story,

In

Principal,

The undersigned have formed
der the name of

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

New England Retail Trade.

Wednesday, May 23d, 1866,

vicinity,

tlm

STANWOOD,

Copartnership.

JUSTUS GBEELY.

Mar 21—dfiwGm

AJVD JOBBERS OP

Expr essly for

SUMMER TERM Of this Institution will

or

under

ELIJAH DUNNING,
WM. H. STANWOOD.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

BOOTS & SHOES,

Owen^j'r^and
& Barber’s, Kxchange Street,

existing

this day dissolved by mutual consent;

.MU.

(apl4‘l& wtf)

DOHN'ELL,

GEORGE F.

WHOLESAIJ 3 AND RETAIL.
Mar 16—dtf

DJ’'1'REMEMBER I No. 317 Congress Street.

weir order* at
or with

heretofore

Ji*, (13 Commercial Street,

HOOP SKIRT'S AND

J. B.

service* 01 the subscriber in

may23d3t*

Diusolutionof Copartnership

Groceries, Flour. Pork, Lard, Fish, &c.,

GLOVES,

Portland

1

CLEMENT PHINNEY.

Mar 12 -d&wtf

j±ND

place. No.

CLEMENT PHINNEY Jb CO.

PORTLAND, ME.

A ad

the

on

Cooperage Business,
in all its brandies at tho eld
Pier, uidler the name of

the

Commission

GILMAN,

CLEMENT PHINNEY.

April 36,1SGG—codim

Ifos. 141 & 143 Middle

FOKLETTE,

GEO.

The busi-

by Clement

The undersigned will continue to carry

DONNELL & GREELY,

L.

late arm will be settled

34.

OF

Orders torn nil port, of tUfe State promptly filled
at MANUFACTURER’S prices.

Maine.

of the

Phinney.

STATE OF MAINE.

St,

PHINNEY,

&

this day dissolved liy mutual consent.

la

Clothing,

Patent Enamelled
lor

Congress

STORE,

Made

Cray’s

J*o BTI.AND, MB.

MECHANICS' GRANITE BUILDING.

the

Partnership.

THE

Agent* for

331

HOUSE,

JTis!'if3

np24eodtf

partnership heretofore existing under tlm
style of

LEWIS, ROLLINS & BONlT

Ready

any

be

April 2,1866.

MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS

on

of

juneldtf

Portland,

FRUIT GRAFTING.

WALDRON,

The Pioneer in this business.

Work executed in every pari ol the State.

STREET,

April 4,1866.—d2m

25 Co 30 per Cent, lean than any other
dealers in Maine*

March IS. 1866—dtf

n

W M

Portland, Me.

-----

line.

SALT,

which manufacture particular attention will ba
given for superior quality and put up in tha
nicest order, under the superintendence of

AND ORNAMENTAL

Portland* Maine*

Hosiery,

Trade.

To

GRIFFITHS,

’prompt attention paid to all

our

Grain

PBEMIUM GBOUND

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

Dress

145 MIDDLE

GOODS,

Classical Department has been formed especially adapted to Students litting for College—systematic and thorough.
Music and Drawing by
competent Teachers,
Board can be obtained on reasonable terms.
Also
Rooms for Students wishing to board themselves.
Appncatiou should be made in person or by letter
to the Principal, or to
D‘ B' SEWALL> SenaryMay 12—(12w

&

Fresco and Banner Painter,

These goods being bought fo* cash at the lowest importers and manufacturers* p ices, it is intended to
offer all the variety and advanb igca of the best New
York and Boston houses.

tlrst-class READY-

A* B.»

MB

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Trimmings,
Huttons, Smalt Wares, &c.

Congress Street,

BABRGWS,

d2w

and style of

STHC00 AMD MASTIC WORKERS,

MERRILL a; SMALL
Call the attention oi the trade to their
sive stock oi

W. BTARII1RD.

H. BURGIN has admitted GEORGE W,
a partner in his business.under the nau ?

PLASTERERS,

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

WHOLESALE!

Where may bo found the finest, cheapest and BEST
STOCK of GOODS in this city, bought iust at the
best time, when Gold was at the lowest it has been
for four years, enabling us to sell from

THE

J.

Copartnership.

Successors to Joseph Gray & Co.,

EMERSON & BURR

30-dtt

WHITTEMORE.

-AT-

CLOTHING HOUSE I

Which for style and finish cannot be excelled,
found at the UP TOWN CLOTHING

and Provision Baainess,

Grocery

Portland, May 22, 1S66.

Wldiiery’g Whart,
Portland, Mr.

FANCY-GOODS

BROWN & SONS.
mayStf

„„

COLBY,

No. 6 South Street,

xtp'towk

Mar

DAVIS

PLAIN

city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of
satis&ctory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth <f the cost qf building, on
completion qf the house. From parties who build immediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may he seen, and Axil particulars obtained.

Stock

BTEPHES

octlCdtt

LARGE VEERING!!

Inducements

the transaction of the

NO. 91 COMMERCIAL STREET.

Commission Merchants,

full variety ot

129 Middle Street.

PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
mHE subscribers offer for sale a large quantity oi
X desirable building lots ill the West End of the

At No. 317

for

Wholesale

GENERAL

MOURNING GOODS!
Also a good line of single and double width Cloths
for 'Ladies' Sacques; "Woolens for Men and Boy’s
wear; Broadcloths and Doeskins.

FOR

HAT AND CAP

Wlilttemore, Starbird & Co.,

TRUE
EDW’D

nov8’«5dtf

CHASE, CRAffl

TAFFETAS.

April 16—is2m

HAVE

Street/

PORTLAND,

A.

DAVIS &

ALPACCAS,
MOHAIRS,
BRILLIANTS,

may8tf

I

copart

a

nership

Woolens,

Free

84 and 86 La Salle Street,
Chicago, IU.
Feb 34—d6m

CHAMBRAS,
ORGANDIES,
POPLINS,

KENDALL k WHITNEY.

a

undersigned have this day formed
rpHE
A
under the firm name of

MUSLINS,

E. F. Coe's Super Phosphate of Lime.
Flour of Bone.
Crushed Bone.
Also, Bone Meal for Cattle.
For sale at manufacturer’s prices in
large or smal
quantities at the Portland Ag. icultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.

E

C opar tuership.

94 MICHIGAN STREET,

LAWNS,

A

A

DENTIST,

Commission Merchants,

comprising all the most desirable styles of
CAMBRICS,

Cumberland Bone Company’s Super Phosphnte oi
Lime.
Coe’s Super Phosphate of Lime—Bradley’s Patent.
Lloyd’s Super Phosphate of Lime.

this day opened
MADE CLOTHING,

and

18

l SfS
CHAPMAN.

EASTMAN BROTHERS

FERTILIZERS.

who

G. L. BAILEY,
42 Exchange Street.

Arcade
F. DAVIS,
K.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
April 17,1866._
aplSisd&u

J. B.

Goods

Dry
GOODS !

RETTE, just received and for sale at Portland Agricultural Warehouse and and Seed Store, by

Y

Importer$ and. Jobberi qf

JUST RECEIVED AT

POUDRETTE.’

O

Has Removed his OiBee to 13 t«2 Free St.
Second Housefrom H. H. Hay's Apothoenrv
Store.
d&wll
maylO

DAVIS, MESEBVE, HASKELL & CO.,

by

in

Re-

WHITMAN,

DRESS

M

All opera

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

PORTLAND, ME.

“•

have been tested
thousands since the Cholera Season of 1849.
Physicians use and recommend it. All
admit it to be the best Compound known for the
Complaints for which it is designed.
^STODDARD & BURTON, Proprietors, Troy, N. Y.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
J. WEBSTER & CO., Nashua, N. H.,
may 12—d&w3m
Traveling Agents.

Portland, May 3, 1865.

117 Middle Street,

Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
will attend to any business entrusted
the Supreme Court, Court of Claims,
him,
or any of the Departments.
Ucmi

May 10—dtf

NEW

E

R

Mb.

2Qf” One Price, and No Variation !

Morbus, Diarrhoea, Dysentery,
Complaints. Pain in the
Stomach and Bowels, &,<».
Its action is immediate and efficacious. Its virtues

Law,

and
•January,
to
before

Cholera

Great

and Counsellors at

l!°dK«KsAwea£Y’ j

Five Free St. Block.

Summer

Nitrous Oxide Uas, Ether or Chloroform.
tlous warranted to jxive satisaction.
Auc 12, ’66—eodis&wly

BRADBURY A SWEAT,

invited to examine this celebrated Fam-

OSGOOD,

DENTIST,
No. 8 Clapp’s Block, Market Square,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Orders trom. out oi town solicited.

Attorneys

Building,

HE.

Artificial7 ■'ctli inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite bate. Teeth extracted without pain bv ti'e

POBTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing prompt-

Machine Findings at the manufacturers prices.

STODDARD’S

Street,'

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

liaker

Ware,

opposite City

Street,

C. H.

STUCCO AND MASTIC WOBKEBS,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

ily Machine.

Mar 19—dtl

_

prices.

are

Cotkjrt88

May 19—illy

PLASTERERS,

y atteua ed to.
May 22- —du

Plater,

Manufacturer of Silver
238

PORTLAND,

ROSS & FEEHY,

MACHINES,

SEWING
Ladies

Street,

17—d3m*

Office

building.
BICKFORD, S. O. HENDERSON,
Proprietors.
and IS Temple Street, Portland, Maine.

and Silver

•

AND

May 2—dim

AGENTS FOR THE SALE OF THE

REAR 8 OX,

M.

FARLEY’S.

Exchange

38

Commercial Street,

UP
STAIRS.
apisIt

Portland, Maine,

Street Block.

&c

H.

No, 59 Exchange

and No Variation!

Grover

C.

Manufacturers,

Office 151

BERRY, JR.,

Counsellor at Law,

Also,

every variety or Cakes, Confectionery. Ice Cream and
Meats.
ALSO, a small neat Hall for Dancing parties, in

Notice.

CUTTING !

volvers, Fishing Tackle and Sporting
Goods, Assorted sixes of Stencil Alphabets and Figures.
.' SEAL PRESSES, Canceling Stamps,
and all kinds of Steel Letter Cutting, furnished at
Boston

blood and strengthen and invigorate, buifd uo and
restore to health and
soundness,both body and mind
all,'I,ho'ise them. Sold by all dealers in medicine.
c, GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover St.,
BoBton>
maylsit dim

I.

Department!

S Free

Paper

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

-AT-

A

Clayed Molasses.

March

OUR

Hosiery, Hdkfs White Goods and Fancy
Goods in Great Variety.

One Price

by prompt and

PORTLAND.

A

neat

same

No.

co m

Is as usual hill and complete.
Large Assortment of Prints. Cotand Delaines, at the bottom prices.

MESSRS

On the choicest edibles in the market,
AT ALL HOURS, from 5 A. M. to 10J P. M.
Wedding Parties and families ftirnished with

the

AT

Mourning Department

House-Keeping Department!

House!

and Southern States.

WATCH-MAKER, Gold

Manufactures.

OUR

and spacious establishment wellknov n
throughout the States and Canadas, as a first
class houso and restaurant, after being thoroughly
cleansed and refitted, and having secured the services
ot MR. DANIEL K. REED as Chief de Cuisine, well
known to all former habitues of Barnum’s as having
no superior, in skill or celerity, with a corps of assistants and waiters, is now prepared to accommodate
visitors at home and from abroad to

THIS

IRA

found a careftil selection of LADIES
SPRING CLOAKINGS and seasonable goods for
Men's and Boys' wear at the Lowest Pnce.

(FORMERLY BARNUM%)

OHAS. D.

May 22—d3wis

H.

both WOOL and SILK

Cape Elizabeth, April 13,aplttf

Temple

England, Western

OFFICE. 122 MIDDLE STREET.
3m
ap27

Will be

commence on

‘ifiOA HHDS LIVERPOOL SALT, now dl»OuUU charging from ship|“Charlo8 ChaloneB.”
1000 lihdi. Turk. Ialand, In store.

New

pressly for Merchant

THE—

Debts collected in the several States
reliable corresj>ondents.

Thin Goods I

Woolen

H. S. JACKSON,
Selectmen of Cape Elizabeth.

Tailor,

104 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND.
Iain now prepared to exhibit my entire Spring and

A. C. DENISON & CO.,

IN

ROBINSON,

YOI£K,

Merchant

—,VSD—

received special attention and will be found
plcte in all its branches.

GEO. F. HENLEY,

DENNETT.

L. II.

may2tf
AUG. P.

JAMES O’DONNELE,
NOTARY I*XJI3L.IC

Ollier.

COMMISSIONER OF DEEDS

Has

further notice.

Dost

HILLER.

P.

LOWEST PRICES!

Our

that a portion
ot the cob work at the southerly end of Vaughan's
Bridge will be remove 1, on Monday the 16th instant,
for the purpose of filling in aud making solid the
southerly end of said bridge, and all persons in travelling over tbe same will do so at their own risk until

Opposite
J.

Now opening at the

In

Notice.
undersigned hereby give notice

O FF1CK,
STREET.

MIDDLE

Summer Importation!* of Fine WooIouk; also several
lines of choice American Fancy Goods, wade exTailors* use.
Cut tint' personally attended to.
apl6—dCin

Elegant

Fryeburg Academy.

!_ SALT I

SALT

Shawls,

BELL’S

SAMUEL BELL.

Oct 25—(ltf

STREET,
NE.

M

10—il2m

64

on

Norfolk, Va

Consignments solicited.

It fall from the RICHEST to the lower qualities, in
BLACKS and COLORS.

CAN

UNION

MILLER & DENNETT,

nr Refers, by permission, to Messrs. Lowell &
Sealer; Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
Clark Read & Co. Portland Me.
uo2tfdfiin

—FOB

be found one of tho best selected stocks
ot BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can be
found in this city, which will be sold at tbe lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.

33

PORTLAND,

Office—No. 12 Campbell's Wharf,

SHAWLS !

SPRING

No. 353 Congress Street.
SAMUEL

AND

aprUdtl

Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store, OTJR SILK STOCK
AT

XTOKDIN’Gl-S,
31

Commission &Forwarding Merchant COUNSELLORS AT LAW,

complete

TOWN

XT IP

IN

SOLE AND UPPER LEATHER,

GENERAL

And ail the best varieties oi

May 3—dim

DEALERS

Boots, Shoes andHubbers,

May

Grades.

Long: and Square in all

sent free

May 19

WHOLESALE

AND

EVERY

cashmerTshawls,

Navy.

and

a

Splendid

Corps,

description of Water Fixtures lor Dwelling Houses. Hotels, Public Building*, Shops,
&c., arranged and set up in tbe best manner, and ail
orders in town or country taithfiilly executed. A.l
Kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER

GOODS'.

qualities,

Plaster,

wharf,

MANUFACTURERS,

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

is the most
In all the different
and desirable ever offered in this market.

lm

PORTLAND.MAINE.

PLAIN AND FANCY

CO.’S

Prices

STREET,

PUMPS ol all descriptions.

DRESS

Cement and
FRANKLIN

Bowls* Brass & Silver Plated Cocke*

OUR STOCK OF

Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.
Feb 24—dly

Corner of

Formerly of the Regular Army, and late
Announces to the citizens of Portland that he lias
permanently located himself in this city, and respectully tenders his services to the public.
Office at the Kingsbury House,
203 Congress St.
May 16—d3w

Lime,

OF

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

POplins,

I1AET.

F.

Wholesale Dealer tn

PORTLAND, ME.

assortment

our

L.

EXCHANGE STREET,

70

mayll_
J. G. LOVEJOY,

«toves.

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

In all the most perfect modes, LAVENDER and
STEEL SHADES, so desirable this season tor Suits.

Don’t fail to call and examine the

FRENCH, M. D..

IROX.

Tyler, Lamb & Co.,

City.

We would call special attention to
of

-AND-

from 9 A. M. till 8 P. M. She has astonished thousands by her wonderful Art. Will tell the Past,
Present and Future correctly.
Gentlemen admitted. Ladies 50 cents,

W.

83 Exchange Street, Portland.
place it in the ratification of legal
LegislaCTt"- Advertisement received tor all paper* in
tures; but placed it in part on its ratification Maine,
and throughout the country
may8fG6SA*dti
by the illegal Legislatures of Virginia, Louisi
South
ana,
Carolina, Alabama, North Carol'
DR. LANGLEV’S
na and Georgia.
It was a bad
ROOT
AND HERR
BITTERS.
precedents
war seeking affiliation with
i the Health Restorer,
li'0?1 pVrtflcr
copperheads and
a'*d
Sprin«
Summer
Medicine
“e„rBtporfect
traitors. I wohld not have
uhcu.
Congress follow ever
’nievcftcctually cure Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Liver
iL
J, C. W.
tB’ a“orJ de£i&y, and all
_

lound in the

call and buy at prices which will

ue a

PLUMBE R!

WILLARD)

WM.

Teller,

Will be in this city for a short time, and may be
found at
NO. 19 PEARL STREET,

Please give

A. H. EDWAnns.

Force Pumps and Water Closets,

Prom the NEW YORK Markets. Our Stock comprise- many CHOICE STALES not elsewhere to be

some

GENTS’ FURNISHING

MADAME CARY,

France,

Stare, ratified

said
amendment. It then became a
part of tfi
Constitution.
Yet the President
and Mr
Seward kept the matter back for
six
nearly
months, and in the proclamation omitted to

Steam Boilers!

on

of

mayll<12w*

MAKER

DRESS FABRICS,

Fid rr.l Sts.,

good stock

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

AND SEASONABLE

ELEGANT

BLANCHARD’S

■j

in fhe midst of
C^Only,0n?reis’
twenty-five of the states had le-

WE

a

give you satisfaction.

Orders from tlie Country respectfully solicitJob Work done to order.
augiklti

ed.

C. M. DAVIS & CO.,

EXCHANGE STREET

133

Furnaces and.

Magee

confidently invite the attention of the
LADIES of the City and vicinity to our latest
selections ot

QAA BARRELS LODI POUDRETTE.
OVIVI 500 BBLS. ESSEX MILLS POUD-

OF

BOOTS, SHOES, RUBBERS,
ALL

A.

NOTICK.

STEVENS, HASKELL & CHASE,

OF

“Tyro,”

at this ottfce. The price named
must be for the boiler complete and set up in runorder
in
tbe
boat.
ning
Bidders will stale when the boiler will be ready for
The proposals must be made on blank forms,
use.
to be obtained at this office, and guaranteed by two
responsible parties, whose names must be appendnd
to the guaranty.
A copy ot this advertisement should be annexed to
the bid, and the envelope should be endorsed “Proposals for Constructing a Boiler.”
seen

AT 130 &
JOBBEB3

received at this office

Proposals
until May 30tb, 1866, at 12 M.,/or making Fiut
SEALED
U. S. S.
Boiler
according to specifi-

HEAVY

hand

on

Groceries, Country Produce,Fruits.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET I A'AD, aud
all kinds of Tin, Copper uiul Sheet
iron, in quantities to suit.

ELDEMWHITMAN.

BROKERAGE,
Business,

sure

cures

Of

GROCERS,

Exchange nnd

have

As before.

Nos. 13

OPPOSITE THE PREBLE HOUSE, Portland,
E. LEVEEN Si CO.
may22o3m

Corner of

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

ITCH I ITCH! ITCH!
SPECIFIC.
Proposals for Constructing a Boiler. CHOLERA
A
Preventive and Cure for
Scratch!
Scratch, Scratch,
Assistant Quartek master's Office, U. S. A.,)
Portland, Maine.
J
Ointment
Wheaton’s
CHOLERA,
May 22, 1SGC, )

Will Cure the Itch in Forty-Eight Hours.

GOODS

NOW OPENING BY

W. K.

Square,

RETAIL

MAINE,

WORKERS

Cards.

EDWARDS & HART,

Cooking, Office and Parlor Stoves,
And

LUNCHES, SUPPERS, DINNERS,

-ALSO-

SON\

FURNACES, RANGES,

Silks,

DRESS

&

■"

-t——

_business

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

—AND—

FREIGHTS,

NOYES

PORTLAND

—

Shawls,

And Commission

BICKFORD

Advertisements._

N.

No. 3s Exchange Street,

cftcct insurance on

IR ALL ITS FORMS.
From our large experience in matters relating to
Marino Insurance, we feel confident of being able to
satisfy all who may favor us with their business.
We shall also Continue the

Soap.

superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined
Vegetable Oils In combination with Glycerine,
and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Nursery* Its perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all DrugftelO’668Ndly
gists.

BOYS,

to

CARGOES, and

A

STOBE,

interpretation

a war.

prepared

now

J. M.

Just Removed to

d3w*

Are

—FOR—

Congha* Colds* Hoarseness* Sore Throat*
Influenza* Whooping Cough* Croup*
And every affection ol.

of

$35,000,000.
VESSELS,

A Miraci e.—Mrs. Parkes ol No. 137 Fourth
street, Williamsburgli, N. Y.. has been completely
cured ol. a violent attack of Neuralgia, with which
she hflB suffered the most excruciating agony, by one
dose, forty drops, of Metcalfe’* Great Rheumatic Remedy.
May 10—BNdlm.

—

proposed amendment cannot be
submitted to any illegal body in such State.—
Feb 21—SNd&wly
It is sufficient, that the amendment is ratified by three-Tourths of the Legislatures in exTIN- TY PES!
istence, which are authorized to act on it.—
Otherwise, if it should happen that the govLOOK ! LOOK ! /.
ernments in eleven states out of thirty-six,
25 Tin-Types for 50 cents.
25 Gem Ambrotypes* 50 cents.
should be engaged in rebellion, disorganized
-AT THEby war and without any legal Legislatures,
PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
the constitution could not be
amended, alSo. 80 Middle Street.
though it might be necessary to amend it as
JaltSMdtf
A. S. DAVIS.
the only condition of
preserving the nation’s
life. Such a
construction is narrow, illiberal,
CHOLERA I
CHOLERA !
an
wholly unreasonable and by every rule of
Prof. Bouve’s Atmospheric Purifier.
Should be rejected. When the
This article has been extensively used as a Deodoramendment was
Agent by the Governments of Egypt, Turkey,
adopted by the two ixing
and
during the late Cholera

latures,

l%t and 8th Feb. 1858.)

of

CONCENTRATED

er

in three-fourths

Oo.’s

Manufacturing

It will make 10 POUNDS ol excellent Hard Soap,
or 26 GALLONS of the very best Soft Soap, for only
about 36 Cents. Directions on each box. For sale at
all Drug and Grocery Stores.
mh28dCms3t

It

DBZBBEB’8 CHEAP
98 Exchange Street.

COMBINED CAPITAL OF

SAPONIFIER!

For $1.00
AT

Box of the

A.

STOCK

.RICH

Cards.

_Business

One Price, and No Variation !

jNSURANCET

THE

Boys’ & Men’s Clothing,

NOTICES.

A Very Large Stock of Boots,
Shoes and fashionable styles of Slippers can at nl
times be had of T. E. MOSELEY & CO., SUMMER
500 BUFF

one

“MARINE

undersigned having made arrangements with
all the leading MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES of New York and boston, representing a

GREASE,

HURRAH!

Street, Boston.

Using your Waste

and

no

could not

ratify the amendment m any other manner. It results, therefore, that the act, if adopted, will require this
amendment to be laid before the illegal Legis-

of

MAKE YOUli OWN SOAP!
By Saving

Dry and Fancy Goods.

Miscellaneous.

1

under the

?s
if JACKSON A* NON,
continued alter tills date under the style of

PEKKINS, JACKSON & CO.,
Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER. COAL
anti W<X)I>, Sawyer’s Wharl foot ol High Street
poc 21,1665-dtf

Medical.

_Poetry.
The First Day at School.
BY

EDWABD

P.

ok
r>ne

Aa

teetn

ho

pearl:

01

ha;»pv,

iuy bweot little girl.

Across the floor she capers
Just like a pretty lamb,
Her arms she gaily
tosaea,
Ana
shouts, “How glad I am!”
The heavens look down in
love-light,
And

ecstasy impart,
While iairieaol fruition
I>aiice through my darling’s heart.

The first day in the school-room!
Luo s seed

upapringa

and

grows!

maternal,
anUi “Bn^er cares
The
guile-lea child outgoes;
-rather! guide my darliug,
through time's una able school,
That she may e'er inculcate
rhe sacred Golden Rule!
May 10, 1S0«.

jflls

1.1:1 Tiu: .e

apply vainly

others

silence,
druggists

in

on

to

and

hundreds of

and

doctors,

either merely tantalize tuern with the hope of

An Amusing; Court Scene.
WITNESS WHO WOULD NOT BE BADGEBED.

afflicted, but

1

once.

ket; 1 never looked into the basket to see
whether it was glass or not, but I think it
was; it held six quarts, and I have carried it
a hundred times for her, if a strict account
had been kept, to Mr. Smith’s liquor store to
get it (Tiled; I remember Mr. Smith used often to say, “Drunk again, Mrs. Cbeesebrough;”
raid I would answer, “No; it’s the same
drunk;” but he kDew I was joking, and he
knew who the liquor was for.
Q.—What kind of liquor did she use ?
A.—Brandy sir—the regular old cognac.
Q How did she drink it, pure or mixed ?
.V—She as often took it pure as any way;
wbe.i she wanted to she made it into grog;
she us^d to drink it out of a little black teapot; that was handier than a long bottle; the
demijohn was filled every week, but I did not
fill it always; she had a little Englishman who
used to go Lir her very often.
Question bv a Juror—How did she attend *
to her business when she had a store on Fifth
—

Best Goods

street?
A.—I don’t know exactly, but as I told you
before, she was always posted in money matters.

Q.—Was she sober then ?

Bark

strengthening than any of the preparations ot
Iron, infinitely safer and more pleasant.

or

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU.
STATES, is now offered to afflicted humanity as a
certain cure foe the following diseases and symptoms,
from whatever cause originating:
General Debility,
Mental and Physical Depression,
imbecility,

Determination of Blood to the Head,
Confused Ideas,

Hysteria,

General Irritability.
Restlessness and Slccnlcssncss at Night,
Absence of Muscular Etiiciency,
Loss ot Appetite,

Dyspepsia,
Emaciation,
Low Spirits,
Disorganization

Willing to Accomodate.
A well-to-do citizen of San Famcisco happening a lew days since, to be short of servant girls, was requested by his wife to call on

the

Paralysis of
Organs ot Generation,
Palpitation of the Heart.
or

who had

young lady

Coe’s

Hill. A .few minutes’ conversation satisfied
him that he had opened the negotiation on
a wrong basis, and in fact he was the party to
be engaged, not the high-toned lady before
him, who answered no questions ai sll, and
questioned him with dll the nonchalance of a
practised horse buyer, cheapening a three-legged nag at a government safe. The interview
closed as follows:

Female—“Where do yon live?”

almost out to the Mission

Citizen—“Well,

Dt.'lores.”
female (with doubtful shake of the head)
—“That’s a long way from Montgomery street
—almost too far, I am afraid 1 How many
children have you in the family ?”
Citizen (modestly)—“We have

dam.”
Female—“Four! That’s

a

four,

Dyspepsia Cure

DYSPEPSIA!
and all diseases

of the

STOMACH AND BOWELS!
One Bottle is guaranteed to cure the worst case of
Dyspepsia in existence, and one dose will instantly
relievo the most aggiavated attacks of
Cholera Morbus,
bick Headache.
Sickness at Stomach
Dysen tery,
Fever and Ague.
Heartburn,
Colic Pains,
and in lhct all diseases
from
the Stomach
proceeding
and Bowels. It is a sovereign and permanent cure for

great deal too

Citizen (abashed and humbled, taking his
hat in his hand nervously)—“Well, madam,
do you think you could get along with one or
•
two children ?”
Female—“I suppose I might, but you say
you have four.”
Citizen (edging toward the door)—“Yes,
madam, I did say four, but rather than give
you offence, and risk a failure of the negotiation, 1 did not know but my wife might be
prevailed on to drown one or two of them /”
With a look of insulted dignity the female
rose and waved her band, as much as to say,
“‘You won’t do! Get from my sight?” and
the citizen went out of her presence, feeling,
as ho avows, at least a thousand per cent,
meaner and more contemptible In his own
opinion than he had ever felt or had cause to
ibel before. He says he is entirely satisfied
with his experience in the line of hiring servant, girls, and don’t want to try his hand at
Hue business again.—Alta Californian.

TilAT

ARE

We beg of you. if
you are sick, to make
of it. Price Oue Dollar per bottle.

just

one

trial

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

0. G. CLARK & CO., Proprietors,
New Haven, Conn.
H. H HAY, W F PHILLIPS * CO. and J. W.
PERKINS if CO., Agents, Portland, Me.

Lyon’s

Periodical

Drops!

BECKETT,

A

137 Middle Street,
JAS just received a SPLENDID STOCK

Finbr. ^clng a large assortment of Cloths for Spring
Overco ats, which he will be happy to mako up to orat tbc
der or %

April

LOWEST
-^tf

Better than any

CASH

PBICES.

lb

Pills

Prepared by JOHN
Druggists everywhere,

cotton duck,
&a.

The subscribers, t manufacturers and sole agents for
the sale of “LAWh ENCE and “OLD COLON Y”
now have a full assortment
Orttou Duck amiTwiL'C,
«>nhand; likewise:—
JIUO Pieces Cotton Ravev* Duck.
«« Sail Twine.
20 Bales 2 and 3 thread 1
20 Bales Stout and Light .Russia Ravens Duck.
Boll-Rope.
Russia
500 < 'oils Hotli’s
300 Pieces English Anchor Nun ting, assorted colore.
100 chain Cables, $ in. to 1 j in.
too Tons Coil Chain, 3-1G in. to 1jin.
Warranted American Anchors.
For sale at 23 3*25 Commercial St., Boston.

Yellow

Pure

Com!

BY

CAB

50 Tons Pine Peed and Shorts,
BALE

OB

CO.,

No. 120 Commercial Street.

International Hotel,
OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.
This

'll&ll‘l

head.
C. It. PACKARD, M. D. Boston, Mass.

Mr. Todd

I had lost my hair by a disease of
was a

place

as

in

Respectfully

the

II.

FORMERLY OF

To the Fair:—We were
we
heard in praise of this article, but with such testimony as the following, given by well known citizens, our
doubts have given way.
Portland, Feb. 26, I860.
Mr. Todd : Dear Sir—My wife had been troubled
for a long time with a humor in the head, causing se- not cured
The following is an article that appeared in the Rosvere itching, and the hair was falling oft very fast.
I
had tried many remedies offered to the public with- toii Traveller of the 21st of February, in roierence to
the success of this mode of treatment:—
out receiving
benefit.
I
had
but
little
faith
that
any
‘•The system of treating diseases by inhalation ot
it could be cured. I bought a bottle of your HungaOxygenized Air, (as practiced by Dr. Hartwell at 119
rian Balm, and the first application stopi>ed the itch
Harrison
Avenuej'is attracting much attention. He
ing, and in two or three days ilie hair stopped falling
oft. I consider it the best medicine in use for the head. is treating on an average about 75 patients daily. No
medicine is administered, the patient being cured enCHARLES WALKER.
Yours,
tirely by Inhalation. Some of the most remarkable
cures have been
A gentleman who had
My Balm docs not change Gray Hair to been afflicted forperformed.
several years with paralysis, called
its natural color*
at the Dr.’s Office on crutches, and after three
applito
have
the
color
wishing
JZgrThose
restored, cations of Oxygen could apparently walk as well
as
should use TODD’S BAN NAN A CREAM, ever. A
case of Lock J aw was cured with ox i; apfound wherever the Balm is sold.
p ication.
He has scores of cases as marvelous as
the above, all cf which can lie substantiated.
This
Sold Wholesale and Retail by
s truly an age of progress.
The banner under which
we march is one of light.”
JOHN M. TODD,
corner of Exchange St.,
PORTLAND, ME.
Wholesale Agents—J. W. Perkins & Co., W. W.
Whipple, W. F. Phillips & Co., and Crosman & Co.,

Portland.
Sold by Druggists and Traders everyw here.
Apr 13—eod&\v3m

Southern Pine Timber
XTOW IN DOCK—AT
JM TAIL.
w.
May 1C—dim

SALE.
WHOLESALE OR

W.

RE-

«

BItOWN.

c.

l.

blood,

The Inventor of this Remedy has given It in upwards

25,000 Extreme Cases!

And lias cured fifty per cent, of those patients who
had been

Hopelessly Abandoned!
BY

DR.
Would

ROCKINGHAM

especially invite those patients who have been

given up by Physicians as incurabic.
From the results obtained from a long and
experience with this

varied

!

Is open Day and Evening, for a full and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St., He can confidently assure his patients that he can
No. 161, opposite H. II. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
speedily
The Principal has had 21 years' experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Se- KESTOllE THEM TO HEALTH!
Unless the seal ot death is already upon them.
ries of Colleges into the otner Continent; and that my
Diplomas ami full Scholarships, are good all
over this great world; butlt/o claim, they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) n
any part of the United States "Who are suffering with diseases peculiar to them, the
q/' America) and also that our CountingEgoms Dr. would say his treatment reaches their troubles at
for inductive training (without any copying,) both in once.
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile haw, §c,
$•<*., offer ns full, thorough, complete, practical and
The Dr. lias special ti eatment for
who reexpeditious FACILITIES tor BUSINESS EDUCA- side far back in the country. Writepatients
out a full deTION, as any College in tlie U. S.
of your case, and treatment with full direcscription
This is the only Commercial College in tlie State tions
will\te sent by express.
where a full and complete Scholarship in Book-keepC3f*0hnrgoB are such that treatment comes within
ing, Writing, <&c., is taught without copying, so that the reach of all.

TO

no

one can
a

pass

through

the

course

N. BROWN.

sep20deod&wly

CONSULTATION,

FOR Till:
PRESENT, FREE!
13?“ Office hours from 9 A. M., till 5 P. M.

J. C.

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

Influenza, Whooping

A CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!
as

quick

as

PAINTED AND GRAINED

Chamber

It does not dry up a cough, hut loosens It so that the
patient can expoctorato freely. It is within
the reach of all. the

Sets!
of

Together with Common, Bound Corner, French and
Seta.

Also,

PLAIU CHESTNUT

SETS.

GEO. T. BUltltOUGHS £ CO.

coal"

and is for sale by ail Druggists.

W. F. PHILLIPS Sr CO., J. IP. PERKINS Sr CO..
rnd H. H.HAY, Portland Me., IPholeeale Jaeilt*.
August 31.1865
eodfcwlyr

EANDALL, McALLJSTEE & 00.,

Muscovado

Beware of Counterfeits.

i
HA
lUVj

for Vhalon’s— Take no other•
8old by druggists generally.
For sale at wholesale by W. F. Phillips & Co.
Jan. 1, 1866—eod&eow6m

from

A

Cultivators.

Outdo to the Flower and Kitchen Garden, giving
two thousand varieties ot

SCAB,

a

descriptive list of

VERMIN.

For sale at

Commercial Street.

Su^ar & Molasses
PRIME

GROCERY

MUSCO-

VADO SUGAR,
I Superior Muscovado
Molasses,
50 Tierces. ( just landed per BrlgL. Staples
Matanza*, for sale by

LYNCH. BARKER A CO.,
139 Commercial Street.
April 7—dtl

POLL and complete assortment oi Flower Seeds
from the most celebrai ed Soodmen in the country. Also
WASJIBURN a HOVET’S

Illustrated

HHr)S-

the

of

slavery.

a

C

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and o
lull and healthy restoration ol the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult too Dr.,
cau do so ny writing, in a plain manlier, a
description
of tlioir diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be lbrwurdod immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, it desired.
Address:
Dh. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street [corner of Middle
Street!, Portland. Me
ty Send a Stamp for Circular.

STREET

ARPETSJ

Liquids,
one

one

who

preparation.

The only Dyes of the kind ever invented for Silk,
Woolen and Feathers that will give a perfect color requiring only 5 to 311 minutes, according to shade.
Full directions for use, and Certificates from eminent Chemists with each package.
Samples actually dyed with each of the colors ,on
silk and woolen, may be seen and the Dyes obtained
at all stores, for 25 cents.
SSlr’If you desire to insure SATISFACTORY COLORS, in the shortest lime, with the least trouble, inquire for for Heed's Liquid Dyes, and takeno
other, as they are the only Reliable Colms.
Sold at wholesale by
J. W. PEKKIRa ft CO, andW.F. Phillips & Co.,

Portland,
Apjil 7—eod&w3m*

Remember the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
cornor ol Middle and Willow Sts.
fel2dtf

Portland Savings Hank.
Portland Agricultural Warehouse
is hereby given that
mi-aunual diviat the rate of Seve.v I'f.k cent, per
NOTICE
dend,
ANP
free oi Government
is

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.

CO.,

BE. JIUGHES particularly m iles all
Ladies, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his
rooms, No. C
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for theii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electic Uenovatiug'Medicinos are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue iu regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of
relief In a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all eases of ob
struetions alter all other remedies have been tried Ir
vain.
It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing ii
the least Injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect
at all times.
Sent to any
of the countrv, with full directions

Nos. 43, 45 & 47

UNION
STREET !
may5_ 4wcod»
Ordinance on Health.
9.—All dirt, sawdust, soot, ashes, cinders, shavings, hair, shreds, manure, oyster, cbun
or lobster shells, or any animal or vegetable substance,

producing

SECTION

tilth of an? kind, in any house, warehouse, cellar,
yard, or other place which the Mayor, any Aldei-man,
or

safety
pari

City

Marshal or Deputy, or Health Committee or Officer shall deem necessary for the Health of the Cltv
to be removed, shall be carried away therefrom
by and
at the expense of the owner or occupant of such house
or other place where the same shall be found, and removed to such place as sliajl be directed, within four
hours after notice in writing to that effect, given by the
Mayor, any Alderman, City Marshal, Deputy, or
Health Officer.

by addressing
HE. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple Street (comer ol Middle), Portland.
N. B.— Ladies destring may consult

own sex.

DR.

qgpl

Woodford’s Corner,
Westbrook

275 Tons Hazelton

Westbrook, Me.

leave Preble Street and past
the Nursery every twenty minutes.
cars

purchased the stock of the above NURSERY, and made arrangements with one ot the
most reliable Nurserymen of Massachusetts, for
Pear,
Pium and other Fruit Trees, Grajie Vines, etc.,
Apple,
with a large stock of Green House and Hardy Plants,
Shrubs, etc., suitable for the Flower Garden or house
cidturo, I would solcit a share of the public patron-

HAVING

sold warranted true io name, and as
low as can be had at anv otlier establishment.
Parties wishing Shrubs, Plants or Flowers suitable
for tho Cemetery, will lie supplied at short notice, and
any information 1 possess freely given.
Crosses, Roquets, or any design o Flowers furnished at short notice.
Funeral Flowers preserved and arranged in the
neatest manner.
fc-JfAll orders left at L. J. PERKINS’ Fruit and

Wreaths,

300 TONS

WHERE

ry will meet with prompt attention.
Address Box 1702 Portland P. O.

C. F. BRYANT.
J
Portland, April 16,1886—dBw

LADIES’
UP

TOWN

STATIONERY STORE!
where can be found the finest assortment of

Fashionable

Stationery

in this

city.
We would call especial attention to the new styles of

Checked

and

Papers

SQUARE

PAPERS,

at

which
25

stomp in any color at
CENTS PER QUIRE.
we

AGENTS FOB

LOWELL

AM)

are

BRETT,

leaders of Fashion in

Wedding and Fancy Stationery,
Visiting Cards, &c., &c.
Opera Glauses, Labia’s Genuine Perfumery, Hair, Nail end Tooth Brushes,
English, French and American Soaps, &c», &c«« &c«
And the usual assortment of Fancy Goods found in a

citrc

LOBERY,

May 12—d2w

Academy

Summer Term begins May 28,
And Continue* Eight Week*

!

SCORE BOOKS
made according to the Rules of the National Association for sale. Clubs may recoive any information
they desire in regard to Base Ball matters by addressing us.
JEF^Postage Stamps for

sale at

GEYER &

our

store.

DEPEW & POTTER.
ii

Broad Street,

NEW YORK.
Solicit accounts from Banks, Bankers, and others.
Interest allowed on deposit* subject to sight draft
All kinds of Securities bought and sold for the usual
commission Special attention given to Government Securities.
Collections made on all points.
CHAUNCEY M DEPEW, HENRY W. POTTER.
(Late Secretary of State.)

cult Breathing, Pale Counts"nance. Insanity, Consump-

{^“A limited number of private pupils, in classes,
singly will still ho attended to.
Terms $1.00 per week.
C. O. FILES, Prinuiual,
28‘Hanover SL

or

tion, and all diseases that folsequence of youthful indiscretions.
The Cherokee Curo will restore health and vigor,
stop the emissions, and effect a permanent cure
after all other medicines have failed.
Thirty-two
page pamphlet sent in a scaled envelope, free to any
address.
1‘ricc $2 per bottle, or three bottles for $5. Sold
by all druggists; or will be sent by express to any
portion of the world, on receipt of price, by the
sole proprietor,
low

tt-^-diw*

Copartnership Notice.
a

copart-

Dr. W. R.

CHEROKEE INJECTION,

Ware

Gleet and all 3lu*
does not fail to cure
cous Discharges in Male or Female, curing recent
cases in from one to three days, and is
especially

SON,

tion”
stores, and

Bethel Steam Mill Co.,
Delivered in
city for

per Cord.

OFFICE, COMMERCIAL STREET,
Mrs.

Still

Fraser

Should be used by all Farmers

SEED

on

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.
If larmers and others cannot obtain this nrticla ol
trailers in their vicinity, it will be forwarded free of
express charge by

JAS. r. LEVIN Afft. South Down Co,

HROWH’S WHARF.

Msqch

28 Central Wharf,
2—dAwlm

jBOSTON,

STORE,

—by-

MASS.

KENDALL

April a—Ig2m

&

WHITNEY.

Hobson’s Wliart.

in Btisiness!

Pearl Street Garden!

ol May. the 16th inst.
JOSEPH C. NOYES. Treasurer.
16—eod2w&w2t
May

CIDER Is wanted and will be received in
email quantities as well aalarger quantities, and
cash paid at No. 25 Commercial Street.'
April 18, 1808.—dtl’

JSMy

A two story frame House, and about 3000
feet of Land, on the corner of Pearl and Cumland Streets. Plenty of hard and soft wathe premises. Enquire ol

MJkboi
ter

on

C. RICHARDSON.

Feb 12-distl

Clayed Molasses.
350 HHDS.
Brig

•

J. W.

1

SUPERIOR CLAYED MOfj® •,[ l-ASKKS, now landing par
Driako, Ikom Cartienaa, for aalo t>y

...

139 Caamarclal Si.

LOOKAT THIS!
SecondrHand Clothing,

8treet,

| OFFERS
large assortment
Roots, Herbaceous Plants,
Shrubbery
Seeds,
tor sale

oilier

er

Rosos;

some

a

own

hundred

at
kr^tr,
(^“Flowers,h“u"
Boquets,

November.

Ilit *«:le will i*?
auction ti> the
SUlMlayol May. A. D.

on

highestbidder,

known as t
in e.Jd lnst«

now

P«'Vkkd

ti:e

promisee, at put.

c*n

TUI liSDAY

tli

l^toYLok to th&tox

Sal.l farm contains aMut .no
hundred -ml forts
of excellent la-el, 1 lea-cm
watered and fenced, cuts about oo ions
,.r Hav and
is 0111 of the niort prodnetlle
luma In Ln*.. ul.h
buildings, and a large quantity of wiwd
Un.-

!y f.Lwu

acres

,3

aL’d

good

^.h^^fther

particulars inquire of the subscriber at

RANDALL .T. ELDER,
with the Will annexed.
HUGH D. McLELLAN, Auctioneer.
Uorhatn, May is, i860_dlw*

Administrator,

Old Iron, &c., at Auction.
"ITflLL be sold on THURSDAY, Mav 24th,
o’clock A. M.,

T y

at 11

Frank liu Wharf, a lot of old
Rroken Anchors, Pieces uf
JS
Old1 Cham; Oil and Water t
asks; 1 >ld nhcathtog copper; one eld Beal; uuu old -Mainsail.
Cir Terms Cash.
By Order of the L. H. Board.
.101IN POPE,
I-1L lasiwcior Firs! Distriot.
HPN v
& CO., Auctioneers.
en

_MayN^Y,^n‘P
\ uliinble

Real Estate In West*
brook at Auction,

FRIDAY, May 26, at 3 o’flkmit p. M. ln WwtONbrook,
shal. soil
jjixMliWpv ami halfwootlwe

a

a

House, with an L; new amlTi'cooAorderA
barn, shod, Ac with >U
S.khI, early mul highly culuvatcS-ihc proianty
en

taSdU

T^yt
Bridge'.
Also, at sa7»o Hmc

abaatcne-hUf

“

Sffi l/o £

nine acres of
good Land on the
Readjust below theabove; thin i» a line lot and
valuable to cut ui> into house loti
Also, jive undone-quarter acres more on this new
Read, opposite the above lot. This piece Is laid out
new

and will be

Id in lots.

s

HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.

May

19—dtd

«!•

If* DRAPER, Auctioneer.

United States Cotton Sain.
JOHN H. DRAPER & C'b,
WILL SELL

On

Friday, May 25tb, 1800,
AT 1 O’CLOCK P.

At their Sales Room No. 112 Pearl Street
HANOVEIl KQUARE,
By

oruei oi

SIMEON DRAPER, U. S. Cotton
Agcui,

2000 Hales Mobile and
Charleston Cotton.
The above Cotton has been classed ami
sNmpled
by G. W. Amorv, and may bo seen in the lA at
Continental Stores, Brooklyn, and by samWe at
Sales Room ,of the Auctioneers, No. 112 Pearl
St., two days before the sale.
ija\17dm
the
the

ot Garden
and Flowraising.
Also iiRhiins nml
which can be pur<>u,er Garden in the Stale.
and Wreaths from April to

FOR SALE
No. 91 Federal Street.
WM.
BROWN,
By

WirlmLs

jlayUdsw

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,

AT AUCTION!
Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Kobvs,
Harnesses, Ac..
Every Saturday ut 11 o’clock A. IV.,
At. Forest City Stable, corner Federal and Lime St*.,

WE

shall sell

where Carriages can be stolen and Horses boirdtu it
to or after the sale.
These sales will be undercover, and held withen*
regard to weather.
BA1LFY & Co., Auctioneers.

desired, previous
March 1—dtf

.E. M.PATTEN A CO., Auctioneers, 18 Exchange§t.

Brick House and Land on Brackett
Street at Auction.
FRIDAY, June 1st, at 12 M., on the prttnifl*.
No. 43 Brackett Street, will bo sold tne Brisk

ON

House

Land.

and

House contains nine finished

good w liar, plenty of hard and soft water
brought into the house; C as throughout; building
m good repair, and but a tow
steps ircin the Horse
rooms,

Ra l Road. The lot has 32 fed front and 127 in depth.
Fine largo shade trees in.front; garden in rsar wall
stocked with fruit tries, etc. Title ptrlect.
A largo part of the purchase
money can rrmam on
mortgage. This offers a rare chance for any person
to obtain a fine residence In a very desirable
neigh*
Imrhood. Sale positive without tlie Hast reserve.—
For particulars call on the auctioneers.

nmylltd

E. M. PATTEN & CO., Auctioneers, 18 Exchange St.

Valuable and Desirable
CITY PROPERTY
ON

FUE E

AT

STREET,

AUCTION.
»

FRIDAY, June lit,

at 3 P,M., on the prer
Ises, corner ol Free and cak street*
CT
Hold the
attractive
very
property formerly
anil occupied liy Hon. J. T. McCobh. Till. •
,
a iront on Free of atiout
eighty-one foot by s■
and filly-three let on Oak
about twelve thousand time hundred aniln’w.
three feot; on the promisee is a three rtoriorl
house, with a large wing, built in tbe most
uamner, tbo whole conminingsojr.e
thirty rixim*
ranged lor convenience, all in good repair
the
modern Improvement*, such a*
ga», water
and cooking
etc.
arrangements,
Hituated on one of onr most
u the very heart ol the
oily, handy for
of
business, and yet Hr enough trem noise and bustle
for a quiet home, «nd Is In ftot
the most desirabn
residence that has been off red at auction

ON

wii)

V,®*1

hirn^ed

ZS
tW.mJt!

'/hi*

i

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
mardd3m
good style, and at short notice.

^

Wt££
proiw?*r5

jollKhtrul stxeetsjldiost

tbTmlS

thuiT

Sale of

Forfeited Goods!

COLLECTOR’S OFFICE,
)
District of Portland and Falmouth, f

Portland,

I

following described Merchandise having been
rpHE
<or,eittM* for violation of tho

Revenue Laws ol the
*r
United State's, public notice of said seizure*
having
been given and no claim to said
goods having been
will be sold at Public
at the
they
Auction,
‘h« u: s- Appraiser*, PJ8 Fore Street, on
THURSDAY, June 7th, l'Cfi, at 11 o’clock A. M.. to

wit:—
One trunk containing 3 bags of
Nutmegs: one basket containing Ear them,
Crockery and Glass Ware;
one
Tea: two bun lies Cloth; one Silk Velvet Vest; one brl containing Beans and
Nutmegs; 3
jugs Spirituous Liquors; twentv-tour dozen pairs
Mittens;
and a 1 tail dozen prs.

package

twenty-one

stockings;

pke. Broadcloth: one bdle. Clothing; one hox
containing one Lady's Cloak; one chest containing
twochests Tea; eno trunk containing one bag
Ten;
one box containing one pair
Boots, two pair woolen
Drawers, two pair -woolen Cants, one i>air woolen
Gloves, one pair woolen Mittens, three pair woolen
Socks and one pair wooloii.
Shirts; one roll Cloth;
two Cassocks; twelve bottles
Porter; eight yards
homespun Cloth; twenty-one bottles Brandy; three
bottles Whiskey; three bottles
Gin; live lbs. Tea;
lbs
white Sugar; twenty-four lbs brown
twenty-five
Sugar; two lbs Codec; unc-Ualf lb Cassia and oud
bag Sugar.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jn„
one

April. 3fl,

COLLECTOR.

1800.

Foitlund, May 1.1800.—illaw&wtdTh

■J-_»
Seizure of Goods.
Is hereby given that the following described Rood*
seized at this port,
NOTICE
the
wero

on

days hereinaltcr mentioned,
•—

lor a violation of tho
Revenue Lows
Feb 23d, on Fore Street, one-half bbL and one jng
Molasses: March l.on board Br. brig “1’. J, Kevins” one Bbl. and 1 or Kegs Molassea; Mar
T,on board
bark “Mary C. Fox" two bids Molassea; March 9, In
Middle Street, in this city, 1300
Mar
Cigars;
14, at
Grand Trunk Wharf, Four Trunks containing c’oMia pioco ol silk; Mar 13, on board
ingand
steamer
“New Brunswick,” one bbl Spirits.
March 23, on board Sehr. Georgia Deerin", fivo
small boxes Tobacco, marked “Rich’ll Irvings 4 bbs ’*
Mar 23. on Custom House Whirf.three Kj 5
Oliveson board Br
brig “Beautv," two bbl* Molasses; Mar
M, on Custom House Wharf, one keg Tamateda;
on
bo:ird seh “Joseph
April 3,
Long," six bbls Molasses, one keg Molasses, two bids, sugar; Xnril n
on board brig "Wm. Robertson”
one keg
;
B. Hale,”one ease
™,Saralx
two
thousand Cigars. April 10. ou board containing
“Geo.
brig
six packages
Sugar, viz: 4 bags, 1 Box,

lit

f-nuam,

Any person

or

personsolaiming f-e

same cro re-

quesuMl to appear ami make such claim within uin#ty clay* from the date hereof; otherwise the said
goods win bo di.si>o.Hod Oi in accordance with the act
ol Congress approved
1844.

April

ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jr.,
Collector.

May 1.18C6.—dlawThtt -,v

¥
c

PLEASANT to the palate. cause no
JL promptly, never require increase ot do
exbuust, amt tor elderly persons, tamales
Two token at n
ren, are just the thing.
the bowels once the next
Tnorning.
In all cases of Piles and Fa’lingal the Pc
promise a cure (or all sympt onis of I :.e* L'
sucli as Oppression alter eating, Sonr S.'
t ng oi lood, Palpitations; also, R cadre' *
Pain in the BaeVand
Loins, Yellowner
%nd Eyes. Sick
Headache, Coated Ton
Liver Cowplnint, Loss ot Appr

Monthly Pains, and ail lrrtgnlarfiU..
Travelers find th•
Faintness, Ac.
they need, as theu are so jompoct
Vtai they may be carried in the rest pc

vhat

FRASER, Florist,

No. 82 Pearl

LYNCH, BARKER A CO.,
Apiil 7—dtf

MRS. M.

!V..rw.„USt5rof Vuntberlaild,
5 VW11'<l 1,y h n*.
t

well regulated drat

H. X. I
Dr. W, E. MEBWIKi 37 Walker St..

PLANTS, FLOWERS AND SEED.

payable this third

For Sale.
Notice,

OLD

Wednesday

tax,

found in all

are recommended
over ihe world, for

by physicians and
their Intrinsic worth
and merit. Some unprincipled
dealers, however,
try to deceive their customers, by selling cheap and
worthless compounds,—in order to make money—
in place of these. Be not deceived. If the druggi.sts will not buy them for you, write to ns, and
will send them to
you by express, securely packed
to
and free from observation. We treat all
wind, the Inman
system is subject, «"<*
"""
to
pleased
receive full and explicit .tat*"1*"1*
those who have railed to receive
‘
Ladies or (rentlemen esn address
■fldence. Wo desire to send oat
Pamphlet free to every lady
land. Address sll letters f,.r i-mphlets, medicines,
or advice, to the sole proprieto
druggists all

For sale to clear the wharf, by

Head

of the last will aw
ofGoilus
deixa-od, 1 shall si
119

flimton. late

$2, Three Bottles, %\
Price,
Remedy, One Bottle,
a
44
44
**
%l,
Injection,
The Cherokee M Cure” M Remedy,” and M
Injecare to be

SPRTJCE SLAB WOOD.

ina\7dtf

-Mr. Stolen

recommended in those cases of Fluor Alltus or
Whites in Female*. The two medicines used in
conjunction will not fail to remove this disagreeable
complaint, and in those cases where other medicinea
have been used without success.

118 Middle Street, Portland.
May l—Tu&Th 4w

any part ol the

Remedy,

and all dUeuses that require
a diuretic, and when used in
conjunction with the

IMPORTERS l

^4.50

St., R. Y.

all Urinary Complaints.vlz: Gravel. InJIamnation of the Bladder and
Kidneys, Retention of
Urine, Strictures of the
Urethra, Di'opsical SicellVttff-t, Brick Dust Deposits,

HAVING

N. ELSWOETH &

37 Walker

Cures

this day sold mv stock and stand to
Messrs. SCA MM A \ & COLBY, l would most
cheorfully recommend them to my former customers.
CHARLES W. SMITH.
Portland, May 9,18011.
may?ldlw&wlt

Crockery

MERWIff,

Cherokee

a si

annum,

as a

STEPHEN SCAMMAN,
GEOBGE H. COLBY.

BANKERS,
No.

Loss of
| Memory, Universal LassiPains
in
the
tude,
Back, Dim-nens of Vision, Premature
tOld Age, Weak Nerves, Diffi-

In the department for young ladies, instruction is
tumislied by competent teachers in all the
Higher
English branches, in Latin, French, German, Drawing, Music, &c.

name

MEDICINE,

all diseases caused by
self-abuse, viz;??

THE

CALEF,

13 FREE STREET.

mny21

INDIAN

(

Cures

country.

Also tho
hand other Balls of various sizes

TIIB GREAT

Masters and Misses of all ages and attainments received at any time in the term.
Classical Course is sufliciently oxtendod to
enable young men to enter any college in the

for the transaction of a Produce Commission and
Wholesale Grocery business at the old stand of
Charles W. Smith, Nos. 6 & 8 Silver Street.

on

CHEROKEE CURE,

’66,

We would call the attention of Ball Clubs to the

We also have
and prices.

active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have cold lianas and feet; weak stogiaohs, 1amand weak backs; nervous and sick
headache; dizziness and swimming in tho head, with indigestion and
constipat ion of the bowels; pain In the side and hack;
leucorrhtoa, (or whites); falling of the womb with Internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that Iontrain of diseases will ttml In Electricity a sore means
of cure. For painftil menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all ol those long line of troubles
with voting ladies, Electricity is a certain apocllh
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health,
TEETH 1 TEETH! TEETnI
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth bv Ei.ectkicity without PAIN, l’crsous
having decayed
teeth or stumps they' wish to have removed for resetting lie would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Elkctko Magnetic Ma..hines tor sale
for family use, with thorough lustra, tions.
Dr, D. can accoiuunslatc a tow patients with board
end treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12
M.; from 1
to t) 1*. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation freo.
novltl

SEC.- 7—In case any dog shall be brand loose or
going at large contrary to any of the foregoing provisions, the owner or keeper thereof, or the heal of the
Eunily or keeper of the houso store, shop, office, or
other place whore such dog is kept or
harbored,shall
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten dollars.
J. S. HEALD, City Marshal.

SCAMMAN & COLBY,

NEW YORK & PHILADELPHIA BATS.

The Rheumatic, the goutv, the lame and the lazv
leap with joy, and move with the agilitv and elasticity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs-restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ol
youth arc obliterated;, the accidents of mature lite
prevented; the calamities ol old age obviated and an

large.

undersigned have this day formod
THEnership
under the linn
of

Administrator’s Sale.
IN pursuance of the provisi

with’

By Electricity

first class store.

ATLANTIC BALLS!

complaints.

SECTION

May

announce to the

stainl

SIZE.

OF PORTLAND.

Portland

respectfully

“when

Marshal's Office, May 111b, 1866.
ORDINANCE ON DOGS.
1. No dog shall be permitted to go at
or
in any street, lano,
loose,
large
alley, court, or
traveled way, crln any uninclosed or public place In
Ibis city, until the owner or keeper of such dog, or
the bead of tbc family, or tile keeper of I bo
house,
store, shop, office or other place where such dog is
keptoa harbored, shall have paid to the City Marshal Two Dollars for a license lor such dog to go at

Envelopes.

the height of Fashion lust now.
We are the Sole Agents of the beautiful
are

Leliigli,

s. ROUNDS & SON.

—ALSO—

which

St.,

These Coals are oi the very best quality, and warranted to give Mitisiaction.
Also, GOO cords ot best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD* which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part ol the
city at
short notice.
IS^Give us a call and toy us..

CITY

he would

curltV-

White and lied Ash Coal.

T
*Tan
IGth^ltf

Electrician

tried other forms ol treatment in
vain, and
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they etay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not
stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without cliarge.
Dr. 1). has been a practical Electrician
lortwentyono years, and is also a regular graduated
physician
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache;
neuralgia |m
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption
i 1 the acute stages or where the lungs are not
fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula hir
diseases, wbito swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness,
meriug or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, Indigestlon, constipation and liver complaint, piles_we
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forum or female

Free burning ami VERY PURE, and all kinds

Confectionery Store, Morton Block, Congress Street,
Park Street Garden, 58 Park Street, or at the Nurse-

DEWING,

citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has
permanently located in this city. During the three
years we have been in this city, wo have cured sonic
ol the wui'ht terms of disease in persona who
have

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN
EGO AND STOVE

N.

MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United Mote* Hotel

SIZE.

BROKEN AND KCG

in constant

174

Coal.

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial

side ol

W.

]VEedical'

TtECEIVED and tor sale by the undersigned

This

one of theii
attend,
ian1.l8G5d«&w

lady of experience

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

Me.

Coal,

A

once._

SECTION 10.—Any j»erson offending against tho
provisions of the preceding Sections, shall torleit and
pay not less than one dollar nor more than twenty
dollar* lor every offence, also the sum of one dollar
lor every house that the nuisances or substance*
mentioned in the previous sectious of this ordinance
are suffered to remain after duo notice thereof.
Ail persons violating the above Ordinance are hereby notilied to govern themselves accordingly, ac I
shall proceed at once to a rigid enforcement* of the
same.
JOHN S. HEALD,
aprlS— tl
City Marshal and Health Oiiioer.

Coal,

a

Spruce by

—

HAND !

at their Wharf,
ELMWOOD NURSERY! JUST

board at

gentlemen.

SECOND

HOYT &

Freedom 1'rora all Dust or Dirt.
Mordant and Dyes Combined in

J\ot a Hotel.
Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
No. 27 Willow Street,
People visiting Portland canliavo all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
gonloel plaoe. Also permanent board lor families and

AND

There are mauy men at the age ol
thirty who an
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burn
lug sensation, and weakening tile system in a luannei
the patient cannot account tor.
On examinin'' tin
urinary deposits a ropy scdiniunt will often lie lound
and sometuues small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue
changing to a dork and turbid appearance.
There are mauy men who die oi this dilHculty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

again

PUBLIC

the only reliable place to purchase

NEW

850 Hilda.

Seeds.

Amateur

60

...

May 1—dll

Flower ami Vegetable Seeds,

TICK,

coal.

Blacksmith's use.
Also, on haml the best qualities of Red and White
Ash Coal, at the lowest prices for cash.

A Iflost Exquisite, Delicate and Fragrant Perfaiue, Distilled from the
Bare and Beautiful Flower from
which it tnkeft its name.
Manufactured only by PHALON Ac SOM.

Flower

is

CO.’S,

Brilliancy of Color,
Simplicity of Use,
Certainty of Satisfaction,
Economy of Time,

who

SATIN WOOD, MAPLE, PANNEL AND
PLAIN GREEN,

Ask

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

UNION

NOT FREEZE.

40 Shades, all

receive'1

and for sale at LOW RATES, by
the undersigned,
JUST
handsome assortment of

Cottage

winding sheet

proclaims the fact that

LADIES.^&S

Which will recommend themselves to every
has ever used Liquid Dyes for

HALL~i

LANCASTER

a

Cough^

UNITED

RUSTIC LETTER,

May 9-oodlmTT&S

Consisting

the

And

19—dlw

THE

as

Store,

The constant demand we have have had for
LIQUID DYES lias induced us to put up a complete
line ot

Rockingham, M. D.,

151

NEW PERFUME

established

FURN8TURE,

LADIES

without ob-

thorough counting-room education.
Mr* Brown would present to tlie Citizens
of Portland and vicinity, his warm gratitude tor
their fondness and liberal patronage lie past fifteen
years; and with the promise ot faithfulness, solicits otherfavors!
taining

now

154 Middle, Cor Cros» St*

2&-TO

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION
is

^Everythlngj

PHYSICIANS.

arrived per scb. Redington. from Baltimore
JUSTcargo
of fresh-mined George* Creek Cumberland Coal for

SKOWHKGAN HOUSE.

Mr, Brewster would be happy to meet Ills old
fafe-nds and the public generally.
dtl
Portland, Feb. 2,186%.

fOil

dr.

NO. 74 MIDDLE STREET,

No Medicine ever known will cure

C.G. CLARK A CO.,rroprictors, New Haven, Ct.

HREW8TEII.
THE

DR. ROCKINGHAM
Would take this occasion to state that he cures with
this remedy seventy-yve per cent, ot diseases enumerated above, whoremedicine*would POSITIVELY
FAIL. He makes these assertions without tear of
contradiction.
He his ha<l a long experience with this
Remedy
and has had no»patient that he has not
benefited if

Press.
slow to believe all

Daily

•

Thick-heads ot' all Europe.

THOMPSON’S

WILL

caused from a lack of Oxygen.
The immediate effects produced
by tbis treatment
are wonderful almost miraculous,
as will be demonstrated to all those who witness its
application to patients.

yours,

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPFY EXPERIENCEl
Young men troubled with omissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war
ranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we aro consulted by one
or more young man with the above
disease, some o'
whom are as weak and emaciated as though
they bau
the consumption, uad hy their friends
supposed tr
ha/e it.
All such cases yield to the
and
unl\
proper
correct course oi treatment, and in a short time ai t
made to rtjoice in perfect health.

is the terror ot the Crown-heads, Flat-heads and

And offering at Low Prices,

PATENTED OCTOBER 17,1865.

The Oxygen, by Inhalation is carried directly into
the circulation reaching all parts ol the system as
soon as the Blood will
carry it,, burning up and decomposing the carbonized matter in the system, and

Coe’s xjougn ualsawi!

the

most elegant style,

TT nder-Flannels,

Oxygenized Air !

CHARLES B. SAVAGE, Bath, Me.

Strength

for a hard fight and victory.

May

Do not w'ait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

Noyes,

THE UNION NAVY

INHALATION

grown
perfect as on any part ot my
head; and 1 know it was brought out by the use ot the
Hungarian Balm. You are at 1 iberty to publish this.

ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Filins and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Froslration that may follow Impure Coition, arc
Uie Be vyUieter to the whole system.
SEEK FOR AN

55 EXCHANGE STREET,

is

physician,

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

and all sorts of

expels it through tbe pores.
Coughs, Colds, ami Lung Affections, as well as
Ilumors of the Blood, (unices hereditary) are gonthe all.v caused by breathing impure air; impure air is

large as a silver dollar, entirely bald, smooth and glossy. I was told by judges that it would never
grow, but I can give you fifty names, if needed, to
who may doubt the fact, that tlie
prove to any one
nair has
out as

Sc

Bailey

valuable lot of lai.d. having a fr'»nt f 74
about 109 feet in depth. This Is a y«
dosir.tble building lot, ami situated in a food uc’g
borhtxxi where hmd is incre;u>iu daily in value.
Kor particulars call on ihe uucti niecr iL.nhange at.
May 16—UtU
be md l

on

m i.

All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether it lie the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in luaturer years,

PORTLAND.
May 22-cod&w21

-OF-

I have been using Todd’s Hungarian Balm, and can
say that it is the best dressing tor the hair in use. My
hair was falling off very fast, and by the use of halt a
bottle ot the balm it has stopped falling off entirely,
and is last thickening up, anil is in tine condition.
F. 11. STROUT, Portland, Maine.

PAPERS,

•

near

men
ment.

generally

CURTAINS & BORDERS

-BY-

I have tried Todd's Hungarian Balm, and I consider
it the best article in use for the hair.
J. B. WEBB, Gorham, Maine.

scalp, and on the top of my head there

SCROFULA,

ap28dtf

Price Being Only 35 Cents I!

And i. Now Opened to the Poblte by
».

And

Porrigo,

I tried your
severe itching ot the head.
Hungarian Balm, and to my surprise and pleasure my
hair stopped falling off, and the humor has entirely
which causes

J. W. PF.HKINS t, CO.. W F. PHILLIPS t, CO.,
tnd H. H.HAY. Portland. Me., Wholesale Agents.

excellently located Hotel lias liccn

thoroughly refitted, and furnished
;

PARALYSIS,

and 1 was troubled lor a long time with a disease ot
ly,
the head known in the medical world as

left the

them direct from England ourselves there will NOT be commissions, and two or
three profits added to the cost before the consumer
gets them, as when they are purchased from New
York Importing Hour s,
(TfT~The trade who have not supplied themselves
with their Spring Stock, will do wi ll to f/ivrun a call.
The retail trade ofthe city and vicinity will SAVE
MONEY and find one of the BJSnT ASSORTMENTS

Having imported

Children!

Glove

^

incoutroveri-

Sold.

arc

UNION SOLDIERS

Hosiery and

lu»

iuillii;

tbc American Papers

as

Union

and

GEO. H. REED &

For U. S. and Canada.

BY

BURG IN £

n.

EDW’D

A

|

Sold by

OR RELIEVE

LOAD.

Misses

ussurance oi

regularly

ing

SILK, MERINO AND GAUZE

LUNGS,

accom

Western Do.,

Mixed

UNDER-FLANNELS!

suitieieut

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies lianded out for general use should have
their eilieacy established by well tested e\]H*rience in
t.io hands of a
educuied
whose
preparatory studies Ills him tor all the duties he muM
yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrum*
and cure-alls, purporting to l*e Uie LcnL in the world,
are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should bo particular in
selecting h.s
physician, as it is a lamentable yet
able fact, that many syphilitic patterns are maoe
miserable With ruined constitutions by maltreatment
lYom inexperienced physicians in general practice
conceded by the best sypid l
tor it is a point
ographers, that the study and management of these
complaints should engross the whom time oi those
who wouhf be competent aud successf ul In their U eu'The inexperienced general practitmeut and cure.
ioner, having neither opportunity nor time to lunkt
himself acquainted with their pathology,
common!}
pursues one system of treatment, in uio*i c ases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

They are CHEAPER than the American Papers,
the rolls being THREE INCHES WIDER. A room
which requires 12 rolls of the American paper will
need only ten bolls ofthe English, being a savWe shall
to the buyer ot nearly 20 per cent.

AS LOW

lo£

CAUTION TO THE TUT LIU.

Ever before offered in this city.

Mr. Todd
I feel it due to you, as a public benefactor. to state that mv hair was falling off very bad-

THROAT, and

ROOM PAPERS!

ENGLISH

ROOM

MAINE.

AT

CASES

LYON, AT. D.

furnishing

SUMMER

NOSE,

C. G. CLARK & CO., Gen'lAgcnU,

MEALING.

FOR

PORTLAND,

March 28-dtt

Exchange Street,

are

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

BUSHELS

10,000

ma;14dtf

L.

S

standing or recently contracted, entile! v rmo?
the dregs of disease irorn the system,aml1 nink
UUUu“" u
perfect and PERMANENT otitE.
He would call the attention of the artdeted tn th*.
fact of his long standing and weli-eamcd rebumtim.
CC6S.

Gore,

397 Commercial St, 47 & 49 Beach Street,

Ladies,

are

FEABJNG.THACHER & CO.

may4—d3m

Eieatlie &

a

pany each bottle.

High

preparations

of the Hair, and how they

Complaints,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

m-Ii jUl*e*

STREET,

of

made and what At No. 151
composed of, and knowing most ol* them to be useless,
and some frfiurious, and feeling the great need lor
some preparation free from injurious substances, such
Where be res ectfully invites all who may be sufferas Oils, Alcohol, and Sugar of Lead, Lac Sulphur, (a
ing to call.
most poisonous preparation) injurious to the health of
He treats especially Diseases of the
the hair and body; I have endeavored to supply the
want bv preparing an article that is free from oils of
all kinds, and all substances known to be injurious.
It will keep the hair moist and glossy longer than any
oil, cures all humors of the scalp, stoiis the itching of
the head, prevents the hair from lolling of! in the
worst cases of fever or other disease, and will not soil
the nicest silk. My Balm is not a Dye, but purely a
Dressing for the Hair and a Medicine for the Lead. It
should be in every house; it is just what is needed to
clean the beads of children, from the babe to the eldest child, for it is free from everything that will irri- RHEUMATISM,
tate the scalp, cures the humors and stops the itching
of the head. I here offer the names of a few persons
NEURALGIA,
who have used my Balm. Let them spoak lor themselves.
tion

R.

especially forbidden in the directions which

CHAINS'. ANCHORS.

as

and is safe to use at all tirnos

For all Female

ALL TUB

BY

for more than

been

Portland, September 18,1865.

Powders !

or

SOLD

FOE
twenty years
engaged
1
in the Hair Dressing business, and knowing
HAVING
that
offered for the restorado all the

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

GOODS,

S PRING

PEEPABED

FLUID PllEPABATION

Tailor,

Merchant

■j

SCIENTIFICALLY

EXCHANGE

a?S°l‘he

Wholesale Grocem Throughout the State.

Public.

tlie

Wonderful Remedy

SUFFERING,

Noyes,

SPLENDID

OPENING THIS MOBNING!

world No one will do without it in the bouse that
has ever used it once.
TOO

GOIUZ’S

half

at

Sditerinst

HAVE

Exchange Street, Portland, Agent for the State of Maine.

38

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBIL
ITY
and in
regulates and restores to a
every instance
healthy condition a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to take healthy food without danger of distress from it. It is the most wcnderftii remedy and
the most speody in its action, ever known to the

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

G.

FARLEY, T>ealer in Nautical Instruments,

C. H.
March 14—eodtf

ma-

many.”

W.

L.

“touching**

To

a-

STEAM REFINED SOAPS I
perfectly

From

all the concomitants of a Nervous ana
expressed her willing- And, in fact,
Debilitated state of the system.
ness for a consideration, to spend a portion of
To insure tye genuine, cut this out.
her time in the residence of some
highly re- ASK FOR HELMBOLDS. TAKE NO OTHER.
spectable family, “references exchanged, <tc. Apr 5—eodtf.
lfe called on the interesting female and found
her all bis fancy painted her, and more too;
in tact, a masterpiice of the millliner’s, hairdresser's. jewelers, painter’s, plasterer’s and
chemis t’s art, and as airy as a red-wood palace
The World’s Great Remedy
with clo.’h and papered walls, on Telegraph
—for—
a

ut.

The many and great advantages of these Compasses appear almost incredible to those who have never used them, but a little experience at sea soon dispels all doubts in regard to their superiority.
When the vessel is rolling about iu a rough sfca, these Compasses remain
steady, and in light and
smooth weather they are extremely sensitive—more so even than the lightest wood Compass. The needle is
enclosed in an air-.ight metallic case anu is entirely excluded IVom the air and, therefore free from rust.
It is also made so that it retains its power like a magnet. Such a needle could not be used in any other
Compass on account of it3 great weight; but here it is almost wholly supported by the buovancy of the liquid
The bouyancy of this liquid prevents them from ever beto which the weight of the card is nicely adjusted.
coming dull, as it reduces the weight on the pivot to a few (/rains. Hence the trouble and expense of sharpmore
than tlus, the exemption from disorder renders them
is altogether avoided. But
ening and
always perfectly reliable at sea.
and
Merchant service, both on steam and sailing vessels,
During four years of constant use in the Naval
not one of them has been returned, although it is always agreed to take them back if they do not give satisfaction in every particular-. The wore intelligent of shipmasters appreciate these Compasses most, of course,
but no case has yet occurred where they have failed to win favor with the most ignorant or prejudiced.

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT BUCHU

(Laughter.]

[Kenewcd laughter.]

u.m.t/uu

evidently

having received the endorsement of the most
PROMINENT PHYSICIANS IN THE UNITED

A.—No, she was never sober. Drinking bad
become a sort of second nature with her. She
was like a good many lawyers that I know of,
they can’t lead a case without being half
It’s a tact. I tell you I
drunk.
have seen many a lawyer that never undertook to try a case until, as they say, he had
“two sheets in the wind and one a flutterin’.”

LL.ITIIIZ

Long

more

the Lowest Prices!

at

Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, con&ing all the modern improvements, we
are enabled to furuirli a (supply of Moh(m of the
Beat O u;*lciSew, adopted to the demand, for
port and i>ouieMlic Consumption*

obliged to say that although

by

is

manuftotured

are

under 1 he personal supervision ol our senior partner,
win, has h:ul thirty years practical experience in the
business, we theroioro assure the public with eondeuce that we OAJt aud will furnish the

who

discharge

goods

Spruce Strcc

on

Auction.

Temple Street,

lroiu b A. M. to 1) 1uuily,
Dr. H. addresses those who are
nisi.. ..
afflletiou oi private diseases, wheUtr
oul
impure connection or the terrible vice 0i well•
Devoting hie entire time to that particular
the medical profession, lie feels warranted iwfDt a °
R VNTKEINO A OURR IX ALL
CAUb, Whether

lust received per Slii]> Sundrriand, direet
from Liverpool, a large mvulco of

QUALITIES,

All of SUPERIOR
in packages suitable f r ihe t rade and luloly use.
Importing direct our chemicals, and using only the

bright

Court.—proceed with tne examination.
Q.—You say Mrs. Schofield drank a great
deal of liquor; what did she keep it in—a jug?
A.—No; she kept it in a demijohn in a bas-

Ac

PORTLAND.

as our

Valuable Land

r»»
THURSDAY, May 24th,
he
be conimtod
and wjtb
ONo’clock,
ontheprctnidcK, westtr’y fide of Si./
the utmost confluence hy private!*,
WHERE
diu
liabove
Clark
street,
the
Hoiw
ltailroad
<“*
hours
and

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,

The report of a late trial in Cincinnati,
may be produced
fhich we find in the Gazette of that city, coupowers of life, bv lalwrious employmeut, unwholesins one
passage. The case was one in some air and food, profuse meustruation, the use ot
vbicli the heirs of a Mrs. Schofield—an Eng- ; tea and coffee, and
frequent childbirth, it is for oftenisb lady of eccentric habits, who died in Ciu- er caused
direct irritation applied to tho mucous
•innati In 185:i—endeavored to persuade the 1 membrane by
of the vagina itself.
,ourt to set aside the will on several grounds.
When reviewing the causes ol these distressing
0ie principal witness was a Mrs. Cheeseis
,rough, aged seventy. She had been asked complaints, it most paiufui to contemplate the a
iaif-a-dozeu times as to the age of one of Mrs. tenilanl evils consequent upon them. It is but sim
pie justice to the sultfect to enumerate a lew ol the
Schofield’s nephews. The report continues:
A—I tell you 1 did not know his age. His many additional causes which so largely affect the
birth register is in England, and I never went life, health and happiness ot woman in ail classes ot
to see it.
society, and which, consequently, affect, more or less
Court—Mrs. Checsebrougb, it is perhaps directly, tho welfare of the entire human ioinily.
proper to say to you that you must be patient, The mania that exists tor precocious education and
and answer all the questions counsel may put marriage, causes the years that nature designed for
corporeal development to be wasted and perverted in
to youthe restraints of
the early confinement of school,
Witness.—So I do, but I don’t see any use and especially indress,
the unhealthy excitement of the oallof answering the same questions over and ov- roorn. Thus, with the body hall clothed and the
mind unduly excited by pleasure, perverting In mider again.
revel the hours designed by nature tor s>eei> and
Court.—Some of us may not hear all your night the
work of destruction is half accomplished.
rest,
answers, and it is often necessary to repeat
in consequence ot this early strain upon her system, unnecessary effort is required by the delicate voquestions.
Witness.—I generally speak loud enough tary to retain her situation in school at a later day,
thus aggravating the evil. When one excitement Is
for anybody in this court room to hear me,
over, another in prospective keeps the mind morbidly
and I think if the lawyerss would attend to sensitive to impression, while the now constant retheir business they wouldn’t have to ask a straints of fosliionable dress, absolutely forbidding

witness more than

Hailoy
GO

NO. 1.
OLEINE.
CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANE'S PATENT,

a cure

the exercise indispensable to the attainment and retention of organic health and strength; the exposure
to night air; the sudden change of temperatuie; the
excessive dancing,
c:mplete prostration produced
must, of necessity, produce their legitimate effect.
At last, an early marriage caps the climax of
misery,
and the unfortunate one, hitherto so utterly regard
less of the plain dictates and remonstrances of her
delicate nature, becomes an unwilling subjet of medical treatment. This is but a truthful picture ot the
experience of thousands nt our young women.
before the ability to exercise the tunctions ot
tho generative organs they require an education of
their peculiar nervous system; composed of what is
called the tissue, which is, in common with the female
breast and lips,
under the control of mental emotions and associations at an early period
of life; and, as we shall subsequently see, these emotions, when excessive, lead, long before puberty, to
habits which sap the very life of their victims ere nature has self-completed their development.
For Female Weakness and Debility, Whites or Leucorrhoea, Too Profuse, Exhausting, Too Long Continued Periods, for Prolapsus and Bearing Down, oT
Prolapsus Uteri, we offer the most periect specific
known: HelmbolcTs Compound Extract of Buchu.
Directions for use, diet and advice accompanying.
Females in every period of life, fr om infancy to extreme old age, will find it a remedy to aid nature in
the
of its functions.
Strength is the glorv of manhood and womanhood,

No. 5

lu

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

it
from excessive exhaustion of the

am

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS.
can

-viz:-

best materials, and

EDW, M. PATTEN, & CO., Audio
No* 18 Exchuugc St.

CAN BE FOUND AT IIIS

PAPERS!

ROOM

REFINED SOAPS,

STEAM

apply

the

DR. J. B. HUUHKS

BARGAINS
-IN-

gore,

WOULD

remedies which make them worse. I would
not wish to assert anything that would do iiyustice to
or

GREAT

Auction Sales.

_Medical._

solicit tlio attention of the trade and
consumers to their Standard Brands of

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT OF BUCHU.
Hundreds suffer

SOAPS!

REl'IAEO

Females, owing to tlie peculiar and important rc
lations which they sustain, their peculiar organization, and the offices they perform, are sul<ject to
many sufferings and ailments peculiar to the sex.
Freedom from these contributes in no small degree
to their happiness aud welfare, for none can be happy who are ill. Not only so, but no one ot these various female complaints can long be suffered to run
on without involving the general health of the individual, and ere long producing permanent sickness
and premature decline. Nor is it pleasant to consul.
a physician for the relief of these various delicate at“fections, and only upon the most u rgent necessity will
a true woman so far sacrifice her
greatest charm as
t > do this. The box will then thank us for
placing in
their hands simple
specifics which will be found efficacious In relieving and curing almost every one of
these troublesome complaints pecul ar to the sex.

sparkles,
? lier eveBJ°y
'tween

laughs
No'birdie’shalf

s T E A ls/L

WOMAN.

NOWELL.

The dew glints in the meadow,
l he sun smiles
through the tree,
The blue-bird ana the robin
80 cheerily!
“““K
W4 v,er

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous,

RITCHIE’S LIQUID COMPASS

P3nta i»or box; small l*>xea 30 cents.
3. HAIiRiSON & CO., Proprietors,
reinple, Boston. Will be mailed to

Miclosing 80

cents.

Door Plates and X?
CHOICE assortment oi S1I
DOOR PLATES & NUMBE1
rEIRNET’s laj Market Square, 1

A

MayS-dlm*

is

iArk

Richelieu

tlie

sagacious,

as

Prime
as audacious, as the
-x. But. lie has conternhan Richelieu in the
ape, and ho schemes
onicd. He contends
aver not always tract-

jjects—public opinion.—

ugbt the courtiers of liis
end, while they conspired
uismark finds the nobility with

main, and discovers his foes in a
opposition. In this present German
.rrel, we hear something of the Austrian
Count
Emperor, as well as that of his minister,
Mensdorff. But Uismark eclipses all royal
rank in Prussia, as Richelieu did the ligure of
Louis. Just now a late event gives a dash of
As
pungency to this biographic parallel.
Richelieu when liis policy was censured by
liis enemies, and his intrigues thwarted, resigned his office, and at one glance revealed
of the schemes which his
the

complication

could manipulate, so Uismark
the midst of
now, according to report, has in
the international intrigues, resigued his trust,
that his importance to Prussia may he the
better understood, and his power increased by
the manoeuvre. And it recalls his prototype
to read that the King “would not accept his
and Navy Jouvnal.
hand alone

from the earliest settlement ot the town been
considered of no value. It came into Mr.
Griffin’s bands twenty years ago, when it was
with difficulty that a person could walk
It was so flat and
over it even in a dry time.
low that the water would not run oil' very
readily, so lie adopted the novel plan of having wide drains cut so as to allow the water to
settle in them and evaporate by the heat of
the sun. He hauled on about one inch ot
sand, and worked it over with the hoe. He
now raises enormous vegetables as well “s a
burden o! hay heavier than can readily be
It was a most profitseen in that vicinity.
able investment.—Maine Farmer.

The Markets.
Milwaukee Wheat and Flour Market.
I Reported for the Daihj Press.]
Milwaukee, Wis., May 18.1S06.
week our marMessrs. Editors:—During the past
with Large declines.—
ket lias been dull and b avy,
Forced by speculation to an unreasonable bight, the
high figures reached could not he sustained, and we
note a decline In all the week ot 20 (Sj 27c. On Fri.lay
last No. 1 Wheat opened at 1 DO, sold up to 191, and
closed uneasy at 1 86}. A further break on Saturday
brought It'down to 1 74. On Monday, under the influence ot n strong effort by speculators, the market
was again forced to 1 85, hut the advance could not
be sustained, and was followed by a decline, market
closing weak at 177}. Tuesday witnessed another
effort lo force the market, lollowod by a still larger
decline; flosing price 172. Wednesday brought it
down to 1 09, and Thursday to 1 59, aflor which succeeded a rally to 1 03, with but little change to-day,
But little
No. 1 closing at 164 at noon hoard.
has boon done in No. 2, and rejected. The legitimate demand, forced from the market by the extreme prices, has again set in to'a considerable extent, though a further decline Is still generally anticipated.
Reseipts for the week, 584,023 bushels. Shipments,
399,348 bushels.
Flour has sympathized with Wheat all the weel >
and tho market has been exceedingly dull. Choice
large lots have boon very scarce, being mostly sold
ahead on the recent rampage. We note a decline of
full 11 00 per bbl. in all the week. We quote to-day:
Extra Spring at 8 00 (je 8 50; Extra do. City at 9 00 ®
9 2B; do. do. Country at. 8 50 ££8 75; do. Winter do.
at 10 00 <jn> 11 00; Superior Winter at 12 23 @ 13 50.
Receipts for the week, 12,553 bbls. Shipments,
13,255 bbls.
Freights on Wheat to Portland 32c.; on Flour 1 05.
or

Yerytruly Yours,
J. A. Davis

& Co.

Stock Lint*
SALES AT THE BROKERS BOARD, May 23.
1364
American Gold.•
United States Coupons, May... 128
1084
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,
United States 7 3-lOths Loan, 1st series.I01j|
2d series. 101 g
do
small.101 j;
do
Bottton

..

United

do
States
do

do
do

3d senes. 101
Five-twenties, 1862. 1002
small. 101
1864. 1014
1865. 101’

United States Ten-tort ies,.
05
New Hampshire State Sixes, I860.
Rhode Island State Sixes, 1881. 04
40
Bonds.
Ogdensbur* Second Mortgage
Rutland 1st Mortgage Bonds. 86
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens. 40
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds. 334
10oi
Portland. Saco and Portsmouth Railroad
Eastern Railroad. 105J
—

TELEGRAPHIC

_

REPORTS.

Financial.
Nkw y ()KK. May 23.
The Commercial’s article says the drains upon the
drawn against gold,
of
cheeks
tho
for
banks
payment
continues to be severely telt among parties dependent
5 percent,
the
of
outstanding
Most
upon loans.
mornloans have been up to 6 (a} 7 per cent., and tins
was
active; the
on
borrowers
very
ir
ing the demand
with rare exgeneral rate being 7 per cent, on call,
isreadceptions at 6 per cent. The demand however
St.cKiO,ily met. The Sub-Treasury delivered about
s
of
account
on
Monday
this
morning,
000 in gold
sale. A similar amount was delivered yesterday,
more will
four
to
three
millions
from
and to-morrow
be deliverable, wbicli will complete the transactions
with

buyers of gold.

New York Markets.
New York. May 23.
higher; sales 4000 bales. Middling Up-

CARDENAS. Sch N lean or—189 hlids 34 Jtrcs
bbls molasses, to E Churchill & Co.

In the Nicanor from Cardenas, William Strout, of
Portland.
in steamship China, trom Boston for Liverpool—

Maxcy,

oi

the tirrn of C E Joso A Co.

gain.

For

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.
NAME

DATE.

FOR

FROM

23
China.Boston.Liverpool.May
Limerick. .New
28

York. .Liverpool.May
City of
Ericsson.New York. .Bremen.May 24
Manhattan.New York..VeraCruz...-May25
City ol New York.New York. .Liverpool.May 26
.May 26
Virginia.New York. .Liverpool
Helvetia.New York. .Liveri>t>ol.May 26
...

Bavaria.New York. .Hamburg.May 27
Bremen.New York. .Bremen.May 20
♦Java.New York. .Liverpool.May 30
Eagle.New York. .Havana.May 30
Atlantic.New York Bremen.May 31

Miniature A Inin nnc.May 21*
Sunrises.1.30 I Moon sets.2.03 AM
Sunsets .7.23 | High water. 7.05 AM

NEWS

MAR13STE
PORT

....

At

Elizabeth Ferry,
Mr Hermon T

Cape

Powers,
Tucker.

May 22d. by

Littlejohn

Rev F F
to Mrs Fannie A

Winthrop, May 20, by Rev P .Toques, Andrew
B Lord, Esq, to Mrs Mary T Buzzell.
In Fayette, May 1, Sylvester H Jones and Malvina

Harriet, Brett, St Andrews NB—master.
Sch Prudence, Coombs, New York—J li Hamblen.

MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
Soli Mary Brown, of and from Camden for Charlesburned
sea 28tli ult.
was
at
The crew were reston,
cued and taken to Matnnzas. [The M B registered
291 lous, was built in 1801, and owned in Camden.
FROM

DISASTERS.
A dispatch trom Now York states that brigC W
Ring, or Lubec, rrom Charleston for New York, was
run into by steamer Emily B Souder 20th inst, and

sustained considerable damage. The hrig was towed
back to Charleston.
Barque B Colcord, which grounded on tlio outside
of Gravel Island, on the 27th ot December last, has
been got afloat by Capt D G Patterson, and will be
taken into Nantucket.
Ship Matilda, of Scarsport) Clarke, at New York
from Matanzas, lias deen 8 days North of BLatteras,
with heavy N and NE winds: lost and split soils.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 28th, barque Oakland,
Batchelder, Puget Sound; brig Deacon, Reed, do.
Ar 21st inst, ship Prima Donna, Herriman, New
York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 16th, brig Clias Wesley, Ford,

JulyFourfn,Shaw,Brunswick; Del-

inont, Orr, Wilmington NC.
RICHMOND—Ar Ibth, sob Hardscrabble, Jones,
Rockland.
Sid 19th, sch Gertrude Horton, Jameson, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 29th, brig Yazoo, Nichols, Liverpool.
Cld 19th, sch G W Glover, Holbrook, Providence.
Cld 22d, sell Jason, Sprague, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 21st, brig Charles Miller,
Brewer, Salem; sch Ida McLeod, Cook, Key West.
Ar 2l8t, schs Flora A Sawyer, Reed, fim Eastport;
Sardinian, Holbrook, Rockland; Ida L Howard, McDuttie, Portland.
Cld 21st. barque Fannie Hamilton, Dyer, Genoa.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, schs Matanzas, Kilby, Rondout for Rockport; New Globe, Br ty, Calais; Joseph.
M>r'arty, Belfast; Mattie Holmes, Tapjey, Fall
River.
Ar z2d, ship Constitution, Mitchell, Liverpeol: schs
Crusoe, Kellar, Machias; Cosmos, Hall, Rockland;
F Arthemius, Sprague, and Lochicl, Haskell, Rondout for Boston.
Cld 22d, barque Sancho Panza, Hoagan, Cardenas;
brigs Mystic, Berry, Barbadoes; Eastern Star, Griffin, Port Spain.
PAWTUCKET—At 22d, sch B L Congdon, Snow,
Bangor.

NEW BEDFORD—Ar 22d, schs War Stood, Cash,
Honest Abe, Conary, Delaware City.
Sid 22d, sell James, Wichenbach, Bangor.
HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 21st, sMis William Pickard, Quinn, Bangor for Philadelphia; Globe, Strang,
Calais for New York.
Ar 22d. schs S D Hart, Hart, Conga River, Md, for
Rockland; Presto, Weeks, Baltimore for Boston;

Philadelphia;

A Orcut. Butler, do for Portland; Commodore,
Huckins, New York lor Lubec; Martha Sargent,
Glover, do for Salem; Vendovi, Grogory, and Ellen
Memman, Hamilton, do for Portland: Caroline
Knight, Gardner, and Rio, Young, do for Boston;
Brilliant, Seavey, Elizabethport lor do; Kossuth,
Gray, do for Newburyport; Pierce, Jones, Rondout
fordo; Erie, Small. Middletown for Bangor; Fair
Dealer, Fall Paver for Ellsworth-; Margaret, Tan
Boston fer Baltimore; Sarah E Jones, Fish, do for
Philadelphia; Saginaw, Roberts, Calais tor Bridgeport; Gen Banks, Ryder. Bangor for Fall River; Hesperus, Abbott. Sullivan for New Bcdiord.
BOSTON—Ar 22d, schs Ranger, Cleaves, from Yarmouth; Enterprise, Drink water, Bangor; Hampton,
Hart, Bucksport; Gen Meade, Ferguson, Belfast;
Concordia, Wneeler, Rockland; Merom, Chase, Au-

Lucy

gusta; Florida, Stowell, Portland; Admiral, Lambert, Wells.
Cld 22d, Br brig Unicorn, Leighton, Cayenne and
Surinam; sch E G Knight, Hewes, Camden.
Ar 23d, barques Daniel Webster, Nickerson, Messina: St Jago, White, Matanzas via Portland; schs
Lottie, Bunker, Remcdios; Olive Branch, Dix. from
Calais.
Cld 23d, ship Frederick Tudor, Bradford, Bombay;
barques J U McLarren, Corning, Cow Bay CB; Florence Peters, Hooper, do; sch Aualiuc, Ryan, Belfast;
Juno, Lowe. Gloucester.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 19th, sobs Gen Scott, Leach,
Bangor for New London; Richmond, Cousins, and
Agnes. Phillips, Bangor; Moses Eddy, Cottrell, Belfast; Pilot, Thompson, Rockland (or New York.
Ar 2< tli, schs Aluuizer, Wiley, St George lor Philadelphia; Ambassador, Grant, Machias for New York
GameCock, Langley, Calais for Bridgeport; Surl,
Shaw, Gouldaboro (or Providence; Olive H Robinson, Berry, Southport; Essex, Romer, Bangor.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 19th, sch Betsey Ames, Call,
Bangor.
BATH—Cld 221, barque Addie Decker, Pennell,
Charleston.
Sid. brig Violet, Adams, Richmond, Va.

Severance and Mss
Windsor.

feet.
For

street—Lot about30

C.

l.ima

For Sale
at

LOTApply to
insyli>d2w

A
near

Island,

opened for the reception of visitors on MONDAY, June 12th, and the Steamer Gazelle will
commence her regular trips to the Island on that day.
may23d3w

SOMERS

TIIHE two

story Wooden Dwelling House on the
Southerly corner of Temple and Congress Sts.,

SEWALL,

EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN

fancy

goods,
Stationery, &c.,

Yankee Notions,

NO. 332 CONGRESS
STREET,
Mtty23atl
PORTLAND, .Me.

three storied modern built BBICK
HOUSE, containing thirteen rooms, with
abundant closet room, marble fire pieces; cellar under the whole house; never failing supply of
hard and soft water: gas throughout the house. Lot

MA
good

size with fine shade trees.
'Hie house is in fine order and located on one of the
principal streets of the city, in a good neighborhood,
and will be sold at a bargain if applied for at once.—
Can be examined any day. Possession can be had at
once.
Apply to
W. G. CHADBOURN,
Office 91 Middle St.
May IS—dtf

For Sale.
Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer

Under-Shirts

and

Drawers!

best

goods,

MORTON
THE

and at

BLOCK,

\ pAii>

t>t>t

CONuuess**^^;

CHARLES CUSTIS *
CO
May 23—<11 w
The Latest tiling

Police !

In this city, May 23, Hattie W, youngest child of
John and Susan N Yea ton, aged 10 years.
Funeral

on

Friday afternoon,

at 3

o’clock,

from 38 Free street.
In this city, Mav 23, of diphtheria, Addie Merrill,
daughter of S M Richards, aged 12 years,"4 months.
In this city, May 23, Ann Elizabeth, daughter of
William F and Catharine Parker, aged 2 years. 1
months. .2 days.
A flower when offered in the bud Is no vain sacrifice.
lyFuneral on Friday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
Pom her father’s residence, 3C Hanover street. Itelatives and friends are invited to attend.
In Westbrook. May 20. Mrs Mary Mason, wife of
the late Daniel Mason, aged 84 years, 8 months.
In Bath. May 21, Mr Isaac L Cook,
aged 62 years;
22d, Mrs Nelde J, wife of J L Higgins, aged 24 Jyears
months,
f

out—Except

JAQUE’S

Serg

Button

the

For Sale.
STORY
situated in
A2Aof the city,House,
suitable for two

the eastern part
families. Can be
rented for $200 per year. A capital cliancc lor investment. Price only $1500. Terms easy.

To I^et.
•The 2d and 3d stories

located, suitable for

a

of a block of stores, centrally

manufactory.

Offices tor Surgeons, Dentists, and responsible parties constantly on hand. Inquire of
PATTERSON & CHADBOURN,
Real Estate Agents, 82A Exchange Street.

may22oodtt

For Sale.
The now FRENCH COTTAGE,
and about seven acres of land, situated on the Cape Cottage road, hi
Cape Elizabeth. The house contains
"fourteen rooms. The sea view is unEnquire of

surpassed.

W. II. STEPHE3VSOX,
Second National Bank.

April 2—tl

s

-r

Farms lor Sale.
In the town of Falmouth about sevfrom Portland, one Farm,

—

AA"<L-eu miles

containing about 45 acres;
tabling abont 100

one conAlso one

acres.

wo-stoiy House, and lot, situated

in Westbrook, .iear Tuke-y’s Bridge, with a quantity
of trait trees in bearing order. One House and Lot
situated on Congress street; also about 300 to 400
cords of Hard and Soft Wood.
Apply to 15 Silver Street, Portland.

May 10—d&w3w*

Horses for Sale.
Horse Railroad Stable ten or twelve good
driving and family horses. Also a few good breedthe

AT

ing mares to be exchanged for car horses.
April 2—cod2m

Valuable Lot for Sale!
very eligible Lot
Temple Street,
THAT
Middle Street, with the Walls thereon. There is
on

near

good cellar with connecting drain. Lot
by 90 feet. Terms reasonable. Apply to
a

about 70

by

JOHN C. PROCTER,

Congress

House for Sale.
and a half story House, No. 19 Gray
Street, in good repair, hard and soft water in
the house and gas throughout. Can be examined any time. A large part of the money can remain on mortgage. Enquire of
L. D. ST ROUT, 335 Congress St.

a

one

durable Boot eve
The easiest, prettiest,
put into the market. Eor sale at
E. T. MERRIM, ti CO’S.
89 Middle Street.
May 23—dtl

HOUSE
eli

ttible lot near the head oi State street

AVEEY
sise, 58 by »2,
Also lots
on

Street.

a[i23—dtl

LOTS;

Emery and Lewis Streets, noar Pim
W. H. STEPHENS! >N,
2d National Bank.

BOSTON.
Genuine*

APRIL

1,

1863.

in the most

of the best

improvmaterials,
ed manner, it is commended to the public
MADE
to
other in
market. All who have

as su-

the
used it speak of it in the highest terms ot praise: and

perior

any

the manufacturer will continue his best endeavors to
advance the reputation which it has already acquired, on its merit alone.

SOLD BY

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
Wholesale and Detail

Dealers in

Implements,

Agricultural

Wooden

Seeds,

Ware. &c..

ilr Hall liuilding, Market Square,
POBTLAND, ME.,
AT MANUFACTURER'S PRICES.

Hundred Dollars!

Five

Premiums,

ottered to NEW ENGLAND FARM
ERS tor tho best experiments with my
in

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.
And Bradley's Patent Tobacco Fertilizer in growing
Corn, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and Tobacco,
not less than ono acre of land each.
For the best experiment on Indian Com

on

•

with my
Super Phosphate of Lime,
§50
For the second best experiment on Corn, do.,
30
third
do.
do.
20
do.,
For the best experiment on Potatoes,
50
second nest experiment on Potatoes,
30
third
do.
do.
20
For tho best experiment on Turnips,
30
second best
do.
20
For the best experiment on Oats,
30

second best
do.
20
Fort the best experiment on Grass, either Pasture
or Meadow,
50
second best experiment on Grass, do.
30
third
do.
do.
20
For the best experiment on Tobacco with Brad60
ley's Patent Tobacco Fertilizer,
second best experiment on Tbbacco, do.
40
Reports to be sent in on or before the 1st,day ol December, 1866, to William L. Bradley, Boston, con
taimng description ot soil, mode
quantity of Super-Plio.'phate ot Lime used, tf whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard manure ; every report to be certified to by some citizen
ot integrity in the town where made: these reports
when in, will be referred to a Committee of three
competent, disinterested gentlemen, whose duty tit
shall be to award said premiums after examining the
reports; the premiums to be paid on the 1st day ot
January, 1867.
To avoid any possible ehemical error in the manufacture of mV Fertilizers, I have made arrangements
with the lifaliest chemical talent, to aid me in this
important department, and not a single ton of Phosphate or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
market until it has been sampled and passed inspection by actual anysis.
(jS^Tlie above-named Fertilizers can be purchased trom reliable dealers throughout New England.
Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions
for using Super-Phosphate oi Lime can be had, free
ol charge, by ad»lressi:ig tho manufacturer or dealers: also Bradloy’s Manual tor growing Tobacco will
be sent free to any grower o. the weed, by asking far

For Sale.
half story House, in good order,
pleasantly located, together with the lot •30 by

MA

one

80 feet.

and

a

low—terms liberal.

Price

Inquire of

WM. L. BRADLEY,

Manufacturer of Coe’s Bradley’s Patent Super-Phosphate ol Lime; Bradley’s Patent Tobacco Fertilize; Fine and Extra-Fine Ground Bope;
Powdered Raw Bone, &c.
24 Broad Street, Boston.
Jan 31—(14m

SPRING-

STYLES!

Lime

St.

"the residence-"
—OF

New Goods, New Cloths,

Tailor’s
131

Lowest

Rev. J.
IN

R.

ADAMS,

TV

Middle

THE House is large (13 rooms) beautifully located,

conveniently arranged,

good repair,

and in

choice variety of lruit and shade trees.

acres
er

of land

or

with

Thirty

less will be sold to suit the

purchas-

seeking a borne

unusual-

with the house.

ly attractive

are

Parties

invited to

Five trains leave Portland

examine the property.

daily

tor Gorliam.

mayl7d3t theneodtf.
For Sale.
House in good repair and immediate possessjjfejjjj iou given. No. 31 Danforth Street, together
JMUILwith a large lot of land. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Street.
May 11—d3w

of Stevens, Freeman & Co.

11—dtf__

LOTS

For Sale,
Stevens* Plains, near the Horse Railroad.—
A. L.

RICHARDSON,
On the premises.

FOB SALE.
E desirable House and lot on southwest corner
of Pine and State streets. The situation is one
of the most pleasant in the city. The lot is about 4G
x 1U3, and well arranged and stocked with fruit trees

TH

and shrubbery.

to

W. T. KILBORN, A.
Lime street.

apG—tf
House for Sale.

Brick House No. 70, corner o'
Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the modand
is in excellent condition.
ern improvements
The house can be examined any day.
For terms. &c., apply to

THE

three-story

Valuable Mill Property For Sale.
interest in a Saw Mill and Store. Will be sold
at a great bargain to agood business man who can
take charge of a Store. Apply to

An

LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
139 Commercial street.

ap3tf

A_ L E!

aecond-lmnd HAND

'if applied for
ONE

soon.
lnnuirc
inquire in person at,

PRESS for sale

Size ol Platen 20X28.
address liy mail,

cheap

or

^^3

0J,'F1CE> Portland,

Me.

Feb 13—dtl_

Valuable Beal

SALE,

/COMPRISING part of that desirable property
formerly belonging to the DYER Estate, and
0111brucine some of the most eligible building lots on
Muujoy Hip. Tills property is now oflbred for a
short time at
private sale, on terms favorable to
to

Apr13

AUG. F- FULLER,
s
opposite the Preble House.

Tliey

can

be

from a
at the

seen

SAMPSON & CONANT,

May 16,180C.—d3w*

TO

THE

LADIES.

Would you have a graceful form ? Then wear Cutter’s Improved Chest-Expanding Brace and Skirt
They are worn with ease and comfort,
and to say nothing of health and form, they aro richly worth tlie price as a Skirt Supporter. Ladies, try
them, and as you find them, recommend them to
your friends.
A. N. Smith, the Agent for the manufacturers of
hose Braces, will be found for two we4ks at the International House, between the hours of 4 and 9, p.
will call at residences, by leaving
M., or, if
word at the above place, or addressing him
through
the Post Office.
may 23—2w*.

Supporter.

preferred,

A»D

SALTS
BY

M.C. MERRILL,

53, Next Door Above.

A LAEGE VAEIE LY of the BEST GOODS
BY

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
MORTON BLOCK. CONGRESS!.
May 23—dlw
To Whom it May Concern.
to

desiring
purchase at fair bargain
of the most beautifully located and desiraANY person
ble lots within the limits of the
of
a

one

city

Portland,

am-

residence and fruit and flower garden,
surrounded by broad acres highly cultivated and
with
beautified
stately elms, and yet so near the

ple for

a

tine

as to
business center ol tlie
conveniently combine the pleasures and advantages ot both country
and city, will do well to enquire immediately at the
Probate Office, City Building.
may22dlw*

city

CLAIRVO YANT.
MADAME E. F. LEWIN,
celebrated English Clairvoyant Doctress, and
ot the greatest Phrenologists ot the day, and
most reliable Trance and Test Mediums now
travelling in this State, can be found at
NO. 41 FORE STREET,
from 9 A. M. till 9 P. M,
may22dlw*

THE

one

also the

CORNS! BUNIONS!
IN-GROWING

NAILS!

EMANUEL, Surgeon Chiropodist of Boston,
has taken rooms at Kingsbury’s Ilotol, 203 Con-

DR.

will remain fbr one week.
gress street, where he
Corns extracted without pain or shedding blood,
and all operations performed in a scieutilic maimer.
p. s. Particular attention paid to enlarged joints
and soit corns between the toes.
May 23—diw*

Richardson Wharf Co,
Annual Meeting of Stockholders of the RichWharf Co. will be held at the office of
Henry
Payson, Exchange Street, on MONDAY,
June 4th, next, at 3 P. M, for the choice of Directors,
and any other business which may come before them.

THEardson
M.

Per Order.
W. H.
Portland, May 21, 1866.

STEPHENSON,

Clerk.
dtd

Commercial Wharf,

or on

No. 2:S Exchange St.

Portland, May 15,1S6C.

PORTLAND AND MACHIAS

New York.
Insurance Co* of North America,
of

of

Of

iElua,

Liverpool

April 24th the

Hartford*

1 swill

York*
Of New York*
New York*
Norwich*

Franklin Wharf every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
EVKNINGS.at 11 o'clock, and touching at Rockland,
Hesboro, (Justine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Milibrldge, Jonesport, and thence to Machiasport.
RETURNING, will leave Macldasport every MONDAY and THURSDAY MORNINGS,
touching
at above named landings; and arriving in Portland

Of Worcester*

COMPANIES.

Of Hartford*
Connecticut Mutual,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Of Hartford*
Connecticut General,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Of New York*
New York Accidental,
The undersigned, Agents and Attorneys of the
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more rlian

the

513^* Marine Risks placed in auy Boston
York Oiiice desired.
Portland, Feb. 5 1SG6—(ltf

same

carry passengers to the neighboring towns.
This Steamer is &79 tons measurement, has large
and woll ventilated State Rooms, and new Furniture, Beds and Bed. ling, and is in all respects elegantly titled up for passengers,and has large Freight room.
Freight lor warded from Portland by the Boston
and New York Steamers
jtjr' Passengers by the three o’clock and Evening Express trains trom Boston, on their arrival at
Portland, will be taken to the Steamer, with their

baggage, free of charge.
For if eight nr passage apply

April 19th,

INTERNATIONAL

$1,000,000

all

paid

in*

organ-

Original Capital
OF

5

THE

Peruvian Hair Regenerator

Grey Hair to its original color; promotes
its failing off.
Its growth, and prevents
rj^For sale by Druggists.
May 12—d3m*

TEMPLE

P.

W.

PORTLAND AND

HASTINGS

Would hereby inform his friends and the public that
he continues to manufacture and keep for sale upright Cabinet Organs oi every description, and Piano
style MeU dinos.
These Organs all have the reverberating SoundBox or Wind-Cliest, with other improvements, such
as Knee Swell, double bellows, two blow pedals, &c.
Feb 28—eod&w3m

No.

36

Hanover

ol all kinds WASHED and
without injury to I he finest fabrics.

LINEN

St.

prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
a term of yoars, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.
am

HAMILTON
C. C.

H1NE,

treal, Quebec. Bargor. Bath, Augusta, Fustportand
St.John.
Shippers arc-requested to send their freight to the
steamsra r.:» early as 3 P. M. on the daytkgt they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown s wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL & CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
dtf
Inav *9. 1865.

John IF. Munger,
A.tfcnt>

NEW ENGLAND

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Boston

IVMUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
1843.

Philadelphia,.at

ing and JZndoir merit Policies Issued.
This Company makes a DIVIDEND AN*
N DALLY.

GENTS’ LINEN
Got up in the Best Possible
At

Short

Manner,

Notice,

CHARLES

And Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Case**

C.

Five

SHIRTS

MADE TO ORDER!
THE BEST

COTTONS AND

LINENS

Are used, and a
PERFECT FIT WARRANTED.

WE

Shirt

any other

By CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.
May

23—dlw

Corn!

293

CONGRESS ST.

Corn !

2500 nUSlKLS 0LI)

May 19, I860.

T8B

W.

D.

LITTLE

Agent for all the great Leading Routes tr, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Gajeua Oshkosh, 8t. Paul, LaCrouso, Cteen Bay,
Quincy, dt, Louis Louisville, iudianapoli-, Cairo,
&c. and is prepared to furniBh Through Ticket*
flrcjiu Portland t« au the principal Cities aud Town#

IS

the l»val States and the Canadas, at the
LOWEST RATES OP FARR,
And ail needful information ohoerftilJy furnished.
Tuavuli.i.rb will And it greatly to their advantage
to procure Through Ttouet* at tbo

in

Por*iaxui Uailwuy Ticket Office, 31 Exchange street, iup otain.)
w. d. Lime, a ifrut.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old Jdno
Mail Steamers und Panama Railroad i»uy be Booureil
by early application at this ofiloe.
March »). 1866.
WRrSOdkwtf
TimOUGII TICIOJT8

TO

THE

$6

WEST!

loss tlian any other route, via the

Railway!

Also tickets by all principal routes
through riostun
or Now York from Portland to the
West, Norii ami
South-West. For reliable information or tickets call
at the Union Ticket Ottiee, opposite the Preble House.

\ i’ll A 111), Agent*

aprlfdtf

llambletonian

7

Stallion

Stables connocted with the

7

FOREST CITY TROTTING

PARK,

1*2 Miles from Vortlauil.

Terms50 Dollars for the Season,
Gidoon is six years old this spring,stands 16 ha n Is
1000 lbs., wa* si rod by Tlyj |yl» h
Ifambletouian oi New York. He by Abdel’,a,
by
Mambrino, by Imported Messenger. The dnm of
Gideon was got by thorough bred Engineer, bv Engineer, lie by I in j»orted Messenger: thus bf ;ng Vtry
closely In-bred to Messenger, the best prr ,genetor ot
trotters ever foaled.
Gideon is the only llambletonian Stanton
in tlio
Slate oi Maine, and !s halt brother t
I>exter. Geo.
2

inches, and weighs

WUkes, Volunteer, Shark,

fastest trotters in the

Bruno

cour*^Tyt

an co.

\ lnaiiy
bids

others
fair to

in’spoodorendur-

Season will comment 0 May
1st, and will tnd
Sept. 1st. All accidents rjUj escapes will be at the
owner’s risk.
FOSTER S. PALMER.
1 ortlaiul. May
1st, l'jf®.
mayl5d2w*
The

GAS AND COAL OIL
vn.i \di; li t: us.

SATo’clock, to

PENDANTS,
BRACKETS,

FOR SALK

BALK Eli <1 CO.,
139 Commercial Street.
»__

tt

A It u I V E.

<

WHITE OAK PLANK,
JO'I MARYLAND!1 tlnchneaii.
2, 3, 31 and I It*'
45x71 and 5x7i Wales.
Oak Timber.
McGILVERV, RYAN & DAVIS,
1®1 Commercial Street.

12 M
20 M

may22iltt

Prime Old

CO.,

(FOR

Mixed Corn,
MEALING.)

£BUSHELS.
/
iy\M
mayl4U2w

Family School, at
Farmington.

Bine

For salc^bv
D. T. CHASE,
No. 8 Long Wharf.

AT

S3

liy ION

JOHN KINSMAN,
NO. 53 UNION STREET, Portland, M*

yw

ii

Salt!

Salt!

THE

|

May

18—<l8t#

Salt!

bvHl

BUM, TURKS ISLAVI> SALT
lOOO Hill is. LIVERPOOL SALT.
600 IIHIiS. LIVERPOOL SALT In sari..
For ba^e u, loin to nUltpurelmeeTH
by
K. G. WILLARU,

mayT.UIw

Summer Term of this Sob*h>1 for Young Ladioa and Misses, will commence Monday, May
21st. For terms <£c., hiqnin* at No. 15 Preble St.
MISS MARY C. HALL, Pratdpul.

ST HU El.

Old Gas Fixtures reguilded and bronzed.
Gm piping done to order. And also Ha*
Cooking
and Healing Apparatus.
i^'A 0'i-m or the Lava Tip Gaa Burner.

Casco Street Seminary.

Summer Session will commence on Wednes1866. Further information .will be

m“y 10—oodlfw

T0

West, South, North-West and the Oauadas.

Ofin ITHDS. PRIME GROCERY MUSCOVADO SUGARS, just landed per Barque
‘^Norton Stover,” from Havana, tor sale by

SfO. 113 EXCHANUE STREET.

May 10,1866.

Important to Travelers

&<*•«

TO

obtained on very favorable terms of

applicaUonto^tlio }’,ri^f^l()N

detttf

on

Whit e Oak Plank for Sale,

raaylOdSw

THE

Dec 15.1865.

Muscovado Sugar.

April 7—d

E A I MENT

day, May 30,
communicated on

aBJirni Trains leave Portland daily 'Grand
Trunk Depot) Sundaysexcepted,lor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., ami lor Bangor ami
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains Iron* Auburn ami Lewiston arc due at f.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at 3 P. M.,to connec t trains for Boston.
fcSr* Freight trains lcavo daily at 8 A. M.
EDWIN NUVLS. ^nnt.

iuty21dlw

LYNCH,

A CHANGE

little

8

R.

*

Boxl769, P.O.

bo

a7
lust,

m.

WINTER A EUAN CEMENT.

rival any of his famous retattyj,

of

L.

2151*.

responsible for baggage

MAINE CENTRAL R.

of the

com-

Manufacture r,

MIXED CORN for

lOOO BUSHELS PRIME NEW CORN lot
sale by
CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf,
mayl7TS&T2w

hereby offer a reward

EVENING,

G. M. STEVEN*.
Secretary.

P. MORRELL &

aro

act*n the question of amending Act 30th ofthe ByLaws.
A fill! attendance is roquekted.
Per Order.
E. S. GERRISH, Ret. Scc’y.

A

Measure;

not

810am

to
any amount exceeding $30 in value (aud that personal) unless notice 1b given, and paid lor at the rate of
one passenger lor every $60o additional value.
C. J. LtkYLHJE&. Munayiny Director.
H. It At LEY. Loral Superintendent.
Portland, April?. 1366.
uti

1

SPECIAL MEETING ofthe Mercantile Library

GOOD chance is oflered in the manufacture of
Elastic Goods, for which there is an established
demand and ready sale. Any person wisldng t«> engage in a light and pleaRant business, and who can
furnish a cash capital oi $300 to $500, can addross

can

Cut from

C 0.

mayl82weodwlw

Association will be held at their Rooms
A
at
URDAY
May 26th

—OF—

Patterns

The Company

Cents Savings Bank.

M.

Wednesday, May 23d.

ALSO,

$

C U STI S

$1000 for the arrest
and conviction of the burglars who entered the
dwelling houses of Messrs. Leach, Winslow, Mosher
and Howard, in tho town ot Westbrook, on the night
H. !». P.OODY,
of tho 19th instant.
CHAS. 11. STEVENS,
Selectmen of the Town oi Westbrook.
W«-stbrook, May 22, I860.—dlw

mence

apikltf

time above stated.

Trains will arrive as follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, Quebec &c.

CiDEOlli!

REWARD !

Business.

FINE

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Owned for the past two yearn
Iry
T. S. Latty, No. Vasnalboro,
WII.I, stand tor aarriee the present .Seas -u, at Iho

PlilCE.

One Thousand Dollars

Seminary.

mayisaiw

Cunuda.

C^g£B3Sgq Ou and alter Monday, April \u*, 1366,
Mg**—>iMN|-trai ua wili run a* follows :—
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Aubaru at TOO a m.
Mail Train ior WatervJIle, Bangor, Gorham. Island
pond, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p «
This train connects with Express train for Toronto,
Detroit ami Chicago, Bleeping Cars uttachcd from
Island Pond to Quebec and Slontreai.
No Baggage can be received or checked alter the

Goods.

b»E

of this Bank have voted that an exone per cent, per anbe
to
tho regular dividend, to be payaadded
num)
ble in October next. All deposits made between this
date and the Fourth o( July next, and remaining till
October 2d, wih participate in the benefits ot this extra dividend.
It was also voted, that tho Bank will receive on
Special deposit, stuns ol $100 and upwards, (giving
certificates therefor) payable at a time, and at a rate
of interest, as may be agreed upon w hen said deposit
is made.
BENJ. KINGSBURY, Jr.,
President.

0HUR0HILL, BROWNS &M ANSON.

A

Ot

Ih H» li LA

store,

Institution will

graIdTruM Railway;

Por Hand, April 13.

Managers
I^HE
tra dividend (at the rate of

Jan ID—dtt

PARKER.

N. B.—Special attention paid to clcasingBed and
Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—dtf

or

JEX m

MORTON BLOCK.
May 23—dlw
Congress Stroet.

to mako LIBER-

rnilE Summer Term of this

rr X

Ptieliest

At fide.

on

Portland, April 28,18t0—du

Grand Trunk

A&SOH TM EN T

tir We have ONLY'

may$d2m

in

Steam (’ar and Accomodation trains will run as follows:—Leave Gorb m for Portland at 8 00 a m amt
2bb p. m. Leave Portland fur Gorhsuiat L 1.. p. ai.
and 4 p. w.
l>y order ol the President.

-OF TUE-

& COM
150 Commercial Street.

arc

fiJT^Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
8taudish, Steep Falls, liuldwin, Jientuark, Scbago,
Bridgtou, Lovell, iiiraiu, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlott, Jackson Limington, Burundi ,1'orter, Freedom, Madison, and Futon. N. H
At Buxton Center lor West Buxton,
Bouny-Kagle,
South Liiningtou. Limingtuii, Limerick, Newtictd,
Parson she Id and Ussipce
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham.duily

T Whart. Boston.

and Bows!

ELE GANT

Powder.

prepared
undersigned
AL ADVANCES on goods in transit,
THE
Also
vessels
tin-

attached.

WE OFFER A LARGE AND

FLETCHER

Westbrook

9

Scarfs

1

AIX

May 7,18G6.

p. w

1 ho 200 p. m train out and the a. m. train io to
Portland wiil bo freight trains with passenger ears

SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,

N E O K

kinds of Blasting, Mining and Sporting
Po'vdqr constantly on hand and for tale*
Also Blasting Fuse, Toy Bickford & Co, manufacture, for sale by

sale, or shipment.
good security.

22—diyr

Nov

Portland, May 17,I860.

of

Philadelphia

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, ami ARIES
now tor in the line, and a steamer leaves each port
EVEJtY FIVE DAYS.
From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
10 A.M.
From Pine St. Wharf,
Freighter the West forwarded by the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, frecoi commissions.
For freight, apply to

Term, Life, Ten Tear, Non Forfeit-

Sale

and

Steamship Line.

BOSTON.

Agents for

620

speedy,

Me*

1. This Company being purely mutual, insures
at the LOWEST possible rates; and il the premiums paid exceed the actual cost, the surplus is
returned to the parties insuring in cash, not scrip.
3. The low ratio of expenditures to receipts, averaging only 8 per cent., and the slight variation tnihis
ratio trom year to year, as shewn by the Benoits of
the Company, make it clear that their business is
conducted systematically, a/nd with strictest economy.
8. lu t ids Company a person MAY not forfeit a
policy until its value is worked out in insurance; For example, if a person pays four
life PREMIUMS in cash, this will insure him seven or eight years, or about tlirwe years alter kis
tour have expired, if he is unable, from any
cause, to pay the annual premiums. The laws of no
other State make such a provision.
9. The New England Company will make as large
a distribution of surplus to the insured as can be returned by any Company doing a safe business.
The
assets of all companies are derived from premiums
and interest; and the mutual company wliuse
ratio qf total expense to receipts is lowest, must Have
the largest proportionate amount to divide among its
members. People have been strangely misled in this
matterol dividends. The Company in which insurance costs the least, the rates of premium being the same, must do best in the way of returns to

On and alter Monday, April 30,1866,
rains will leave as
follows:,
Leave oueu River lor Portland at 5 M and 9 Oo A. M.
340 p. m.
Leave Portland for Saeo River at 7 15 a. m. 2 00 and

Capt. W. W,

Leave Brown's Wharf, Portiand.overvWErNESDAY ana SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
38 East iilvor, Now York, every WEDNESDAY
ane SATURDAY, at 4 o’clooY P. M.
Theeo vessels are fitted ap with hno accommodations for passenger*. making this the most
e&fe and comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine
Passage, in State Room,
#6.00. Cabin passage #5.00. Meals extra.
Goods lorwarded by th«3 lino to and from Mon-

Secretary.

OHGANTZED

//. Sherwood,

‘lianwooD, will uutii further no,
cice, iuh as follows:

OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.

fel9aoiUy

Fea*Cg£1A,

ana

TAYLOR, President.
BRUCE, Vice-President.

OFFICE) 1Q6 Fore Street* Portland*

LINE.

shipi DIRIGO, Oapt.

Marino Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will liiul it for their tnterest
to give us a call.
CHARLES

YORK

The coleAdid and faot BUam-

MARINE INSURANCE.

CLEANSED

NEW

steamship company.

Houses lor

Advances

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY

YORK,Capt

SEMI-WEEKLY

April 26, 1866—3ineo<i&w.

ST., PORTLAND, Me.

Steamer

ftjT\\aud

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
I

SUMMER A KRA\G E WE NT.

C. C. EATON, Agent.
Feb 2G, 18C6.mhaodtf

Dollars I

Million

WEEK.

A

NEW BUUNSE.
Winchester,
the Steamer NEW
W. Chisholm,will leave Railroad
TrI
"Wharf, foot ol State St, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 5o’clock r M., for Eastand
St.
John.
port
Returning will leave St.John every MONDAY and
TH« RSi >A Y, at S o’clock A. >1. lor Eastport, Portland, :uid Boston.
At Eastport the Steamer Queen will connect tor St.
Andrews, Kobbinston and Caiais, with the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway, for Woodstock and
Houlton Stations; and Stage Coaches will connect lor
Machias.
At St. John the Steamer Empress will connect for
Windsor, Digbyand Halilax; and E. & N. A. Railway will connect for Shediac.
66^* Freight received on days of sailing until lour
o’clock P, M.

AwcliiJaii’jr 1* 1SC5*
ever

Go.

St. John.

WICK, Capt.

r

A

$1,204,188,40

One

TRIPS
The

Surplus, 204,188,40

Co. is tlic FIRST and ONt,Y Co.
this Continent, with an

Calais and

TWO

CAPITAL,

■

PORTUflDi ROCHESTER H R.

STL' Rl) RV A NT*
General Agents,
73 Commurcial Street, Pori land.
16CC.
apgOdtt

Eastport,

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

on

VV« HATCH, Superintendent*

to

Intemational_Steainship

INSURANCE COMFY

Thi«

Lewiston,

ROSS &l

New

or

night.

Stages wifi be in readiness at all the landings to

837,000,000.
are prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once.
Losses equitably adjusted and promptly paid.
FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.

zed

new,

RICHMOND,”
CHARLES PEERING, Master.
Will make two trips per week to Machias, leaving

Of

CASH

Mills^witkMaine

going Steam-

OF

“CITY

Of New York*
Of

LIFE

uud Farmington, and at
( entrat It. It. loi
Banger
and intermediate stations. Fare* aa
low by tUiv route
oa any other.
Leave Portland lor Bath,
Augusta and
intermediate stations on Buiurday
only ut t».<xi p. M.
Mixed Train leaves Portland tor Bath oml intermediate stations daily, except
Saturday, at 3.45 p. m.
Freight Train, with passenger ear attached, will
leave Portland lor Skow began aud into mediate stations every morning at T o'clock.
Trains from Bath and Lewiston arc due at Portland
at 8.30 A M., and from Showhcgtui and
Farmington
ami all intermediate stations at J.30 P. M. to connect
with trains lor Boston.
Stages for Rockland connect at Baili; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson,
Norrhlgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowliegau,
and for China, Fast aud North Vaasalhoro*
Vassalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall's MCI**.

and London*

Of New

Arctic,
Lorillard,
Pulton,
Norwich*
People’*,

y«T.i«iiS‘Kriii,r
V^'V*LVU
Kendal, s

April 28,18C6—dtf

INLAND ROUTE.

Of

PaaaengerTrains leave Portland daily
*•» lor Bath, Augusta, W.aan.lw',
ll>’Sk,,wi,e^,,,l»unU d*rei mediate
steLons,(amiieettug ut Brunswick with Anuioscog-

J?.Trfr",

Philadelphia*

FIRE COMPANIES.
Royal,
Continental,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
CoiaM, utlli| Mollday, April 30th, 1NB«.

STEAMBOAT COME ANY.

I860,

No.

A. SOMERBY,
at Office on Wharf.

to

COMPANIES.

MARINE

LADY LANG, ( apt. F. A. Prinee,
and REGULATOR, Capt. J. A.
Blanchard, will leave Railroad
Wharl, fx>t of Mat*- str et, Portevery evening, (Sundays excepted)at 11 o'clock,
the arrival of the 7 o'clock Express train from

Boston.
lie turning, will leave Bangor every morning (Sundays excepted) at 5 o'clock, touching at Hampdeu,
Winterport, Uucksport, Beltast, Camden and Rockland, both ways. For freight or pa*>s:ige plcae apply

FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN.

CABINET ORGAN

Kindergarten School.
Summer Term of tliis School for Children
will commence May 28th. at the old City Buildof Congress and lime Streets.
corner
ing

TURNS

land,

Agency!

PORTLAND, MS
J. W. MUNGEJt & SON, Agents,
166 FORE STREET,

MANUFACTORY
SALE

The splendid sea-going Steamers

-OF-

Washington.

LINE

BETWEEN

& Co.
Messrs. Leering, Milliken
& Co.
Emery, Esq.
Messrs. Yeaton «& Hale.
John L. Lord, Esq.
Mes>rs. W. & C. R. Milli- Messrs. Chas. E. Jose & Co
ken.
Mar 2-1—dCm

MELODEON

Hosiery.

FOR

PORTLAND&PENOBSCOT RIVER

PORTU « DiKENN EBEC R. fc
■

Jr.

General Insurance

Exprer®

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT!

Hon.
O.M.
Isaac

BEN.T. F. STEVENS,
President,
JOSEPH M. G1BBENS,
Secretary.
W. W. MORLAND, M. D.
Medical Examiner.
I. T. DANA, M. D. Medical Examiner, Portland.

KF“I)itt'erent Sizes made to Order.

1.00

press; r. M.
Leave Bust n for Portland at 7.3o A. M., 3.00 and
7.00 (express, P. M.
On Monday.*, Wednesdays a d Fridays the
train to and from Boston w ill run via Boston a >lu ue

B. It., stopping only a. Saco, Blddo&rd, KennebunF*
North Berwick,South Berwick Junction, Dover, K*'
eter, liaverhill and Lawrence. Ami on Tuesday**
Thursdaysand Saturdays will run via the Pastern
K. K., stopping only at M.e*u, Blddeiord, Keiuu buuh»
Nortli Berwick, Portsmouth, Newburyport. Sid fin
and Lynn.
£If A special Freight train, with passenger car attached, will leave Biddctord lor Portland daily at *
A. M.
FRA N CIS CHASE.
Hupt.
I Portland, May 12,13GG.—tl

t-$T* Package tickets to be hail ot the Agents at reduced rates.
Freight taken as usua1.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
May 22nd, 186G—dtf

OFFICERS.

May 1—Jtf

Men’s

Heck,..

policy holders.

51 Union Street*

may21diw*

*
For Sale.
SUIT OF SAILS, neavly new, taken

A schooner of 200 tons.
store of

children grow to make
Then see to it that they
have a good form to start with. “As the twig is bent
the tree is inclined.” The school room is where many get the habit of stooping forward, thereby contracting the chest and thus injuring the lungs. These
braces are just the thing for them.
II you would leave to your children a legacy, see to
their physical as well as mental improvement.
your

MANUFACTURED

FOR

o’clock.
Cabin tare,.$l.r>o

DAILY

cheap.

THE BEST is the CHEAPEST

RE F RI GERA TOR S

Estate

Congress, North & Cumberland Sts,

purchasers. Apply

DESIRE to call your attention to Dr. Cutter’s improved Chest Expanding Shoulder Brace which is
recognized as the only perfect Brace ever offered to
the public.
They fit the form perfectly, are worn with comfort,
and are sure to result in expanding the chest, enlarging the lungs and improving the health.
They are convenient and desirable for both Ladies
and Gentlemen. For gentlemen thev make an excellent suspender and considering their durability, about

Would you have

Stock.
4th—To see if the Company will increase its Capital
Stock and to what extent.
5th—To act on any other business that may legally
come before them.
WM. KIMBALL, Clerk.
Portland, May 17, 1SCG.
maylffijulG

RIGHT for

PATENT

or
particulars enquire
GEO. L. KIMBALL,

April

testimony

Also tor sale at

MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
T1IE
address
For further
of,

of
ON Enquire
11—dtf

tention never to be without them. 1 have not had
a wet or damp foot during the whole time I have worn
them. I pronounce them the best insole yet made.
I am satisfied that no person having once worn them
will do without them. Wishing you the success you
deserve tor so valuable an invention !or the preservaI remain truly yours,
tion of health,
SAMUEL JEFFERSON, Contractor, New York.
:
Mr. Samuel J. Seely
Dear Sir—I take great pleasure in offering my
to the usefulness and comfort of your patent Metallic Sole. I have used a T>air of boots for the
past seven months, furnished with this Solo, and feel
no hesitation in saying that I have never worn shoes
tliat combined so perfectly the desirable qualities ol
dryness and durability.
EMMA OVERTON, Brooklyn, New York.
S. J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In answer to your request, I am pleased
to state that I have manufactured shoes containing
your Metallic Sole by machinery. I think them a superior Article for keeping the teet dry. In manutacturing them there is no trouble from cutting the
thread when sewing, nor any difficulty in putting
them in the shoe.
Respectfully yours,
SEELEMAN PEARLBROOK,
Practical Shoe Manulacturcr, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mar. 19—(13m.

Companion

For Sale.

HOUSE

Samuel J. Seely, Esq.:
Dear Sir—In reply to your inquiries regarding your
patent Metallic Sole, 1 take great pleasure in stating
that 1 had them put in a pair of tine calf skin boots,
which I wore the whole of last winter in the wee
streets of Albany. I have had them half soled since,
and am wearing your Metallic Soles now, with full in-

healthy men and women?

Atlantic Wharf,
18C6, at the office of the
at 3 o’clock P. M., for the following purposes, viz:—
1st—To hoar the Deport of the Treasurer.
2nd—1To choose the officers of the Co. ibr the current
year.
3d—To see Jf the Company will accept the Act of
the Legislature passed February S, 18GG, whereby the
Company was authorized to increase its Capital

“Colley's Corner,’* five minutes walk from the

Nov.

New York, Dec., 1865.

Arrangement!

22 Exchange St, over Merchants' Exchange.
We take pleasure in rclcrring the public to the
following well known Gentlemen and businesss Arms
in this city.
Barker
Hon. Israel Washburn Jr. Messrs. Lynch,

Pastor Central Cong. Church, Brooklyn,
MARY A. FRENCH.

BOSTON.

will run as follows
''
Leave Atlantic Wharf for
Bouton,
every evening, (except Sunday) at
Leave Boston too same days at 7 l*. Si.

TO PARENTS.

Stock-holders of the Portland Steam Packet

first depot out of Portland G. T. R. R.
Meeting
house, academy, new school house, and P. O. all within a lew minutes walk.
Enquire ol H. M. STONE,
Depot Master, or Capt. S. DWIGHT STONE, on the
the premises.
ap27dlm*

Firm

dry

as

Jl Company are hereby notified that their Annual
Meeting will be hold on WEDNESDAY, June 13tli,

MA

UNITE*) STATES

to the cause of general health,
but a postive luxury, obviating all necessity of
India Rubber shoes, except in muddy weather. All
ordinary dampness, and even water upon pavements,
is completely foiled of its power of harm by this most
simple and useful invention. No one who has once
used them will ever be without them again, as they
l ncrcase the cost of boots aud shoes by a sum which is
feet,
scarcely worth naming,and insure,positively,
which is reckoned afnotig the first conditions of health
We heartily commend the “Metallic
and comfort.
Sole” to all the sensible.
J. CLEMENT FRENCH,

J *»**«•.

'he Steamer*

COLBY & TWONiBLY

Benj.Ivirigsbury,
Rice, Esq.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Coitauiniciug Monday, May I I lit, tsCG*
CX::
Passenger 'rraitiH leave Portland fu*
raP**■ nrtP^Boaton at8.4u A. M., 2.50 and «.uo (ex-

every day, (Sundays
at 7 o’clock A. M..

ofArti!>lur.Vier.II<,,'c<'
the Portland stoam Packet Co.

7

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Tim Steamer CASCO will
have PRKKPORT for PORT-

BEDUCEO^TO

f

Marine Co's of well known responsibility.
And they respectlully solicit the attention ol all desiring insurance.

grand contribution

Street.

ICE.

House aiul Lot for Sale in Falmouth.
new two-story house, nearly completed,
ready for occupancy in a few weeks; stable and
woodshed attached; a never-failing well; wood
lot and pasture adjoining. Said house is finely loca-

ted at

Prices!

SALE.
rTiHE

a

at

14—2m

IV
FOR

order, and sold

GOULD.

Portland, April

GORHAM,

Cash

Street.

examine Goods and Prices.

131

Late

TESTIMONIALS.
The undersigned have lor the past six months worn
Boots and Shoes possessing Mr. Seely’s Metallic
Sole, and find them an effectual preventive against
dampness, and the colds so often taken from damp
feet. Most gladly do we testily to the perfect efficiency of their service. The Metallic Sole is not only a

Trimmings! I

All of which will be made to

Call and

THE—

by

Citizens of Portland.

jVfiddle

com-

In

humanity.

—AND—

The best Stock in the city is at

JOHN C. PROCTER,

May 15th—d3w

Wetting the Feet is the most prolific cause oi
It is almost
disease and death known to
sure to bring on a cold; and colds, neglected, and often
when not neglected, lead to fevers or to coughs and fatal consumptions. It is in recognition of this truth
that the inventive talent oi the country has for years
been devising some method, or attempting to devise
it, tor keeping the feet dry, and yet that should not
give inconvenience to the wearer. Rubber shoes, in
one form or another, have hitherto been our reliance;
but it is well known, as among their many evils, that
from external moisture,
while they keep the l’cet
they sweat them over much, and by thus inducing
a susceptii ilitv to colds
increase
an undue tenderness
rather than otherwise. They are also cumbersome to
the feet, and withal are very expensive. The demand
is for something tliat shall moke the ordinary Root
aud Shoe impervious to water, without affecting their
elegance or durability, an*I, if possible, without adding sensibly to the cost ot their manufacture. These,
it will bo conceded, are most important features,
and we conscientiously affirm tliat they are absolutely attained in the invention herewith presented to
tlic public.
The invention consists in inserting between the iner and outer sole, when the boot is making, a thin
Meta Lie Plate, exceedingly ductile, combining
flexibility with toughness, very light, and every way
adapted to the end desired, while the additional expense is merely nominal. It furnishes a perfect barrier agninst the admission of wet or dampness, though
the feet may be exposed ever so long upon wet pavements or damp ground.
To ladies and children the Metalic Sole* will be
of incalculable value, as from their habits of life aud
delicacy of dress, they are particularly exposed to the
long train ot ills that attend upon an inadequate protection to the feet.
These Soles have already been tried by the best of
tests, actual use, and the testimonials to their
merits, freely proffered, indicate that they must be
the public. The
speedily and universally adopted
Patent Metallic Soled Roots and Shoes arc being introduced into the leading Root and Shoe Stores
throughout the United States, and will supplant all
forms of overshoes, except possibly for deep mud or
snow, as they become known. Be sure to get them
and take no other. If your shoemaker does not happen to have them, ho can procuie them without difficulty. If he will not, then send yourself to the inventor one dollar and thirty cents, aud obtain six
pair, assorted sixes, with right to use, which will be
promptly forwarded by express pre-paid, and which
can be made up bv anv shoemaker in the country.—
Agencies will l>e established in every city and village,
and supplied with Soles and proprietary stamps, at
schedule prices and liberal commission allowed on
sales. Also General Agencies for States appointed on
annlication, with proper testimonials to the inventor.
SAMUEL J; SEELY,
General Depot, corner City Hall Place and Read
street. New York.

ofeultivation,

May 15—dtf

FOR
Boots

Manufactured by Wm. L. Bradley,

Streot.

Lime

A

jLATENT

SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

it by mail.

May 16,1SG6_dtt

EUEEKA

anil most

COE’S

BENJ. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wharf*

-ON-

DIED.

Miscellaneous.

particulars, enquire ot

octl8dtt

A NEW INVENTION.

dry

a great bargain.

IT O Ft

W'Mhrh

Wauted.

Agent in every town in the State ol Maine to
sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemon wishing lot a rare chance
to make tuongy should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKJiBSON JC CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Nov23^dtf
Portland, .Maine.

Patent Metallic Sole.

k

Summer

HULLS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS,

SEELY’S

Wanted.

PORTLAND

77»^~ and rcturuing leave CUST( 1M
WHARF tor FREEPORT, at 4 o’clock P. M.
each way 60 cents.
Freight taken at low
inay23Jtf

FARE

In the most Reliable Fire Companies.

insomo establishment, by a young
man having a thorough business
education, and
is well posted in Book-keeping in all tonus.
Apply to
S1MONTON & KNIGHT,
aplodtl
4s Commercial St.

PATENTED

r are

rates.

can

Warranted

For Sale,

Two-story
THE
Street, at
For

anv amount, and in the most responsible
panies in New England and New \ ork City.

RACHEL MOXCEY,
Cumberland, Me.

SITUATION

Lot about 2800 square ieet.
JOSEPH W. SYMONDS,
88 Exchange Street.

RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland. Apr. 30,1SCG.—tt

DEALER IS

Stocks of Goods,Buildings,Vessels on Stocks,

A

rt<T
*TTr
HOUSE

FIRE, MARINE, LIFE and ACCIDENT INSURANCE,

Pastry Cook’s Situation Wanted!

BRADLEY’S

JOHN C. PROCTER,

Will bo

Portland, May 22,

Cheap.

respectfully

THE undersigned

If

|L-’■

friends and the business commuuily generally,
that they have perfected complete arrangements lor
the transaction of

To

House for Sale.

Mayl81w

WANTED.

TO

Mayi2—d3w«

-gttjgp*

announce to tlieir

for Medallions oi
production of art before
the American people. Address G. E. JVIOEEY. No. 80
Federal St.
may2ld2w*

MaylStt

1.

A.—Metallic Sole.
B
Outer Sole.
C.—Inner So.e.

canvass the State of Maine
our public men—the best

Fine Six Octavo Melodcon, but little used, at E.
B. KoBlNSOS'S Music lie-,ms, 3171 Congress,
Oak Street. Inquire Item 10 to 12 A. M.

with Brick Stable.
Apply to

PAT’D. Sept. 5, 1866.

ONE

For Sale.

particulars apply
LIBBY, or to

THE OTTAWA HOUSE

ISfiO.

Railroads.

for Freeport.

Steamer

INSURANCE AGENCY!

Drag Clerk Wanted.

An

St.

of Spruce and Brackett street*.
W. Jj. PUTNAM,
74 Middle street.

comer

njay23dlw*

a

PROCTER,

For

Cushing’s

Steamers.

C3-E3STEEA.3L.

TAKE BASE OF TOUR LIFE

one

a

JOHN

accommodat-

be

Hotel keeper in want of Pastry Cook,
ANY
hear ol'an experienced
by addre ssing
Miss

IN WESTBBOOK,
A one and half story house, has eleven finished rooms, and well arranged with closets, &c.
Has stable. The buildings are all in good order. The lot contains about 3-1 acre ot good land
under cultivation.
Situated near the Capisic Pond, about 21 miles
from City. For particular s enquire oi G. THOJRN,
on the premises, or of

FOREIGN PORTS.
inst, ship Forest Eagle, Bennett,

House.

45

6treet.

SALE!

FOB

can

that has had two or threo vears experience.
Address Druggist, 145 Congress'St.. Portland,Me.
May 22—dtf

A GENTS

at

at 46

A

FEW gentlemen boarders
ed at I*o. 30 Treble Street.

—

Portland, May 23,1866—dlw*.

At Panama 13tli

In

A Crane.
In E Pitts ton, April 1, Frank S
Yandalla A Clark, both of South

No. 12
House may be

Quincy
by
examined
HOUSE
any time.
Exchange
particulars enquire

CLEARED.
& Fox.
Br sch

the premises of
C. W. SMITH.

House and Land for Sale.

Steamer Chesapeake, Johnson, New York—Emery

_

MARRIED.

inquire

on

May 22—d3\v

Wednesday* May 23*
ARRIVED.
Steamer Jersey City,’Hayden, New York.
Ship Uncle Tobey, (now) Pinkbam, Freeport, m
tow ot steam-tug Uncle Sam.
Brig Frontier, Littlefield, Philadelphia.
Sell Nicunor, (of Newport RI) Smith, Cardenas via
Holmes* Hole.
Sch E G Willard, Parsons, Philadelphia.
Sch Julia A «<ecker. Dunfon, New York.
Sch Elizabeth Graham, (Br) Langlois, Boston, to
load lor Port au Prince.
Sch olive Elizabeth. Hamilton, Boston.
Sch Edward & Frank. Cox, Plymouth.
Soli Lady Ellen, Winchenbach, Waldoboro.
Yacht Itcttie, Com Follett, Boston.
BELOW—A deep herm brig..

Baltimore.
Cld 16th, schs

Insurance.

Miscellaneous.

Lost and Found.

Boarders Wanted.

May 23-dtf.

PORTLAND.

OP

Ifc-w York Sinclc

43}

parliculars

Moro Castle.New York..Havana.May 23

Ottawa

Missouri Sixes.W?
Cumt'erland Coal Co.
Treasury 73-10 ..I.l°lj

For Sale.
stable and Garden, corner Melbourne
and Willi;; streets. The Lot is 132x80 well laid out
and stocked with Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Grape
Vines and Skrubliery. Persons desirous of purchasinga Homk, every way pleasant and desirable, will
do well to examine this place, as it is one of
the finest on Munjoy Hill and wiil be sold at a bar*

HOUSE,

PASSENGERS.

R S

Wants,

....

10

Cotton—lc.
unc.
lands at 39 (a} 41c.
Ar at A spin wall 11th inst, schs Mary C Dyer, Peel,
Flour—State and Western advanced 10 @ 15c and
an<l Rosamond, Wallace, Philadelphia.
dosed quiet. Sales 14,S00 bbls. Superfine State at
13
at
915
S5.—
Ohio
@
7 10 (a) 0 415; Round Hoop
[Per steamer Cuba, at Boston.]
Western at 7 10?@ a 30. Southern firmer; sales 600
bbls. at 10 70 (a> 1675. Canada 10 @ 15c. higher; sales
Ar at Liverpool 8th inst, Lammergier, Wilson, fin
48o bbls. at 6 80 @ 13 00.
New Orleans; Trenton,Walker, New Orleans; TranWheat 2 @ 3c, higher, but dull. Sales 7,500 bush.
sit; Kelley,Apalachicola; Sardis, Scott, New Orleans;
Milwaukee new, No. 1, at about 2 13.
loth, CaUiouii, Page, and U Robinson, Robinson, N
Corn—lc. higher; sales 37,ooo bush.; new Mixed
York; S 1) Thurston, Snow, do; Pocahontas. Percy,
Wesern at 83 @ 86 afloat. Old do do 80].
New Orleans; lltli, Eastern Star, Pousland, Mobile:
Beef— steady; sales 680 bbls.
R A Allen, Tarr, do; 12th, Sarah Newman, Giles,
Pork— steady; sales 8,500 bbls.; new mess at 30 25
Savannah.
Sid Otli, Ukraine, Mclchcr, Boston; 7th, Valley
@ 30 62, closing at 30 50 regular.
Lard—firmer j sales S50 bbls. at 19 @ 22]c.
Forgo. Emerson, New York: EllaS Thayer, ThompWhiskb'v—quiet.
son, Philadelphia.
i
Cld 5th, Palo Alto. Wilev, Cienfiicgos; 9th, SouRice—quiet and firm.
thern Rights, Ross, Charleston; Eastern State. Hal
Sugar—] higher; sales 750 ldids. Muscovado at lOjj
@ Wfc.
pin, Quebec; loth, Courser, Dickey, New Orleans.
Knt out loth, Elcano, Cliivers. Calcutta; Ida Lilly,
Coffee—higher but quiet.
Molasses—quiet and firm.
Minott, Charleston; Alice Vennard, Young, MonteNaval Stores—quiet. Spirits Turpentine at91]@
video via < ardiff.
95. Rosin 3 50 @ 12 00.
Off Holyhead 5th, Frigate Bird, Weeks, Liverpool
Petroleum—flirner and quiet; Crude at 27@27]c.
for Point de Galle.
to
Freights
Liverpool—quieft.
Ar at Loudon 11th, Hudson, Piatt, New York.
A rat Deal 5th, Detroit, Curtis, London for Port
Cincinnati Markets.
Philip, (and sailed.)
Cincinnati, May 23.
Ar at Queenstown 10th, Bethiali Thayer, Cartney,
Flour in better demand; superfine 9 25 @9 75.— Callao.
Wheat firm. Whiskey unchanged. Mess Pork at
3(f 75 @ 31 00. Lard dull at 21].
Ar at Maulmain 17th inst, Sarepta, Randall, from
Cochin.
Milwaukee Market•
Sll 14th, Col Ledyard, Wells, Bombay.
Milwaukee. May 23.
At Kurrachee 10th ull, Warrior, Lunt, tor LiverFlour active. Wheat dull at 178. cats firm.
pool,
Mg.
Sid 1m Mauritius March 17, A H Badger, Marshall,
Receipls —1,200 bbls. flour, 61,000 bushels of
wheat, 12,000 bushels of oats. Shipments—70u Melbourne; 25th, Kichd Bustced, Knowles, Galle.
bbls. of flour, 96,000 bushels ot wheat.
Sid fin Havre 5th inst, Commerce, Rqblnson, Bordeaux and United States; 7tli, Flora Southard, MorChicago Markets.
rill, do.
Chicago, May 23.
Ar at do 7tli inst, Arlington, Bartlett. New Orleans
Flour advanced 10 @ 15c. Wheat unsettled, open- 9tb, Florence Treat, Short, fin New York; Wallace,
at
and
1
closing
Piince. New Orleans.
68,
ed at 1 62, advancing to 1 67 \(u)
Cld 5tli, Flora Southard, Merrill, Cardiff and Unit1644 @165. Corn active at 53? for No. 1 and 53 for
ed States.
No. 2#
Oats steady at 32] @ 33c. for No 1. ProviSid fin Loghorn 26th ult, Amazon, Thompson, for
sions quiet.
Receipts—6,COO bbls ot flour. 24,000 bushels ol Boston.
oats*
of
bushels
Sid
tm Bremcrhavcn 5th inst, Acme, Hamilton, tor
of
bushels
corn,
61,000
wheat, 191,000
Shipments—2,900 bbls. of flout. 14,000 bushels oi Shields.
wheat. 236,090 bushels ot com, 91,000 bushels oats.
SPOKEN.
1Yilmlnffton Markets.
May It, lat to 38, Ion 61 25, was seen ship Excelsior,
Wilmington, N. C., May 23.
York.
for
New
from
Liverpool
Cotton—31] for Middling. Crude Turpentine unMay 18, lat 35 21, Ion 75 05, brig Charles II Pool,
changed, Spirits Turpentine at 68 @ 70. Rosin— standing S.
sales No. 1 at 6 00 @ 7 60. and pale at 7 50 @ 8 50. Tar
May 20, off Hattoras, sell J A Griffin, Foster, from
at 135.
Trinidad lor Philadelphia.
Foreign Markets.
San Francisco, May 22.
Commercial advices from Hong Kong report Flour
9 00 per bbl; White Sugar 10 00, aml Brown 5 00 per
hundred weight.
Market.
New York, May23.
Second Board.—Stocks lower.
American Gold.
1371
Chicago and Rock Island.
90!
Illinois Central.
Ym
Micldean Southern .. ..775
Reading...
.'.'.107}
Hudson..
Erie....
New York Central.931
Boston Water Power.47}
Canton Company. 55*
United States coupon sixes, 1881.1117;
United Slates 5-20’s, coupons 1862,.loo;
United States 5-20’s coupons 1805.101}
United States 10-40,(registered). 04J

1

g-i

resignation.”—Army

Reclaiming a Meadow.
While in Brunswick recently, we had the
curiosity to call on our old friend, J. Griffin
Esq. who has been a bookseller and printer
to the College from time immemorial. We
a piece of bog sitwere specially interested in
uated south of the village, and which had

Sale and to Let*

For

IMPORTS.

of

diplomatic,

as

.

CCmmercia! WUirt.

ItonrdhiR’.

without board,
SrN?l'B10r
nisbed, with
House77 Froe street.
or

aoooumuxlatoj.

or

uuftu-

in the iir«t clam

Kespcctabie Vransit ni board**
niayai-dlw*

